
CryptoPhoto...  Easily protect all customers against modern attacks and scams.  QUICK OVERVIEW. Contain malware and 
breach damage with segregated integrity-based multi-device key provision.  Humans cause almost all your cyber problems.  Now you 
can fix that.  Hate passwords? so do we - they are distracting and useless - get rid of them safely with CryptoPhoto.  Protect your 
staff and users against their largest security threat: Themselves.  Trust is a two-way street.  Activate 2-way mutual-authentication 
with CryptoPhoto.  Quickly plug supplier security risks with one fast, easy, and comprehensive solution.  Make high-security 
authentication and signing fast, easy, and convenient.  Stop your staff and suppliers from being trickable by sophisticated 
adversaries.  Contain malware and breach damage with segregated integrity-based multi-device key provision.  Humans cause 
almost all your cyber problems.  Now you can fix that.  Block Phishing. More than half of all break-ins start from phishing.  
CryptoPhoto blocks them.  No matter how devious the scam, no matter how inexperienced your users, our mutual authentication 
system keeps everybody safe.  Neutralize Malware. Countless thousands of people wrote the programs and apps running on all 
your computers.  Do you trust them all? Are hackers exploiting their security flaws? CryptoPhoto’s transaction-signing blocks their 
damage.  It also warns instantly when you come under attack, and protects you from dishonest customers too.  NIST SP800-63-3 
AAL3. CryptoPhoto is built specifically to protect people against scams, or in other words, to provide "Verifier Impersonation 
Resistance", the key requirement needed to meet the worlds' strongest-rated Authentication Assurance Level: AAL3.  Now is the 
time to stop playing "security theatre" with one-time and two-step or OTP codes: update to CryptoPhoto to enjoy genuinely effective 
authentication security.  Make Logins Easy. We are the world’s easiest security.  Pre-school kids, grandparents, and everyone in-
between can understand and authenticate first time, without training or help.  Goodby Passwords. CryptoPhoto provides the 
option to get rid of passwords.  Most experts agree: passwords cause more harm than good.  Please your users and sysadmins alike: 
move safely away from passwords completely.  Please Your Users. Every second counts for your customers and staff.  
CryptoPhoto makes login fast.  Very fast.  If you choose to go passwordless, CryptoPhoto is even faster than not using CryptoPhoto at 
all.  Safe .vs. Secure. What's worse: hackers getting in, or accidentally locking yourself out?  CryptoPhoto cleverly prevents both, 
which also prevents social engineering scams, like impostors who pretend to be you with a lost or forgotten second factor.  We 
support multiple devices per user, multiple accounts per device, multiple users per device if necessary, all with in-device biometric 
encryption, optional passphrase security, and secure self-service enrolment and lost-device recovery.  Your users can safely recover, 
by themselves, if they lose/break/etc their primary devices - with no security reduction, no social-engineering risks, and no help-desk 
costs.  Mutual 2FA/MFA. Our second/multi-factor authentication works in both directions, proving you to your user, at the 
same time as your user proves themselves to you.  Also known as "Verifier Impersonation Resistance", and compliant with NIST 
SP800-63-3 to AAL3 strength (the world strongest authentication level), this blocks phishing, social-engineering, malware, man-in-
the-middle and other traditionally difficult-to-stop common attacks.  We're also the worlds easiest and fastest high-strength security, 
taking less than 2 seconds, needing no training, and suitable for users of every skill level.  Console Protection. Adding intrusion-
resistant second-factor for console access is quick and easy with CryptoPhoto.  It self-opens on-demand, and is so quick that sub-2-
second (yet still AAL3 high-strength) logins are easy.  Examples include SSH, Remote-Desktop, su/sudo, CLI, admin and operator 
consoles across servers and appliances alike.  If it's got a login, CryptoPhoto can easily add rapid second-factor protection to it.  In-
Person Multifactor. Do you meet users face to face? CryptoPhoto also works perfectly in-person too! As with all CryptoPhoto 
operations, this includes full mutual-authentication as well.  Your users cannot be fooled by someone impersonating you, and nor 
can you be fooled by an impostor impersonating your users.  IoT / SCADA. In-bound multifactor-authentication is easy with 
CryptoPhoto.  You can add high-security control to everything from home or office doors and facility equipment, to critical-industry 
process machinery, and everything in-between.  CryptoPhoto is equally at adept receiving secure instructions to confirm, as it is to 
originate secure multi-factor-signed instructions on-demand.  Multi-Operators. Are you paranoid? Do you have critical operations 
that no single operator should have the power to perform alone?  All CryptoPhoto functions, including authentication, transaction-
signatures, and cryptographic key provisioning, support "two man rule" counter-party approvals (or denials).  You nominate how 
many approvals are needed, and the pool of users authorised, and CryptoPhoto securely enforces access.  Want to give one or more 
users the power of veto?  This too is easy with CryptoPhoto.  Sign Anything. Malware is hard to get rid of, but easy to defeat 
with CryptoPhoto out-of-band digital signatures.  If you process instructions from your users, like moving money, transferring 
domains, updating account details, erasing files or virtual servers, downloading backups, online trading, etc - CryptoPhoto gives both 
you and your users an easy, one-tap-fast solution to rapidly check and approve critical actions: out of reach of malware, and also out-
of-reach of hackers and social-engineers alike: All CryptoPhoto actions are mutually-authenticated.  Telephone Multifactor. Do 
you get phone calls from your users, or do you need to phone them?  CryptoPhoto works perfectly over the phone as well - and like 
all CryptoPhoto operations, supports full mutual-authentication as well.  Your users know for certain that you are legitimate, and you 
know for certain that they are the real users.  Say "no more" to social engineering attacks against your help desk and also "no more" 
to social-engineering of your users.  End credential theft. It's a sad fact that even though it's 2018, credential-compromise 
attacks like phishing, social-engineering, scams and password-stealing malware are still the root cause behind 9 out of every 10 
cyber-intrusions and serious data breaches.  You need to deploy serious protection - such as NIST-compliant AAL3 authentication 
with verifier impersonation resistance - to reliably put a stop to all those.  CryptoPhoto supports all this, with the industries fastest 



and easiest AAL3-compliant protection available.  Extensible authentication. Imagine having a real-time, two-way, high-security 
second channel direct to your users 24/7 - where you can push rich full-screen messages and receive secure biometric-protected 
signed responses back, all with ease.  CryptoPhoto's suite of plugins, sample downloads, APIs and extensive documentation and 
examples helps you add new and exciting high-security features to your products and services.  API and Crypto key release.
 Some secrets should never touch hard disks. You can use CryptoPhoto signing to provision critical data on-demand - like full-
disk encryption keys for secure remote-server boot, or API keys for trading bots, or unlock keys for digital certificates.  Our secure 
second-device storage guarantees that your critical systems minimise any single-point-of-failure security risks.  For the truly 
paranoid, multiple operators can be involved to approve key release actions, and multiple redundant devices can be provisioned to 
prevent key loss.  Who is using CryptoPhoto. Enterprise. Make it impossible for human-factor attacks to succeed against your 
employees, while making it faster and easier for everyone to enjoy high-security access to enterprise resources.  Key Benefits.
 Strong and simple protection against more than 100 difficult security vulnerabilities affecting both systems and people.  
Simple and effective blocking of human-factor exploits, including phishing, social-engineering, scams, and credential-theft malware.  
Improve employee productivity by making their logins much faster and easier, but also more secure.  Empower your authentication 
to block RATs and hacker lateral movements.  Simplify high-security SSO, including easy out-of-band signatures that also block 
malware and accidents.  Eliminate borrowed or stolen credentials with quick and easy biometrics.  Option to safely go passwordless, 
drastically improving overall enterprise safety.  Unified solution - works with a wide range of existing enterprise products, systems, 
and applications. Extends easily to new ones.  Far more effective than education or security-training: CryptoPhoto prevents human-
factor exploits, without risks.  Enterprise. Enterprises can be complicated, but securing the people who run and use them is 
simple.  CryptoPhoto is a high-security, yet fast and easy, authentication and signing solution.  It has native connectors for a wide 
range of enterprise products, like: ADFS, SSO, numerous types of equipment like VPN's, Telephony, Networking, and 
Firewall/IDS/DLP/etc, and system-level protection for Windows and Linux servers along with the individual services they provide 
including web, print, network, storage and applications.  CryptoPhoto also includes a wide range of pre-built installers and 
administration front-ends to extend strong-auth to numerous web-based products and services, like CMS, Hosting, Email, Project 
Management, and CRM.  Protection is extensible, offering a comprehensive programming API and wide range of sample code in 
many languages, including interactive online tutorials and free training guides with working demonstrations to help developers make 
the most of CryptoPhoto's best-in-class authentication, digital-signing, and key-provisioning.  Because CryptoPhoto's high-strength 
protection is so fast and easy, it's suitable for both enterprise staff, as well as customers, suppliers, and 3rd parties.  CryptoPhoto's 
Key Differentiators. Human-Factor protection: we are NIST SP800-63-3 compliant to Authentication-Assurance-Level 3 (AAL3: the 
highest strength): this necessarily includes "verifier impersonation resistance".  In layman terms - our authentication uniquely 
prevents phishing, social-engineering, scams and so on.  Depending on your applications, we also neutralize a variety of malware 
attacks, and all credential theft and misuse risks.  Simplicity and speed.  Compared with industry incumbents, CryptoPhoto is 10 
times faster for an end-user to enrol and start using, as well as being 10 times faster for them to log in.  Since human-error is 
estimated to cause 91% of successful cyber intrusions, and that's what CryptoPhoto was built to prevent, we believe this makes 
CryptoPhoto 10 times more useful than other security tools you may be using or looking at.  We support the option to go securely 
"passwordless", which eliminates a staggering range of security issues while making user logins much faster and easier as well.  Click 
here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits. Who is using CryptoPhoto. ENTERPRISE. Cloud and Hosting.
 Protect your customers against themselves: add scam, phish, malware, and social-engineering protection to logins and 
critical customer actions.  Key Benefits. Protect your customers against themselves: add scam, phish, malware, and social-
engineering protection to logins and critical customer actions.  Block your staff and your end users against sophisticated attacks, 
including malware, scam phone callers, and social-engineers.  Save your customer resources from harm and protect your brand and 
reputation by blocking both end-user and in-house mistakes alike.  Supercharge server protection using CryptoPhoto's out-of-band 
encryption and API key provisioning, multifactor on SSH, sudo, etc, and more.  Increase the uptake of strong authentication across 
your user base by making their logins ten times faster and easier.  Trust no one: CryptoPhoto's duty-separation architecture isolates 
trust.  Eradicating single-point-of-failure simultaneously blocks technical, human/social, and collusive attacks all at once.  Deliver 
end-to-end encrypted solutions, including out-of-band actions like remote-server restart with full disk encryption, letting customers 
safely manage their own mistake-resilient access and keys.  CryptoPhoto provides the industry's highest-assurance security strength: 
NIST SP800-63-3 "AAL3".  Cloud and Hosting. Your users are under siege.  CryptoPhoto gives you the power to prevent them being 
tricked by scammers, phishing, social engineers, and credential-theft malware - drastically reducing your support burden and saving 
your reputation and customer data alike.  CryptoPhoto introduces high-security fool-proof authentication for your users.  It is a 
simple-to-install add-on to your existing admin solution, and takes less than 10 minutes to set up in most situations, or less than 1 
day to integrate with bespoke or custom systems.  It works within your website, it works with all popular web control panel and 
hosting packages, and it works on all popular server platforms with all popular services (including ssh, sudo, etc).  It also works over-
the-phone and in-person; making it reliably fast and easy for your staff to know the difference between a customer and a scammer.  
It takes on-average less than 2 seconds to use (that's 10 times faster than 2FA), and takes less than 2 minutes for customers to 



activate (if you pull out a stopwatch, you'll find that this too is 10 times faster than most 2FA).  CryptoPhoto can optionally, and 
safely, replace passwords, making customer-logins even faster and easier that they are right now, even though you're getting AAL3 
highest-industry-strength security.  CryptoPhoto offers a variety of pricing options specifically for hosting providers, including 
revenue-sharing user-pays implementations; contact us to learn how you can earn money making logins safer and faster for your 
users.  The secure out-of-band key provisioning in CryptoPhoto gives your customers a safe and reliable way to handle API keys, 
Crptocurrency Wallets, DB passwords, and other sensitive material while helping prevent these secrets from falling into the wrong 
hands. [Try our demo below for an example] Click here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits. Who is using 
CryptoPhoto. Banking. Easily protect all customers against modern attacks and scams.  Key Benefits. Prevent scams, 
social-engineering, malware and other security issues from being able to work against your customers.  Easily protect all customers 
against modern attacks and scams, including online, telephone, and in-person.  Block phishing attacks from stealing customer 
credentials.  Simplify and secure transactions, globally, 24/7, using our 1-tap out-of-band signing.  Make customer logins faster and 
easier, but also AAL3-strength secure.  Quickly eliminate fraud losses, and reduce customer support costs.  10 Reasons to use 
CryptoPhoto for Banking.  CryptoPhoto is purpose-designed to secure your biggest threat: your users themselves.  Before now, you 
had no control over the health of end-user computer systems, of the safety of their password practices, or of how users or staff fall 
prey to scams, social-engineering, or malware.  CryptoPhoto cleverly solves all that, elevating your Authentication Assurance Level to 
AAL3 - the world's strongest possible rating available under NIST SP800-63-3, the worlds newest and most comprehensive security 
standard.  Perhaps even more importantly, CryptoPhoto makes end-user logins and transaction signing both fast and easy.  A typical 
high-security user action takes less than 2 seconds and needs no training, while a typical user enrolment takes under 2 minutes and 
less than half a dozen easy steps; both those are 10 times faster than competing (and legacy) solutions, none of which offer top-
strength security anyway.  10 times faster for users to log in. CryptoPhoto works with as little as one-tap, typically taking less than 
2 seconds to complete.  We also offer the option to securely stop using passwords, making customer logins with CryptoPhoto even 
faster than they are without it.  10 times easier to complete a login. CryptoPhoto opens automatically the instant it's needed: no 
tokens to find, no apps to learn, no training needed to stay fully secure.  10 times more secure. 9 out of 10 incidents are caused by 
the human-factor exploits that CryptoPhoto specifically, and uniquely, prevents.  We believe that makes CryptoPhoto 10 times more 
important and/or secure than other solutions you may be investigating.  10 times faster and easier to set up (enrol) Our obsessive 
dedication to improved user experience makes us the world leaders in rapid secure enrolment.  Head-to-head against other industry 
products, your users can be securely enrolled and using CryptoPhoto in one tenth of the time it would take from our nearest 
competitor.  10 times faster and easier to integrate with existing banking systems. Deployable via WAF (no code changes) or 
direct integration (minor change to logins and transactions), and never touching user identity or personal information, CryptoPhoto 
is both technically and administratively simple and rapid to deploy.  Our quickest bank-integration to-date took just 2 weeks (one 
week technical, one week compliance).  10 fold reduction in customer social-engineering incidents. CryptoPhoto blocks almost 
all human factor exploits outright [no matter how unsophisticated your user might be, there's simply no way the scam can proceed 
against them, not even if the victim wanted it to], and for the few left over, we sit cleverly in-between customer and scammer with 
the facility to produce (out of band, on their phone) real-time, full-screen, interactive warnings and advice to prevent even the most 
gullible users from falling prey to even the most sophisticated scams.  10 fold reduction in consumer fraud losses. With 9 out 
of every 10 successful attacks being attributable to the human-factor exploits we block, CryptoPhoto offers a huge reduction in 
direct fraud losses, with additional savings in customer support and fraud-related administration costs.  10 times more international 
coverage. CryptoPhoto works home and abroad, with and without cellular and/or data coverage, 24/7/365.  10 times more 
convenient. No extra gadgets to carry, no complicated usage or rules to know - CryptoPhoto is with your customers at all times, 
ready to secure them every time they need it.  3 times more useful - works online, over the phone, and in-person.  Authentication is 
only effective when it works everywhere.  CryptoPhoto enables strong, mutually-authenticated identification online (for websites, 
apps, and other 1st party and 3rd party digital bank services), over the telephone (for both incoming and outgoing calls for your call 
centers, managers, staff, and others, between both customers as well as staff), and in-person (in branches, at meetings and 
conferences, appointments, etc).  CryptoPhoto's "Verifier Impersonation Resistance" prevents staff and users alike from being 
trickable by scams or social engineers.  Click here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits. Who is using 
CryptoPhoto. Government. Simplify citizen and staff access to protected systems - 2-second logins, no training needed.  Key 
Benefits. Simplify and accelerate citizen and staff access to protected systems - 2-second logins, no training needed.  Improve 
security, compliance, and threat blocking with CryptoPhoto's NIST SP-800-63-3 AAL3-compliant (highest assured strength) 
protection.  Fortify users against phishing, social-engineering, and credential-theft malware attacks: on-line, over-the-phone, and in-
person.  Protect user privacy while also improving security.  Easily build new solutions with high-security and out-of-band digital 
signatures: voting, facility access, biometric identification, etc: online, in-person, and over the phone too.  Meet and exceed best-
practice assurance and security compliance guidelines.  Easiest and fastest high-security user experience in the industry.  Option to 
eliminate passwords, which drastically improves overall security by removing the single worst cause of most incidents. Also makes 
logins even faster and easier as well as more secure!  Keep scammers and social engineers out of your customer accounts - just 



works - irrespective of end user skill or attention.  Safely provide citizen logins and federated identity services to 3rd party sites, 
without fear of scams, phishing, or stolen credentials.  Government. Nearly every kind of attacker targets government, from 
script kiddies to nation-states and everything in-between.  They go after your systems, they target your operators and staff, and they 
increasingly exploit your users - citizens - for all kinds of reasons.  Stealing data or money, damaging trade or reputations, and 
promoting political causes are just some motivations.  9 out of every 10 successful intrusions into government systems begins with a 
human-factor exploit, like phishing, social-engineering, or scams that introduce malware.  The feature which sets CryptoPhoto apart 
from all other authenticators, is human-factor protection.  We use an incredibly sophisticated cryptographic protocol in which the 
human themselves plays one small but important part: they match a pair of random photographs, which our protocols use in order 
to eradicate impersonation attacks.  This protection, known as "Verifier Impersonation Resistance", is the key protection required for 
compliance with the highest-assurance rating of the worlds newest and most respected security standard: NIST SP800-63-3, 
Authentication Assurance Level 3 (AAL3).  In other words, CryptoPhoto gives your operators, staff, and citizens a simple one-tap 
authentication solution which achieves the strongest possible authentication assurance level.  This technique blocks the ability for 
phishing attacks to succeed, prevents social engineers from being able to trick users, neutralizes malware, and overcomes more than 
100 other security vulnerability and security-reducing user-experience issues.  CryptoPhoto is perfectly suited for rapid and simple 
citizen access to online government services, for high-security staff access to internal resources, and for government-based 
federated identity purposes which would otherwise face extreme risk of credential theft and misuse when citizens rightfully use their 
logins to access 3rd party sites and services.  Click here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits. Who is using 
CryptoPhoto. Defence. Quickly plug supplier security risks with one fast, easy, and comprehensive solution.  Key Benefits.
 Quickly plug supplier security risks with one fast, easy, and comprehensive solution.  Make high-security authentication and 
signing fast, easy, and convenient.  Stop your staff and suppliers from being trickable by sophisticated adversaries.  Contain malware 
and breach damage with segregated integrity-based multi-device key provision.  Upgrade your staff, contractors, and suppliers alike 
to the industry's highest-assurance authentication: NISP SP800-63-3 AAL3*.  Defence. CryptoPhoto is a fast and easy-to-use multi-
featured mutual (2-way) authenticator with AAL3*-grade high security, transaction signing, and out-of-band cryptographic key 
provisioning capability.  It can replace legacy 2FA and other ineffective login tools/gadgets.  It also delivers a wide range of useful 
new security capabilities.  It works both out-of-band (e.g. for Computer access) as well as in-band (e.g. authentication and secure 
control of SCADA, IoT, or screen-less devices), and it works online and offline, as well as in person, over-the-phone, and for any kind 
of machine access.  CryptoPhoto is significantly different to competing and legacy authentication and signing technologies in two 
important areas: User Experience, and Security Breadth.  CryptoPhoto is easy, very fast, convenient and versatile.  It is also near 
foolproof, since it is specifically designed to protect people against even their own fallibility, while taking clear, simple, and effective 
steps to address all the typical authenticator "out of scope" problems like rapid secure enrolment, secure loss handling, secure self-
service provisioning, prevention of social-engineering attacks against both users and administrators, malware, and recovery exploits.  
Clear solution to Defence's leading security challenge.  63% of Defence cyber breaches originate from 3rd party networks.  91% of all 
cyber breaches are attributable to Human-factor exploits, like spear-phishing, social-engineering, or credential-theft malware.  
CryptoPhoto is easily installed either by you, or your 3rd parties, and is strongly effective against a comprehensive range of leading 
cyber threats.  CryptoPhoto: perfect for Defence.  We combine the industry's highest-security-rated and most effective cyber threat 
eradication technology with the industry's easiest and fastest user experience to give Defence and their suppliers the best possible 
User protection.  * NIST Special Publication 800-63 Revision 3. Authenticator Assurance Level 3 (AAL3) provides very high 
confidence that the claimant controls authenticator(s) registered to the subscriber.  Authentication at AAL3 is based on proof of 
possession of a key through a cryptographic protocol.  AAL3 is like AAL2 but also requires a “hard” cryptographic authenticator that 
provides verifier impersonation resistance.  Click here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits. Who is using 
CryptoPhoto. Critical Infrastructure. Boost your security protection to block more than 100 new and different attack scenarios.  
Key Benefits. Boost your security protection to block more than 100 different attack scenarios.  Upgrade your computer security 
to make it able to block online, offline, telephone, and air-gap attacks too.  Fortify your workers against social-engineering, phishing, 
and credential-theft malware attacks.  Add rapid and foolproof biometric protection with logging and non-repudiation.  Add two-
party-rule protection to critical operations.  Encrypt data anywhere, with key storage managed securely across any number of 
operators.  Add biometric multifactor protection and signatures to embedded and server systems, like ssh, sudo, pam, firmware 
updates, etc.  Critical Infrastructure. Your pen-testers and red-teams already know: Social-Engineering Works.  So block it.  
CryptoPhoto is purpose-built to prevent human-factor exploits, and there's a huge number - more than 50 different kinds and 
variations - and we block them all.  We also block more than 50 other cyber attack techniques - that's more than double the number 
of threats that are addressed by all our competitors combined.  CryptoPhoto does 3 important things, all compliant with the world's 
highest-rated security strength: NIST SP800-63-3 "AAL3".  Mutual Authentication: your staff, and (where appropriate) contractors, 
3rd parties, or even customers can log-in safely, to any of your systems, with no risk of scams, phishing, impostors, social-engineers, 
or other modern attacks compromising their authentication security.  Mutual authentication also blocks telephone and in-person 
scams, as well a a wide range of other credential-related risks.  Transaction Signing: authorised users can safely issue instructions, 



like machinery control, facility access, and bespoke transactions, with no risk of malware taking hold, and again with no risk of scams, 
phishing, impostors, social-engineers, or other modern attacks.  CryptoPhoto also provides full non-repudiable action-history logging, 
strong biometric multifactor mutual-auth protection, and multi-operator approval support.  Cryptographic key provisioning: Store 
your most critically sensitive information safely, and redundantly, outside your systems.  Encryption keys, unlock codes, API 
credentials, access tokens, etc: if you don't put it on your machines, it's not there to get compromised, and cannot be misused.  Use 
our multiple-operator security for hypercritial protection, with "N out of M must approve, but not if X out of Y deny" logic for the 
ultimate in security reassurance.  Learn more about Mutual-Authentication, Signing, and Key-provisioning on our Crypto-Currencies 
page.  * NIST Special Publication 800-63 Revision 3. Authenticator Assurance Level 3 (AAL3) provides very high confidence that 
the claimant controls authenticator(s) registered to the subscriber.  Authentication at AAL3 is based on proof of possession of a key 
through a cryptographic protocol.  AAL3 is like AAL2 but also requires a “hard” cryptographic authenticator that provides verifier 
impersonation resistance.  Click here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits. Who is using CryptoPhoto.
 Social & Identity. Keep your customers strongly safe, no matter their skill, no matter their environment.  Key Benefits.
 Keep scammers and social engineers out of your customer accounts - just works - irrespective of end user skill or attention.  
Safely provide logins and your federated identity to 3rd party sites, without fear of scams, phishing, or stolen credentials.  Keep your 
customers strongly safe, no matter their skill, no matter their environment.  Unlock the power of your user accounts without fear of 
the bad guys exploiting your customers.  Deliver new and exciting out-of-band services, like instant secure permission granting or 
identity credential release, protected with biometrics and scam-free mistake-resilient strong certificates.  Social & Identity.
 Your systems are safe, but what about your users?  They're under siege!  Phishing attacks, credential-theft malware, social-
engineering online and by telephone and even in person, 3rd party breaches and password stuffing, impostor websites, zeroday 
exploits, ... hackers know they're your weakest link, but now you can fix that: CryptoPhoto blocks human-factor exploits.  We "hacker 
proof" your users.  No false positives. No angry lockouts. No privacy invasion. No step-ups. No bypass, and no added support burden.  
Just genuine, effective, foolproof protection.  More importantly - we're fast and easy.  One tap, 2 seconds.  We even make it safe to 
stop using passwords entirely.  CryptoPhoto is a multifactor login and signing solution that makes it 10 times faster for your users 
users to log in, while giving them the highest-rated authentication strength available today: NIST SP800-63-3 Authentication 
Assurance Level 3 (AAL3).  We are also fast to enrol - under 2 minutes - that's ten times faster than our nearest competitors, 
reducing uptake friction like never before seen.  CryptoPhoto is purpose-built to protect identity providers against credential-theft 
attacks mounted by unscrupulous relying parties and others;  we make it safe, fast, and easy for your users to enjoy accelerated 
speed and simplicity of using your identity services across any 3rd party sites, and our out-of-band transactions and key-provisioning 
add an entirely new and simple means for quickly and easily authorizing API and 3rd party access to customer data.  Click here to 
learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits. Who is using CryptoPhoto. Crypto Currencies. Keep your crypto 
customers safe, even when sophisticated bad guys attack them hard.  Key Benefits. Keep your crypto customers safe, even 
when sophisticated bad guys attack them hard.  Prevent malware, scams, and social-engineering from exploiting your blockchain 
business.  Make secure logins, secure transactions, and secure-key-storage fast, easy, and foolproof.  Trust no one: CryptoPhoto's 
duty-separation architecture safely isolates all trust. Eradicating single-point-of-failure simultaneously blocks technical, 
human/social, and collusive attacks all at once.  Easily split your keys to keep them safely out of reach of intruders, malware, and 
scams.  Easily protect even your most vulnerable customers.  Protect your users and staff against attacks on themselves, including 
phishing, social-engineering, and malware.  Crypto Currencies.  You get no second chances with cryptocurrencies.  It's real money, 
it's typically just one mistake away from theft, and the bad guys are after it.  They attack you, and they attack your customers.  
CryptoPhoto protects both.  CryptoPhoto does 3 simple things, but it does them with the world's highest-rated security strength: 
NIST SP800-63-3 "AAL3" - that's 2 full assurance levels stronger than legacy ideas like 2FA and passwords, yet CryptoPhoto is fast, 
easy, and fool-proof.  Mutual Authentication: your customers can log in safely using CryptoPhoto, with no risk of scams, phishing, 
impostors, social-engineers, or other modern attacks compromising their security.  Transaction Signing: your customers can issue 
instructions, like trading, withdrawals and transfers, account detail changes etc, with no risk of malware taking their money or 
damaging your reputation, and again with no risk of scams, phishing, impostors, social-engineers, or other modern attacks.  
Cryptographic key provisioning: you, your staff, and your customers can store your most secret information safely, and redundantly, 
off your servers.  Authentication, signing, and key-provisioning are just part of the picture; they require secure enrolment that is fast 
and easy for users to set up, they require fool-proof self-service and secure handling for lost devices and end user maintenance, and 
they require a dedicated architecture that ensures there is no single-point-of-failure throughout.  CryptoPhoto provides it all, 
because there is no point having excellent security, if hackers can simply bypass it by scamming staff or users, exploiting recovery 
mechanisms, breaking in to your servers, or writing malware.  Mutual Authentication. In NIST terms, "Verifier Impersonation 
Resistance" is an absolute requirement to ensure a "very high confidence that the claimant controls authenticator(s) registered to 
the subscriber".  In simple terms, it means that users cannot be tricked.  CryptoPhoto accomplishes this with the worlds fastest 
AAL3-graded user experience: your service proves it's authenticity to your users by presenting them with a one-time random 
photograph, and the users complete their login by tapping the matching photo on their CryptoPhoto-Device.  This is easy, requires 



no training, and takes on average just 2 seconds. Importantly - it means that if any kind of scam is in play, your users simply cannot 
be tricked: there's no way a bad guy can ask them for their login, and there's no way the customer could give it to them if they did 
(the one-tap sends the digitally signed EOTP authentication direct to your authentication endpoint, and never to any impostor).  
Transaction Signing. Malware is everywhere, and even the worlds strongest authentication is not going to stand in the way of 
malware, however, transaction-signing does.  CryptoPhoto provides a "one line change" upgrade to any interface you offer, which 
solicits real-time out-of-band confirmation direct from the real user, making it beyond clear to your users when an injected 
transaction or malware-altered-instruction arrives.  In addition, CryptoPhoto provides real-time no-false-positive alerting of attacks, 
including malware, against your system.  The instant any customer observes an attack, CryptoPhoto protects them, but also informs 
you immediately.  If bad guys target your users or systems, we stop them, and you'll know the instant they mount their attack.
 Cryptographic key provisioning. The safest place for keys to be stored, is not on your server.  CryptoPhoto provides the 
mechanism to store any kind of data, including wallet keys, API codes, etc, on customer devices, with clever redundancy to prevent 
loss, and wrapped in multiple layers of encryption to prevent their theft from either (and both) your server and your customers alike.  
We additionally offer "two man rule" decryption, for extremely important keys where no single individual should own the power to 
use or reveal them alone.  When you servers need the keys, they make an out-of-band request which appears full-screen to the 
authorised operator(s), who unlock the request with their biometrics, and (if they approve), who then provision the key to your 
machine, typically for just one-time (if you don't store it, it cannot be stolen).  No break-in to your server can reveal any keys (they're 
not there).  No break-in to your staff or users can steal any keys (they're at least double encrypted - first to the user's biometrics, and 
second to the requesting server - and in the case of multiple signatories, they are additionally encrypted by all others.).  Countless 
victims, and hundreds of different crypto exchanges were hacked in 2017 alone.  CryptoPhoto eradicates all single-point-of-failure 
opportunities from your systems: our solution will probably stop you or your users or staff getting hacked, but if the worst somehow 
happens anyway [nobody can predict the next zero-day problem!], our solution will prevent loss from that event.  2FA is not enough.  
Passwords alone don't work for many reasons - they're too easy to steal from users or server databases alike, they have no 
resistance against scams, impostors, and phishing, and you just can't trust users to get them right. 2FA codes are exactly the same - 
they too are just as easy to steal from users, their keys also sit on servers and are a single break-in away from complete compromise, 
and they too have no resistance against scams, impostors, and phishing, and you still can't trust users to secure and not loose their 
phones.  2FA was invented in 1984, before the web even existed - it is far too old to be trusted, and next to useless on modern 
connected systems.  Keys belong in your pocket, not on a server waiting to be hacked.  CryptoPhoto offers you the industry's most 
effective user security, but also with the industry's fastest and easiest-to-use user experience.  Core Benefits.  Protect your users and 
your staff against attacks on your systems and attacks on themselves, including phishing, social-engineering, and malware.  
Comprehensive protection against human-factor risks and exploits.  Multi-device, multi-purpose authentication, digital signing, and 
secret key protection with simple backup, secure recovery, and AAL3 class security.  Integrated biometrics to solve friendly-fraud and 
lost-device risks.  The industry's broadest threat-eradication solution: CryptoPhoto prevents 100+ security risks and security-reducing 
UX issues with on clever solution.  * NIST Special Publication 800-63 Revision 3. Authenticator Assurance Level 3 (AAL3) provides 
very high confidence that the claimant controls authenticator(s) registered to the subscriber.  Authentication at AAL3 is based on 
proof of possession of a key through a cryptographic protocol.  AAL3 is like AAL2 but also requires a “hard” cryptographic 
authenticator that provides verifier impersonation resistance.  Click here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits.
 Who is using CryptoPhoto. Education. Stop your staff and students from being trickable by scams, social-engineers, 
phishing, and credential-theft trojans or malware.  Key Benefits.Eliminate login and password problems for students and staff alike.  
Stop your staff and students from being trickable by scams, social-engineers, phishing, and credential-theft trojans or malware.  
Easily run secure online voting and add strong protection to exams.  Dramatically reduce help-desk burden from accidental lockouts, 
lost/forgotten credentials, social-engineers, and hacked accounts.  Securely control doors, lights, heating, and facility access from 
staff and/or student phones, with biometrics, logging, and optional usage billing.  2-second logins! Guaranteed fastest fool-proof 
logins available in the industry.  1-Minute setup adds high-strength keylogger-resistant multi-factor to SSH, sudo, and system access 
and logins.  Wide range of connectors to secure popular enterprise products, like ADFS, VPN, CRM, CMS, Project tools, Web and 
Email.  Comprehensive suite of developer tools, APIs, samples, interactive tutorials, training and demos to extend CryptoPhoto 
protection in bespoke projects.  Education. CryptoPhoto is a fast and easy-to-use multi-featured authenticator with AAL3-grade 
high security, transaction signing, and crypto-key provisioning features.  It replaces legacy 2FA and other ineffective security tools 
and gadgets and can optionally and safely eradicate the need for passwords.  Industry’s Broadest threat coverage.  Human-factor 
exploits account for 9 out of every 10 cyber incidents.  CryptoPhoto is the first authentication solution which extends protection to 
humans themselves.  Our technology uses a simple technique for mutual-authentication, which actively prevents staff and students 
from falling prey to credential theft, account takeovers, scams, or tricks.  In NIST-SP800-63-3 language, we implement effective 
“verifier impersonation resistance” for logins, which is why CryptoPhoto is two full assurance levels stronger and more effective than 
other authentication add-ons like 2FA OTP, Fido gadgets, SMS, or biometrics.  Other threats besides humans still exist, most of which 
CryptoPhoto also address.  We support out-of-band digital signing of transactions to overcome malware and other RATs, we 



separate identity from authentication to overcome serverside break-in risks, we implement trusted certificates over (and despite) 
TLS to defeat sophisticated man-in-the-middle attacks including rouge CAs, certificate substitution, or illegitimate certificates, we 
provide two-man-rule authentication-appliance administration to eliminate single point of failure risks among operator staff, we 
provide heavy and effective appliance self-defence against intrusion, DoS, compromise, backdoors, and we offer cryptographically 
secure mechanisms capable of safely enrolling a new user with CryptoPhoto even if that user is operating from an already-
compromised environment.  The world’s toughest-to-secure customer.  The education industry is possibly the world’s most difficult 
cyber-security challenge.  Vast numbers of machines physically accessible by large numbers of users make many challenges seem 
impossible to contain, like hardware keyloggers, undetectable RATs (remote-access trojans), shoulder-surfing and video-surveilled 
credential-theft, rogue wifi, $10 SDR cellular interception, and IoT or other MitM.  Social-engineering against staff and students is 
incredibly easy to perform in the typically relaxed and friendly atmosphere of the institution.  Victims can be easily tricked or 
personally guided into credential theft and Trojan-install scenarios, staff can be duped via impersonation or other methods, and 
unauthorised credential resets facilitate exceedingly simple bypass of existing security controls.  Collaboration is usually encouraged, 
but students often take this too far, making it difficult to prevent cheating, gaming of attendance and registration systems, 
manipulation of voting, and other mischief that talented young hackers get up to.  CryptoPhoto solves all these challenges, with the 
industry’s highest-strength, yet also fastest and easiest solution.  CryptoPhoto: perfect for education.  We believe that the most 
important improvement authentication can offer is user experience.  It needs to be both easier, and faster, than what you’re already 
doing to ensure it receives the widest possible acceptance and respect.  CryptoPhoto supports a wide range of existing popular 
products right out of the box, and integrates easily and rapidly for any bespoke purpose using our simple API and/or SDK with 
extensive online help, interactive training, code samples, and free training.  Our installation guide can secure practically any use case 
in as little as an hours effort, and that includes complete and secure handling of customer enrolment, management, and loss-
handling etc, as well as authentication and signing.  CryptoPhoto is designed to be fully self-service, despite its AAL3 high-security.  
Our administration console provides real-time metrics, as well as user management features, however, CryptoPhoto is designed to 
prevent staff social-engineering and user-account bypass, so there is typically no need to perform user administration duties: this is 
securely managed by the end users themselves in almost all situations.  Build your own solutions - CryptoPhoto's high-security API 
easily drives any use case that needs a great user experience with strong user protection.  School and University Use Cases: Logins.
 Voting. Exams. SSH, sudu, su. Code Signing. Facility Access. Secure ICT Development. Systems Control.
 Click here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits. Who is using CryptoPhoto. Small Business.
 Solve more than 100 difficult security problems with one fast and simple solution.  Key Benefits. Solve more than 100 
difficult security problems with one fast and simple solution.  Hacker-proof your humans! - easily block difficult problems like social-
engineering of staff, phishing, credential-theft malware, and more.  Make logins faster and easier (and more secure!).  No more lost 
or forgotten passwords - cryptophoto can safely get rid of them.  One-minute setup for most small-business systems.  CryptoPhoto 
provides the industry's highest-assurance security strength: NIST SP800-63-3 "AAL3".  Small Business. Security should just work.  
Properly.  And it should never get in your way.  Welcome to CryptoPhoto - the worlds first high-strength access and signing solution 
that takes only 2 seconds to use.  CryptoPhoto installs in minutes to protect a wide range of common business systems you use, 
including computer and server logins, websites and online tools and services like mail, cloud, crm, cms, and appliances like file 
servers, VPN's, firewalls and more.  Once installed, CryptoPhoto: Prevents attacks against you and your staff, including scams, 
phishing, and social-engineering.  CryptoPhoto works on computers and over the internet, and it also works over the phone, as well 
as in-person.  90% of small-business intrusions are caused by the human-factor exploits that CryptoPhoto blocks.  Neutralizes 
credential-theft malware, and when installed on your file servers and backups, blocks ransomware and malicious data attacks too.  
Simplifies access to your systems.  CryptoPhoto lets you optionally, and safely, get rid of passwords - making it extra fast and easy to 
be secure.  Speeds up your work: with just one tap, taking less than 2 seconds, secure logins and transaction authorisations become 
a breeze.  The strong security CryptoPhoto delivers protects your business and customer data, delivers you the highest available 
authentication assurance to demonstrate strong compliance with modern data and privacy laws, and protects your reputation by 
keeping your business out of mandatory breach-disclosure reports.  CryptoPhoto is cheaper than insurance, and delivers much 
greater value: piece of mind.  Prevention works.  Click here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits. Who is 
using CryptoPhoto. Websites & Home Users. Attract new and discerning customers with the industries strongest yet also 
fastest and easiest to use login security.  Key Benefits - Websites. Give your users strong security that's extra fast and easy for 
them to install and use.  Attract new and discerning customers with the industry's strongest yet also fastest and easiest-to-use login 
security.  Optionally eliminate passwords altogether.  1-minute setup for most popular sites and platforms.  Easy integration with 
free code, APIs, and SDks for the ultimate bespoke experience.  Offer exciting new real-time experiences to your customers with 
CryptoPhoto full-screen out-of-band messaging solutions.  Key Benefits - Home Users. Secure your home computers and networks 
using high-security commercial protection.  Block more than 100 threats and risks to your data and privacy.  Control home 
equipment, like garage doors, lights, heating, door locks, cameras and surveillance etc, with fool-proof high-security.  Protect your 
files and backups against ransomware and malware with our SMB security extensions.  Build your own high-security solutions! Our 



sample code, APIs, and SDKs easily interface with popular software and hardware products and platforms:- You dream it, we secure 
it!.  Websites & Home Users. Passwords don't work anymore.  Whether or not you choose to keep using them (we suggest you 
don't), you need to do something different and more secure these days.  CryptoPhoto lets you take your security to the highest 
strength available, but with the fastest and easiest user experience possible.  Even faster than passwords.  CryptoPhoto works on a 
wide range of products and services that you already use.  Simply install one or more of our pre-built addons.  If you find something 
we don't already support, let us know and we'll add it.  If you've built your own website or project, our Developer pages walk you 
through the simple steps of adding our high-strength security.  Our high-security protection lets you do fast (under 2 seconds) one-
tap logins, using your phone and/or tablet to block more than 100 different security threats.  CryptoPhoto provides the industry's 
highest-assurance security strength: NIST SP800-63-3 "AAL3".  Click here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits.
 Who is using CryptoPhoto. Developers. Easily add high-strength logins and out-of-band digital signatures to your 
projects!  Key Benefits. Easily add high-strength friction-free logins and out-of-band digital signatures to your projects.  Build 
hardware and IoT solutions with our high-security 2-way control systems.  Implement encryption-based projects using our redundant 
key-release and optional two-man-rule solutions.  CryptoPhoto provides the industry's highest-assurance security strength: NIST 
SP800-63-3 "AAL3".  Consider going passwordless: CryptoPhoto makes it safe to remove the single biggest security problem plaguing 
the internet today: passwords.  Developers. Your work is valuable, but good security is hard to get right, especially if you don't 
want to introduce friction or ruin your customer experience.  CryptoPhoto offers the highest-assured military-grade authentication 
strength currently available on the internet, but in a solution that's even faster and easier to use than regular low-security 
passwords, which you can optionally (and safely) get rid of if you like.  Whatever you're building, you have 3 core security needs: 
When someone logs in, you really need to know it's actually them.  No iffs, no buts, no "out of scope" exceptions etc: it just needs to 
work properly, with no hassle.  When a user does something important, you want to know they meant it, and it wasn't them falling 
prey to some scam, or malware taking control of their account.  You need excellent protection for sensitive information, like API 
codes, wallet keys, PII information, cipher/encryption secrets, etc. Even if your systems get broken into, you really don't want any of 
that information stealable.  CryptoPhoto provides all of this protection, in an easy-to-integrate, and fast to use package, with all the 
"hard stuff" already expertly written for you to simply "just use" - including secure enrolment, secure account recovery and loss-
handling, authentication reporting and self-management.  CryptoPhoto lets you concentrate on your application, comfortable in the 
knowledge that you've got the internet's best protection watching your back.  Excitingly, CryptoPhoto offers entirely new and useful 
mechanisms for engaging with your users (securely), in real-time, and where necessary out-of-band.  Our solution gives you the 
mechanism to instantly display rich full-screen 2-way messages directly on your customer devices 24/7/365 and it also gives your 
users the "anytime" mechanism they might need to contact your system securely and on-demand - some examples include: A 
customer account is exceeding some limits - contact them instantly to upgrade them to a higher service with just one tap.  Suspicious 
activity is detected from a customer instance - get customer permission to terminate it without risk of causing customer losses.  
Empower your IoT projects with inward secure messaging: open gates or doors, activate pumps and machinery, or simply provide 
environment reports or real-time warnings - direct to your customer screens in rich 2-way full-screen self-opening convenience.  Get 
Started.Try our live demo to get the fastest understanding of how well we work.  See if our pre-built plugins can instantly secure 
your platforms and tools.  Check out our API's, SDK's, downloadable demos, code-samples, and live tutorials to make the most of our 
advanced protection.  Click here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits. Who is using CryptoPhoto. The 
worlds most secure authentication is also the worlds easiest and fastest.  Secure transaction verification.  Out of band user approval 
for sensitive transactions.  10x faster 1st time enrolments.  Any device, anywhere, always works.  10x faster to use: option to safely 
go passwordless.  One-tap logins - in under 2-seconds.  Secure transaction verification.  Out of band user approval for sensitive 
transactions.  10x faster 1st time enrolments.  Any device, anywhere, always works.  What we do. QUICK OVERVIEW.
 Contain malware and breach damage with segregated integrity-based multi-device key provision.  Humans cause almost all 
your cyber problems.  Now you can fix that.  Hate passwords?  so do we - they are distracting and useless - get rid of them safely 
with CryptoPhoto.  Protect your staff and users against their largest security threat: Themselves.  Trust is a two-way street. Activate 
2-way mutual-authentication with CryptoPhoto.  Quickly plug supplier security risks with one fast, easy, and comprehensive solution.  
Make high-security authentication and signing fast, easy, and convenient.  Stop your staff and suppliers from being trickable by 
sophisticated adversaries.  Contain malware and breach damage with segregated integrity-based multi-device key provision.  
Humans cause almost all your cyber problems.  Now you can fix that.  Mutual multifactor auth. NISP SP800-63-3 AAL3 compliant 
(world’s strongest rating) Verifier impersonation resistance (Blocks phishing & social-engineering) CryptoPhoto provides the 
industry's strongest defence against human-factor exploits like Phishing, Scams, Social-Engineering, Malware, and all forms of 
credential-theft and abuse.  "It's like a firewall and antivirus rolled into one, except it protect people, not just computers." Secure 
transaction signing. When you need to be sure that a human, and the right one, approved any action, and it wasn't injected by 
malware, impostors, scammers, man-in-the-middle attackers, or other sophisticated adversaries, CryptoPhoto's out-of-band 
transaction give you one-tap convenience to neutralize all those threats.  Passwordless login option. You can now safely get rid 
of passwords if you want, while still enjoying the industrys' highest-strength authentication available. Most experts agree - 



passwords do more harm than good; they don't scale, they often don't work, and they introduce all kinds of side-vector 
vulnerabilities & problems. You don't need passwords anymore, and you're much more secure without them.  Fast and Easy.
 CryptoPhoto is 10 times faster to use than other 2-factor authenticators. It's also 10 times easier (just 1 tap), and 10 times 
faster for users to enrol, and 10 times faster for you to install and set up to protect your staff and users, and prevents 10 times more 
threats. Human-factor exploits cause 9 out of every 10 break-ins, so CryptoPhoto is arguably 10 times more important than any 
other security tool in your belt.  Telephone and in-person mutual authentication. Attackers now use phone calls, and even in-
person deception. CryptoPhoto blocks both of these, with strong verifier impersonation resistance at all times, and it's still fast and 
easy for all parties.  Many More. Click here for more features and details.  Where we are used. Banking. Easily 
protect all customers against modern attacks and scams.  Government. Simplify citizen and staff access to protected systems - 2-
second logins, no training needed!  Enterprise. Quickly fortify your systems against more than 100 normally difficult security 
problems. Small Business. Solve more than 100 difficult security problems with one fast and simple solution.  Cloud and 
Hosting. Cloud and Hosting: Trust no one: CryptoPhoto's duty-separation architecture safely isolates all trust.  Critical 
Infrastructure. Add two-party-rule protection to critical operations.  Websites. Give strong security that's extra fast and easy for 
users to install and use.  Social & Identity. Keep your customers strongly safe, no matter their skill, no matter their 
environment.  Crypto Currencies. Keep your crypto customers safe, even when sophisticated bad guys attack them hard.  
Developers. Easily add high-strength logins and out-of-band digital signatures to your projects!  Defence. Quickly plug 
supplier security risks with one fast, easy, and comprehensive solution.  Education. Eliminate login and password hassles for 
students and staff alike.  Defence. Quickly plug supplier security risks with one fast, easy, and comprehensive solution.  Make 
high-security authentication and signing fast, easy, and convenient.  Stop your staff and suppliers from being trickable by 
sophisticated adversaries.  Contain malware and breach damage with segregated integrity-based multi-device key provision.  High-
security Login and Transaction-Signing that is fast, easy and suitable for everyone.  © 2018  CryptoPhoto - All Rights Reserved. 

CryptoPhoto...  Easily protect all customers against modern attacks and scams.  QUICK OVERVIEW. Contain malware and 
breach damage with segregated integrity-based multi-device key provision.  Humans cause almost all your cyber problems.  Now you 
can fix that.  Hate passwords? so do we - they are distracting and useless - get rid of them safely with CryptoPhoto.  Protect your 
staff and users against their largest security threat: Themselves.  Trust is a two-way street.  Activate 2-way mutual-authentication 
with CryptoPhoto.  Quickly plug supplier security risks with one fast, easy, and comprehensive solution.  Make high-security 
authentication and signing fast, easy, and convenient.  Stop your staff and suppliers from being trickable by sophisticated 
adversaries.  Contain malware and breach damage with segregated integrity-based multi-device key provision.  Humans cause 
almost all your cyber problems.  Now you can fix that.  Block Phishing. More than half of all break-ins start from phishing.  
CryptoPhoto blocks them.  No matter how devious the scam, no matter how inexperienced your users, our mutual authentication 
system keeps everybody safe.  Neutralize Malware. Countless thousands of people wrote the programs and apps running on all 
your computers.  Do you trust them all? Are hackers exploiting their security flaws? CryptoPhoto’s transaction-signing blocks their 
damage.  It also warns instantly when you come under attack, and protects you from dishonest customers too.  NIST SP800-63-3 
AAL3. CryptoPhoto is built specifically to protect people against scams, or in other words, to provide "Verifier Impersonation 
Resistance", the key requirement needed to meet the worlds' strongest-rated Authentication Assurance Level: AAL3.  Now is the 
time to stop playing "security theatre" with one-time and two-step or OTP codes: update to CryptoPhoto to enjoy genuinely effective 
authentication security.  Make Logins Easy. We are the world’s easiest security.  Pre-school kids, grandparents, and everyone in-
between can understand and authenticate first time, without training or help.  Goodby Passwords. CryptoPhoto provides the 
option to get rid of passwords.  Most experts agree: passwords cause more harm than good.  Please your users and sysadmins alike: 
move safely away from passwords completely.  Please Your Users. Every second counts for your customers and staff.  
CryptoPhoto makes login fast.  Very fast.  If you choose to go passwordless, CryptoPhoto is even faster than not using CryptoPhoto at 
all.  Safe .vs. Secure. What's worse: hackers getting in, or accidentally locking yourself out?  CryptoPhoto cleverly prevents both, 
which also prevents social engineering scams, like impostors who pretend to be you with a lost or forgotten second factor.  We 
support multiple devices per user, multiple accounts per device, multiple users per device if necessary, all with in-device biometric 
encryption, optional passphrase security, and secure self-service enrolment and lost-device recovery.  Your users can safely recover, 
by themselves, if they lose/break/etc their primary devices - with no security reduction, no social-engineering risks, and no help-desk 
costs.  Mutual 2FA/MFA. Our second/multi-factor authentication works in both directions, proving you to your user, at the 
same time as your user proves themselves to you.  Also known as "Verifier Impersonation Resistance", and compliant with NIST 
SP800-63-3 to AAL3 strength (the world strongest authentication level), this blocks phishing, social-engineering, malware, man-in-
the-middle and other traditionally difficult-to-stop common attacks.  We're also the worlds easiest and fastest high-strength security, 
taking less than 2 seconds, needing no training, and suitable for users of every skill level.  Console Protection. Adding intrusion-
resistant second-factor for console access is quick and easy with CryptoPhoto.  It self-opens on-demand, and is so quick that sub-2-
second (yet still AAL3 high-strength) logins are easy.  Examples include SSH, Remote-Desktop, su/sudo, CLI, admin and operator 
consoles across servers and appliances alike.  If it's got a login, CryptoPhoto can easily add rapid second-factor protection to it.  In-



Person Multifactor. Do you meet users face to face? CryptoPhoto also works perfectly in-person too! As with all CryptoPhoto 
operations, this includes full mutual-authentication as well.  Your users cannot be fooled by someone impersonating you, and nor 
can you be fooled by an impostor impersonating your users.  IoT / SCADA. In-bound multifactor-authentication is easy with 
CryptoPhoto.  You can add high-security control to everything from home or office doors and facility equipment, to critical-industry 
process machinery, and everything in-between.  CryptoPhoto is equally at adept receiving secure instructions to confirm, as it is to 
originate secure multi-factor-signed instructions on-demand.  Multi-Operators. Are you paranoid? Do you have critical operations 
that no single operator should have the power to perform alone?  All CryptoPhoto functions, including authentication, transaction-
signatures, and cryptographic key provisioning, support "two man rule" counter-party approvals (or denials).  You nominate how 
many approvals are needed, and the pool of users authorised, and CryptoPhoto securely enforces access.  Want to give one or more 
users the power of veto?  This too is easy with CryptoPhoto.  Sign Anything. Malware is hard to get rid of, but easy to defeat 
with CryptoPhoto out-of-band digital signatures.  If you process instructions from your users, like moving money, transferring 
domains, updating account details, erasing files or virtual servers, downloading backups, online trading, etc - CryptoPhoto gives both 
you and your users an easy, one-tap-fast solution to rapidly check and approve critical actions: out of reach of malware, and also out-
of-reach of hackers and social-engineers alike: All CryptoPhoto actions are mutually-authenticated.  Telephone Multifactor. Do 
you get phone calls from your users, or do you need to phone them?  CryptoPhoto works perfectly over the phone as well - and like 
all CryptoPhoto operations, supports full mutual-authentication as well.  Your users know for certain that you are legitimate, and you 
know for certain that they are the real users.  Say "no more" to social engineering attacks against your help desk and also "no more" 
to social-engineering of your users.  End credential theft. It's a sad fact that even though it's 2018, credential-compromise 
attacks like phishing, social-engineering, scams and password-stealing malware are still the root cause behind 9 out of every 10 
cyber-intrusions and serious data breaches.  You need to deploy serious protection - such as NIST-compliant AAL3 authentication 
with verifier impersonation resistance - to reliably put a stop to all those.  CryptoPhoto supports all this, with the industries fastest 
and easiest AAL3-compliant protection available.  Extensible authentication. Imagine having a real-time, two-way, high-security 
second channel direct to your users 24/7 - where you can push rich full-screen messages and receive secure biometric-protected 
signed responses back, all with ease.  CryptoPhoto's suite of plugins, sample downloads, APIs and extensive documentation and 
examples helps you add new and exciting high-security features to your products and services.  API and Crypto key release.
 Some secrets should never touch hard disks. You can use CryptoPhoto signing to provision critical data on-demand - like full-
disk encryption keys for secure remote-server boot, or API keys for trading bots, or unlock keys for digital certificates.  Our secure 
second-device storage guarantees that your critical systems minimise any single-point-of-failure security risks.  For the truly 
paranoid, multiple operators can be involved to approve key release actions, and multiple redundant devices can be provisioned to 
prevent key loss.  Who is using CryptoPhoto. Enterprise. Make it impossible for human-factor attacks to succeed against your 
employees, while making it faster and easier for everyone to enjoy high-security access to enterprise resources.  Key Benefits.
 Strong and simple protection against more than 100 difficult security vulnerabilities affecting both systems and people.  
Simple and effective blocking of human-factor exploits, including phishing, social-engineering, scams, and credential-theft malware.  
Improve employee productivity by making their logins much faster and easier, but also more secure.  Empower your authentication 
to block RATs and hacker lateral movements.  Simplify high-security SSO, including easy out-of-band signatures that also block 
malware and accidents.  Eliminate borrowed or stolen credentials with quick and easy biometrics.  Option to safely go passwordless, 
drastically improving overall enterprise safety.  Unified solution - works with a wide range of existing enterprise products, systems, 
and applications. Extends easily to new ones.  Far more effective than education or security-training: CryptoPhoto prevents human-
factor exploits, without risks.  Enterprise. Enterprises can be complicated, but securing the people who run and use them is 
simple.  CryptoPhoto is a high-security, yet fast and easy, authentication and signing solution.  It has native connectors for a wide 
range of enterprise products, like: ADFS, SSO, numerous types of equipment like VPN's, Telephony, Networking, and 
Firewall/IDS/DLP/etc, and system-level protection for Windows and Linux servers along with the individual services they provide 
including web, print, network, storage and applications.  CryptoPhoto also includes a wide range of pre-built installers and 
administration front-ends to extend strong-auth to numerous web-based products and services, like CMS, Hosting, Email, Project 
Management, and CRM.  Protection is extensible, offering a comprehensive programming API and wide range of sample code in 
many languages, including interactive online tutorials and free training guides with working demonstrations to help developers make 
the most of CryptoPhoto's best-in-class authentication, digital-signing, and key-provisioning.  Because CryptoPhoto's high-strength 
protection is so fast and easy, it's suitable for both enterprise staff, as well as customers, suppliers, and 3rd parties.  CryptoPhoto's 
Key Differentiators. Human-Factor protection: we are NIST SP800-63-3 compliant to Authentication-Assurance-Level 3 (AAL3: the 
highest strength): this necessarily includes "verifier impersonation resistance".  In layman terms - our authentication uniquely 
prevents phishing, social-engineering, scams and so on.  Depending on your applications, we also neutralize a variety of malware 
attacks, and all credential theft and misuse risks.  Simplicity and speed.  Compared with industry incumbents, CryptoPhoto is 10 
times faster for an end-user to enrol and start using, as well as being 10 times faster for them to log in.  Since human-error is 
estimated to cause 91% of successful cyber intrusions, and that's what CryptoPhoto was built to prevent, we believe this makes 



CryptoPhoto 10 times more useful than other security tools you may be using or looking at.  We support the option to go securely 
"passwordless", which eliminates a staggering range of security issues while making user logins much faster and easier as well.  Click 
here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits. Who is using CryptoPhoto. ENTERPRISE. Cloud and Hosting.
 Protect your customers against themselves: add scam, phish, malware, and social-engineering protection to logins and 
critical customer actions.  Key Benefits. Protect your customers against themselves: add scam, phish, malware, and social-
engineering protection to logins and critical customer actions.  Block your staff and your end users against sophisticated attacks, 
including malware, scam phone callers, and social-engineers.  Save your customer resources from harm and protect your brand and 
reputation by blocking both end-user and in-house mistakes alike.  Supercharge server protection using CryptoPhoto's out-of-band 
encryption and API key provisioning, multifactor on SSH, sudo, etc, and more.  Increase the uptake of strong authentication across 
your user base by making their logins ten times faster and easier.  Trust no one: CryptoPhoto's duty-separation architecture isolates 
trust.  Eradicating single-point-of-failure simultaneously blocks technical, human/social, and collusive attacks all at once.  Deliver 
end-to-end encrypted solutions, including out-of-band actions like remote-server restart with full disk encryption, letting customers 
safely manage their own mistake-resilient access and keys.  CryptoPhoto provides the industry's highest-assurance security strength: 
NIST SP800-63-3 "AAL3".  Cloud and Hosting. Your users are under siege.  CryptoPhoto gives you the power to prevent them being 
tricked by scammers, phishing, social engineers, and credential-theft malware - drastically reducing your support burden and saving 
your reputation and customer data alike.  CryptoPhoto introduces high-security fool-proof authentication for your users.  It is a 
simple-to-install add-on to your existing admin solution, and takes less than 10 minutes to set up in most situations, or less than 1 
day to integrate with bespoke or custom systems.  It works within your website, it works with all popular web control panel and 
hosting packages, and it works on all popular server platforms with all popular services (including ssh, sudo, etc).  It also works over-
the-phone and in-person; making it reliably fast and easy for your staff to know the difference between a customer and a scammer.  
It takes on-average less than 2 seconds to use (that's 10 times faster than 2FA), and takes less than 2 minutes for customers to 
activate (if you pull out a stopwatch, you'll find that this too is 10 times faster than most 2FA).  CryptoPhoto can optionally, and 
safely, replace passwords, making customer-logins even faster and easier that they are right now, even though you're getting AAL3 
highest-industry-strength security.  CryptoPhoto offers a variety of pricing options specifically for hosting providers, including 
revenue-sharing user-pays implementations; contact us to learn how you can earn money making logins safer and faster for your 
users.  The secure out-of-band key provisioning in CryptoPhoto gives your customers a safe and reliable way to handle API keys, 
Crptocurrency Wallets, DB passwords, and other sensitive material while helping prevent these secrets from falling into the wrong 
hands. [Try our demo below for an example] Click here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits. Who is using 
CryptoPhoto. Banking. Easily protect all customers against modern attacks and scams.  Key Benefits. Prevent scams, 
social-engineering, malware and other security issues from being able to work against your customers.  Easily protect all customers 
against modern attacks and scams, including online, telephone, and in-person.  Block phishing attacks from stealing customer 
credentials.  Simplify and secure transactions, globally, 24/7, using our 1-tap out-of-band signing.  Make customer logins faster and 
easier, but also AAL3-strength secure.  Quickly eliminate fraud losses, and reduce customer support costs.  10 Reasons to use 
CryptoPhoto for Banking.  CryptoPhoto is purpose-designed to secure your biggest threat: your users themselves.  Before now, you 
had no control over the health of end-user computer systems, of the safety of their password practices, or of how users or staff fall 
prey to scams, social-engineering, or malware.  CryptoPhoto cleverly solves all that, elevating your Authentication Assurance Level to 
AAL3 - the world's strongest possible rating available under NIST SP800-63-3, the worlds newest and most comprehensive security 
standard.  Perhaps even more importantly, CryptoPhoto makes end-user logins and transaction signing both fast and easy.  A typical 
high-security user action takes less than 2 seconds and needs no training, while a typical user enrolment takes under 2 minutes and 
less than half a dozen easy steps; both those are 10 times faster than competing (and legacy) solutions, none of which offer top-
strength security anyway.  10 times faster for users to log in. CryptoPhoto works with as little as one-tap, typically taking less than 
2 seconds to complete.  We also offer the option to securely stop using passwords, making customer logins with CryptoPhoto even 
faster than they are without it.  10 times easier to complete a login. CryptoPhoto opens automatically the instant it's needed: no 
tokens to find, no apps to learn, no training needed to stay fully secure.  10 times more secure. 9 out of 10 incidents are caused by 
the human-factor exploits that CryptoPhoto specifically, and uniquely, prevents.  We believe that makes CryptoPhoto 10 times more 
important and/or secure than other solutions you may be investigating.  10 times faster and easier to set up (enrol) Our obsessive 
dedication to improved user experience makes us the world leaders in rapid secure enrolment.  Head-to-head against other industry 
products, your users can be securely enrolled and using CryptoPhoto in one tenth of the time it would take from our nearest 
competitor.  10 times faster and easier to integrate with existing banking systems. Deployable via WAF (no code changes) or 
direct integration (minor change to logins and transactions), and never touching user identity or personal information, CryptoPhoto 
is both technically and administratively simple and rapid to deploy.  Our quickest bank-integration to-date took just 2 weeks (one 
week technical, one week compliance).  10 fold reduction in customer social-engineering incidents. CryptoPhoto blocks almost 
all human factor exploits outright [no matter how unsophisticated your user might be, there's simply no way the scam can proceed 
against them, not even if the victim wanted it to], and for the few left over, we sit cleverly in-between customer and scammer with 



the facility to produce (out of band, on their phone) real-time, full-screen, interactive warnings and advice to prevent even the most 
gullible users from falling prey to even the most sophisticated scams.  10 fold reduction in consumer fraud losses. With 9 out 
of every 10 successful attacks being attributable to the human-factor exploits we block, CryptoPhoto offers a huge reduction in 
direct fraud losses, with additional savings in customer support and fraud-related administration costs.  10 times more international 
coverage. CryptoPhoto works home and abroad, with and without cellular and/or data coverage, 24/7/365.  10 times more 
convenient. No extra gadgets to carry, no complicated usage or rules to know - CryptoPhoto is with your customers at all times, 
ready to secure them every time they need it.  3 times more useful - works online, over the phone, and in-person.  Authentication is 
only effective when it works everywhere.  CryptoPhoto enables strong, mutually-authenticated identification online (for websites, 
apps, and other 1st party and 3rd party digital bank services), over the telephone (for both incoming and outgoing calls for your call 
centers, managers, staff, and others, between both customers as well as staff), and in-person (in branches, at meetings and 
conferences, appointments, etc).  CryptoPhoto's "Verifier Impersonation Resistance" prevents staff and users alike from being 
trickable by scams or social engineers.  Click here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits. Who is using 
CryptoPhoto. Government. Simplify citizen and staff access to protected systems - 2-second logins, no training needed.  Key 
Benefits. Simplify and accelerate citizen and staff access to protected systems - 2-second logins, no training needed.  Improve 
security, compliance, and threat blocking with CryptoPhoto's NIST SP-800-63-3 AAL3-compliant (highest assured strength) 
protection.  Fortify users against phishing, social-engineering, and credential-theft malware attacks: on-line, over-the-phone, and in-
person.  Protect user privacy while also improving security.  Easily build new solutions with high-security and out-of-band digital 
signatures: voting, facility access, biometric identification, etc: online, in-person, and over the phone too.  Meet and exceed best-
practice assurance and security compliance guidelines.  Easiest and fastest high-security user experience in the industry.  Option to 
eliminate passwords, which drastically improves overall security by removing the single worst cause of most incidents. Also makes 
logins even faster and easier as well as more secure!  Keep scammers and social engineers out of your customer accounts - just 
works - irrespective of end user skill or attention.  Safely provide citizen logins and federated identity services to 3rd party sites, 
without fear of scams, phishing, or stolen credentials.  Government. Nearly every kind of attacker targets government, from 
script kiddies to nation-states and everything in-between.  They go after your systems, they target your operators and staff, and they 
increasingly exploit your users - citizens - for all kinds of reasons.  Stealing data or money, damaging trade or reputations, and 
promoting political causes are just some motivations.  9 out of every 10 successful intrusions into government systems begins with a 
human-factor exploit, like phishing, social-engineering, or scams that introduce malware.  The feature which sets CryptoPhoto apart 
from all other authenticators, is human-factor protection.  We use an incredibly sophisticated cryptographic protocol in which the 
human themselves plays one small but important part: they match a pair of random photographs, which our protocols use in order 
to eradicate impersonation attacks.  This protection, known as "Verifier Impersonation Resistance", is the key protection required for 
compliance with the highest-assurance rating of the worlds newest and most respected security standard: NIST SP800-63-3, 
Authentication Assurance Level 3 (AAL3).  In other words, CryptoPhoto gives your operators, staff, and citizens a simple one-tap 
authentication solution which achieves the strongest possible authentication assurance level.  This technique blocks the ability for 
phishing attacks to succeed, prevents social engineers from being able to trick users, neutralizes malware, and overcomes more than 
100 other security vulnerability and security-reducing user-experience issues.  CryptoPhoto is perfectly suited for rapid and simple 
citizen access to online government services, for high-security staff access to internal resources, and for government-based 
federated identity purposes which would otherwise face extreme risk of credential theft and misuse when citizens rightfully use their 
logins to access 3rd party sites and services.  Click here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits. Who is using 
CryptoPhoto. Defence. Quickly plug supplier security risks with one fast, easy, and comprehensive solution.  Key Benefits.
 Quickly plug supplier security risks with one fast, easy, and comprehensive solution.  Make high-security authentication and 
signing fast, easy, and convenient.  Stop your staff and suppliers from being trickable by sophisticated adversaries.  Contain malware 
and breach damage with segregated integrity-based multi-device key provision.  Upgrade your staff, contractors, and suppliers alike 
to the industry's highest-assurance authentication: NISP SP800-63-3 AAL3*.  Defence. CryptoPhoto is a fast and easy-to-use multi-
featured mutual (2-way) authenticator with AAL3*-grade high security, transaction signing, and out-of-band cryptographic key 
provisioning capability.  It can replace legacy 2FA and other ineffective login tools/gadgets.  It also delivers a wide range of useful 
new security capabilities.  It works both out-of-band (e.g. for Computer access) as well as in-band (e.g. authentication and secure 
control of SCADA, IoT, or screen-less devices), and it works online and offline, as well as in person, over-the-phone, and for any kind 
of machine access.  CryptoPhoto is significantly different to competing and legacy authentication and signing technologies in two 
important areas: User Experience, and Security Breadth.  CryptoPhoto is easy, very fast, convenient and versatile.  It is also near 
foolproof, since it is specifically designed to protect people against even their own fallibility, while taking clear, simple, and effective 
steps to address all the typical authenticator "out of scope" problems like rapid secure enrolment, secure loss handling, secure self-
service provisioning, prevention of social-engineering attacks against both users and administrators, malware, and recovery exploits.  
Clear solution to Defence's leading security challenge.  63% of Defence cyber breaches originate from 3rd party networks.  91% of all 
cyber breaches are attributable to Human-factor exploits, like spear-phishing, social-engineering, or credential-theft malware.  



CryptoPhoto is easily installed either by you, or your 3rd parties, and is strongly effective against a comprehensive range of leading 
cyber threats.  CryptoPhoto: perfect for Defence.  We combine the industry's highest-security-rated and most effective cyber threat 
eradication technology with the industry's easiest and fastest user experience to give Defence and their suppliers the best possible 
User protection.  * NIST Special Publication 800-63 Revision 3. Authenticator Assurance Level 3 (AAL3) provides very high 
confidence that the claimant controls authenticator(s) registered to the subscriber.  Authentication at AAL3 is based on proof of 
possession of a key through a cryptographic protocol.  AAL3 is like AAL2 but also requires a “hard” cryptographic authenticator that 
provides verifier impersonation resistance.  Click here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits. Who is using 
CryptoPhoto. Critical Infrastructure. Boost your security protection to block more than 100 new and different attack scenarios.  
Key Benefits. Boost your security protection to block more than 100 different attack scenarios.  Upgrade your computer security 
to make it able to block online, offline, telephone, and air-gap attacks too.  Fortify your workers against social-engineering, phishing, 
and credential-theft malware attacks.  Add rapid and foolproof biometric protection with logging and non-repudiation.  Add two-
party-rule protection to critical operations.  Encrypt data anywhere, with key storage managed securely across any number of 
operators.  Add biometric multifactor protection and signatures to embedded and server systems, like ssh, sudo, pam, firmware 
updates, etc.  Critical Infrastructure. Your pen-testers and red-teams already know: Social-Engineering Works.  So block it.  
CryptoPhoto is purpose-built to prevent human-factor exploits, and there's a huge number - more than 50 different kinds and 
variations - and we block them all.  We also block more than 50 other cyber attack techniques - that's more than double the number 
of threats that are addressed by all our competitors combined.  CryptoPhoto does 3 important things, all compliant with the world's 
highest-rated security strength: NIST SP800-63-3 "AAL3".  Mutual Authentication: your staff, and (where appropriate) contractors, 
3rd parties, or even customers can log-in safely, to any of your systems, with no risk of scams, phishing, impostors, social-engineers, 
or other modern attacks compromising their authentication security.  Mutual authentication also blocks telephone and in-person 
scams, as well a a wide range of other credential-related risks.  Transaction Signing: authorised users can safely issue instructions, 
like machinery control, facility access, and bespoke transactions, with no risk of malware taking hold, and again with no risk of scams, 
phishing, impostors, social-engineers, or other modern attacks.  CryptoPhoto also provides full non-repudiable action-history logging, 
strong biometric multifactor mutual-auth protection, and multi-operator approval support.  Cryptographic key provisioning: Store 
your most critically sensitive information safely, and redundantly, outside your systems.  Encryption keys, unlock codes, API 
credentials, access tokens, etc: if you don't put it on your machines, it's not there to get compromised, and cannot be misused.  Use 
our multiple-operator security for hypercritial protection, with "N out of M must approve, but not if X out of Y deny" logic for the 
ultimate in security reassurance.  Learn more about Mutual-Authentication, Signing, and Key-provisioning on our Crypto-Currencies 
page.  * NIST Special Publication 800-63 Revision 3. Authenticator Assurance Level 3 (AAL3) provides very high confidence that 
the claimant controls authenticator(s) registered to the subscriber.  Authentication at AAL3 is based on proof of possession of a key 
through a cryptographic protocol.  AAL3 is like AAL2 but also requires a “hard” cryptographic authenticator that provides verifier 
impersonation resistance.  Click here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits. Who is using CryptoPhoto.
 Social & Identity. Keep your customers strongly safe, no matter their skill, no matter their environment.  Key Benefits.
 Keep scammers and social engineers out of your customer accounts - just works - irrespective of end user skill or attention.  
Safely provide logins and your federated identity to 3rd party sites, without fear of scams, phishing, or stolen credentials.  Keep your 
customers strongly safe, no matter their skill, no matter their environment.  Unlock the power of your user accounts without fear of 
the bad guys exploiting your customers.  Deliver new and exciting out-of-band services, like instant secure permission granting or 
identity credential release, protected with biometrics and scam-free mistake-resilient strong certificates.  Social & Identity.
 Your systems are safe, but what about your users?  They're under siege!  Phishing attacks, credential-theft malware, social-
engineering online and by telephone and even in person, 3rd party breaches and password stuffing, impostor websites, zeroday 
exploits, ... hackers know they're your weakest link, but now you can fix that: CryptoPhoto blocks human-factor exploits.  We "hacker 
proof" your users.  No false positives. No angry lockouts. No privacy invasion. No step-ups. No bypass, and no added support burden.  
Just genuine, effective, foolproof protection.  More importantly - we're fast and easy.  One tap, 2 seconds.  We even make it safe to 
stop using passwords entirely.  CryptoPhoto is a multifactor login and signing solution that makes it 10 times faster for your users 
users to log in, while giving them the highest-rated authentication strength available today: NIST SP800-63-3 Authentication 
Assurance Level 3 (AAL3).  We are also fast to enrol - under 2 minutes - that's ten times faster than our nearest competitors, 
reducing uptake friction like never before seen.  CryptoPhoto is purpose-built to protect identity providers against credential-theft 
attacks mounted by unscrupulous relying parties and others;  we make it safe, fast, and easy for your users to enjoy accelerated 
speed and simplicity of using your identity services across any 3rd party sites, and our out-of-band transactions and key-provisioning 
add an entirely new and simple means for quickly and easily authorizing API and 3rd party access to customer data.  Click here to 
learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits. Who is using CryptoPhoto. Crypto Currencies. Keep your crypto 
customers safe, even when sophisticated bad guys attack them hard.  Key Benefits. Keep your crypto customers safe, even 
when sophisticated bad guys attack them hard.  Prevent malware, scams, and social-engineering from exploiting your blockchain 
business.  Make secure logins, secure transactions, and secure-key-storage fast, easy, and foolproof.  Trust no one: CryptoPhoto's 



duty-separation architecture safely isolates all trust. Eradicating single-point-of-failure simultaneously blocks technical, 
human/social, and collusive attacks all at once.  Easily split your keys to keep them safely out of reach of intruders, malware, and 
scams.  Easily protect even your most vulnerable customers.  Protect your users and staff against attacks on themselves, including 
phishing, social-engineering, and malware.  Crypto Currencies.  You get no second chances with cryptocurrencies.  It's real money, 
it's typically just one mistake away from theft, and the bad guys are after it.  They attack you, and they attack your customers.  
CryptoPhoto protects both.  CryptoPhoto does 3 simple things, but it does them with the world's highest-rated security strength: 
NIST SP800-63-3 "AAL3" - that's 2 full assurance levels stronger than legacy ideas like 2FA and passwords, yet CryptoPhoto is fast, 
easy, and fool-proof.  Mutual Authentication: your customers can log in safely using CryptoPhoto, with no risk of scams, phishing, 
impostors, social-engineers, or other modern attacks compromising their security.  Transaction Signing: your customers can issue 
instructions, like trading, withdrawals and transfers, account detail changes etc, with no risk of malware taking their money or 
damaging your reputation, and again with no risk of scams, phishing, impostors, social-engineers, or other modern attacks.  
Cryptographic key provisioning: you, your staff, and your customers can store your most secret information safely, and redundantly, 
off your servers.  Authentication, signing, and key-provisioning are just part of the picture; they require secure enrolment that is fast 
and easy for users to set up, they require fool-proof self-service and secure handling for lost devices and end user maintenance, and 
they require a dedicated architecture that ensures there is no single-point-of-failure throughout.  CryptoPhoto provides it all, 
because there is no point having excellent security, if hackers can simply bypass it by scamming staff or users, exploiting recovery 
mechanisms, breaking in to your servers, or writing malware.  Mutual Authentication. In NIST terms, "Verifier Impersonation 
Resistance" is an absolute requirement to ensure a "very high confidence that the claimant controls authenticator(s) registered to 
the subscriber".  In simple terms, it means that users cannot be tricked.  CryptoPhoto accomplishes this with the worlds fastest 
AAL3-graded user experience: your service proves it's authenticity to your users by presenting them with a one-time random 
photograph, and the users complete their login by tapping the matching photo on their CryptoPhoto-Device.  This is easy, requires 
no training, and takes on average just 2 seconds. Importantly - it means that if any kind of scam is in play, your users simply cannot 
be tricked: there's no way a bad guy can ask them for their login, and there's no way the customer could give it to them if they did 
(the one-tap sends the digitally signed EOTP authentication direct to your authentication endpoint, and never to any impostor).  
Transaction Signing. Malware is everywhere, and even the worlds strongest authentication is not going to stand in the way of 
malware, however, transaction-signing does.  CryptoPhoto provides a "one line change" upgrade to any interface you offer, which 
solicits real-time out-of-band confirmation direct from the real user, making it beyond clear to your users when an injected 
transaction or malware-altered-instruction arrives.  In addition, CryptoPhoto provides real-time no-false-positive alerting of attacks, 
including malware, against your system.  The instant any customer observes an attack, CryptoPhoto protects them, but also informs 
you immediately.  If bad guys target your users or systems, we stop them, and you'll know the instant they mount their attack.
 Cryptographic key provisioning. The safest place for keys to be stored, is not on your server.  CryptoPhoto provides the 
mechanism to store any kind of data, including wallet keys, API codes, etc, on customer devices, with clever redundancy to prevent 
loss, and wrapped in multiple layers of encryption to prevent their theft from either (and both) your server and your customers alike.  
We additionally offer "two man rule" decryption, for extremely important keys where no single individual should own the power to 
use or reveal them alone.  When you servers need the keys, they make an out-of-band request which appears full-screen to the 
authorised operator(s), who unlock the request with their biometrics, and (if they approve), who then provision the key to your 
machine, typically for just one-time (if you don't store it, it cannot be stolen).  No break-in to your server can reveal any keys (they're 
not there).  No break-in to your staff or users can steal any keys (they're at least double encrypted - first to the user's biometrics, and 
second to the requesting server - and in the case of multiple signatories, they are additionally encrypted by all others.).  Countless 
victims, and hundreds of different crypto exchanges were hacked in 2017 alone.  CryptoPhoto eradicates all single-point-of-failure 
opportunities from your systems: our solution will probably stop you or your users or staff getting hacked, but if the worst somehow 
happens anyway [nobody can predict the next zero-day problem!], our solution will prevent loss from that event.  2FA is not enough.  
Passwords alone don't work for many reasons - they're too easy to steal from users or server databases alike, they have no 
resistance against scams, impostors, and phishing, and you just can't trust users to get them right. 2FA codes are exactly the same - 
they too are just as easy to steal from users, their keys also sit on servers and are a single break-in away from complete compromise, 
and they too have no resistance against scams, impostors, and phishing, and you still can't trust users to secure and not loose their 
phones.  2FA was invented in 1984, before the web even existed - it is far too old to be trusted, and next to useless on modern 
connected systems.  Keys belong in your pocket, not on a server waiting to be hacked.  CryptoPhoto offers you the industry's most 
effective user security, but also with the industry's fastest and easiest-to-use user experience.  Core Benefits.  Protect your users and 
your staff against attacks on your systems and attacks on themselves, including phishing, social-engineering, and malware.  
Comprehensive protection against human-factor risks and exploits.  Multi-device, multi-purpose authentication, digital signing, and 
secret key protection with simple backup, secure recovery, and AAL3 class security.  Integrated biometrics to solve friendly-fraud and 
lost-device risks.  The industry's broadest threat-eradication solution: CryptoPhoto prevents 100+ security risks and security-reducing 
UX issues with on clever solution.  * NIST Special Publication 800-63 Revision 3. Authenticator Assurance Level 3 (AAL3) provides 



very high confidence that the claimant controls authenticator(s) registered to the subscriber.  Authentication at AAL3 is based on 
proof of possession of a key through a cryptographic protocol.  AAL3 is like AAL2 but also requires a “hard” cryptographic 
authenticator that provides verifier impersonation resistance.  Click here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits.
 Who is using CryptoPhoto. Education. Stop your staff and students from being trickable by scams, social-engineers, 
phishing, and credential-theft trojans or malware.  Key Benefits.Eliminate login and password problems for students and staff alike.  
Stop your staff and students from being trickable by scams, social-engineers, phishing, and credential-theft trojans or malware.  
Easily run secure online voting and add strong protection to exams.  Dramatically reduce help-desk burden from accidental lockouts, 
lost/forgotten credentials, social-engineers, and hacked accounts.  Securely control doors, lights, heating, and facility access from 
staff and/or student phones, with biometrics, logging, and optional usage billing.  2-second logins! Guaranteed fastest fool-proof 
logins available in the industry.  1-Minute setup adds high-strength keylogger-resistant multi-factor to SSH, sudo, and system access 
and logins.  Wide range of connectors to secure popular enterprise products, like ADFS, VPN, CRM, CMS, Project tools, Web and 
Email.  Comprehensive suite of developer tools, APIs, samples, interactive tutorials, training and demos to extend CryptoPhoto 
protection in bespoke projects.  Education. CryptoPhoto is a fast and easy-to-use multi-featured authenticator with AAL3-grade 
high security, transaction signing, and crypto-key provisioning features.  It replaces legacy 2FA and other ineffective security tools 
and gadgets and can optionally and safely eradicate the need for passwords.  Industry’s Broadest threat coverage.  Human-factor 
exploits account for 9 out of every 10 cyber incidents.  CryptoPhoto is the first authentication solution which extends protection to 
humans themselves.  Our technology uses a simple technique for mutual-authentication, which actively prevents staff and students 
from falling prey to credential theft, account takeovers, scams, or tricks.  In NIST-SP800-63-3 language, we implement effective 
“verifier impersonation resistance” for logins, which is why CryptoPhoto is two full assurance levels stronger and more effective than 
other authentication add-ons like 2FA OTP, Fido gadgets, SMS, or biometrics.  Other threats besides humans still exist, most of which 
CryptoPhoto also address.  We support out-of-band digital signing of transactions to overcome malware and other RATs, we 
separate identity from authentication to overcome serverside break-in risks, we implement trusted certificates over (and despite) 
TLS to defeat sophisticated man-in-the-middle attacks including rouge CAs, certificate substitution, or illegitimate certificates, we 
provide two-man-rule authentication-appliance administration to eliminate single point of failure risks among operator staff, we 
provide heavy and effective appliance self-defence against intrusion, DoS, compromise, backdoors, and we offer cryptographically 
secure mechanisms capable of safely enrolling a new user with CryptoPhoto even if that user is operating from an already-
compromised environment.  The world’s toughest-to-secure customer.  The education industry is possibly the world’s most difficult 
cyber-security challenge.  Vast numbers of machines physically accessible by large numbers of users make many challenges seem 
impossible to contain, like hardware keyloggers, undetectable RATs (remote-access trojans), shoulder-surfing and video-surveilled 
credential-theft, rogue wifi, $10 SDR cellular interception, and IoT or other MitM.  Social-engineering against staff and students is 
incredibly easy to perform in the typically relaxed and friendly atmosphere of the institution.  Victims can be easily tricked or 
personally guided into credential theft and Trojan-install scenarios, staff can be duped via impersonation or other methods, and 
unauthorised credential resets facilitate exceedingly simple bypass of existing security controls.  Collaboration is usually encouraged, 
but students often take this too far, making it difficult to prevent cheating, gaming of attendance and registration systems, 
manipulation of voting, and other mischief that talented young hackers get up to.  CryptoPhoto solves all these challenges, with the 
industry’s highest-strength, yet also fastest and easiest solution.  CryptoPhoto: perfect for education.  We believe that the most 
important improvement authentication can offer is user experience.  It needs to be both easier, and faster, than what you’re already 
doing to ensure it receives the widest possible acceptance and respect.  CryptoPhoto supports a wide range of existing popular 
products right out of the box, and integrates easily and rapidly for any bespoke purpose using our simple API and/or SDK with 
extensive online help, interactive training, code samples, and free training.  Our installation guide can secure practically any use case 
in as little as an hours effort, and that includes complete and secure handling of customer enrolment, management, and loss-
handling etc, as well as authentication and signing.  CryptoPhoto is designed to be fully self-service, despite its AAL3 high-security.  
Our administration console provides real-time metrics, as well as user management features, however, CryptoPhoto is designed to 
prevent staff social-engineering and user-account bypass, so there is typically no need to perform user administration duties: this is 
securely managed by the end users themselves in almost all situations.  Build your own solutions - CryptoPhoto's high-security API 
easily drives any use case that needs a great user experience with strong user protection.  School and University Use Cases: Logins.
 Voting. Exams. SSH, sudu, su. Code Signing. Facility Access. Secure ICT Development. Systems Control.
 Click here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits. Who is using CryptoPhoto. Small Business.
 Solve more than 100 difficult security problems with one fast and simple solution.  Key Benefits. Solve more than 100 
difficult security problems with one fast and simple solution.  Hacker-proof your humans! - easily block difficult problems like social-
engineering of staff, phishing, credential-theft malware, and more.  Make logins faster and easier (and more secure!).  No more lost 
or forgotten passwords - cryptophoto can safely get rid of them.  One-minute setup for most small-business systems.  CryptoPhoto 
provides the industry's highest-assurance security strength: NIST SP800-63-3 "AAL3".  Small Business. Security should just work.  
Properly.  And it should never get in your way.  Welcome to CryptoPhoto - the worlds first high-strength access and signing solution 



that takes only 2 seconds to use.  CryptoPhoto installs in minutes to protect a wide range of common business systems you use, 
including computer and server logins, websites and online tools and services like mail, cloud, crm, cms, and appliances like file 
servers, VPN's, firewalls and more.  Once installed, CryptoPhoto: Prevents attacks against you and your staff, including scams, 
phishing, and social-engineering.  CryptoPhoto works on computers and over the internet, and it also works over the phone, as well 
as in-person.  90% of small-business intrusions are caused by the human-factor exploits that CryptoPhoto blocks.  Neutralizes 
credential-theft malware, and when installed on your file servers and backups, blocks ransomware and malicious data attacks too.  
Simplifies access to your systems.  CryptoPhoto lets you optionally, and safely, get rid of passwords - making it extra fast and easy to 
be secure.  Speeds up your work: with just one tap, taking less than 2 seconds, secure logins and transaction authorisations become 
a breeze.  The strong security CryptoPhoto delivers protects your business and customer data, delivers you the highest available 
authentication assurance to demonstrate strong compliance with modern data and privacy laws, and protects your reputation by 
keeping your business out of mandatory breach-disclosure reports.  CryptoPhoto is cheaper than insurance, and delivers much 
greater value: piece of mind.  Prevention works.  Click here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits. Who is 
using CryptoPhoto. Websites & Home Users. Attract new and discerning customers with the industries strongest yet also 
fastest and easiest to use login security.  Key Benefits - Websites. Give your users strong security that's extra fast and easy for 
them to install and use.  Attract new and discerning customers with the industry's strongest yet also fastest and easiest-to-use login 
security.  Optionally eliminate passwords altogether.  1-minute setup for most popular sites and platforms.  Easy integration with 
free code, APIs, and SDks for the ultimate bespoke experience.  Offer exciting new real-time experiences to your customers with 
CryptoPhoto full-screen out-of-band messaging solutions.  Key Benefits - Home Users. Secure your home computers and networks 
using high-security commercial protection.  Block more than 100 threats and risks to your data and privacy.  Control home 
equipment, like garage doors, lights, heating, door locks, cameras and surveillance etc, with fool-proof high-security.  Protect your 
files and backups against ransomware and malware with our SMB security extensions.  Build your own high-security solutions! Our 
sample code, APIs, and SDKs easily interface with popular software and hardware products and platforms:- You dream it, we secure 
it!.  Websites & Home Users. Passwords don't work anymore.  Whether or not you choose to keep using them (we suggest you 
don't), you need to do something different and more secure these days.  CryptoPhoto lets you take your security to the highest 
strength available, but with the fastest and easiest user experience possible.  Even faster than passwords.  CryptoPhoto works on a 
wide range of products and services that you already use.  Simply install one or more of our pre-built addons.  If you find something 
we don't already support, let us know and we'll add it.  If you've built your own website or project, our Developer pages walk you 
through the simple steps of adding our high-strength security.  Our high-security protection lets you do fast (under 2 seconds) one-
tap logins, using your phone and/or tablet to block more than 100 different security threats.  CryptoPhoto provides the industry's 
highest-assurance security strength: NIST SP800-63-3 "AAL3".  Click here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits.
 Who is using CryptoPhoto. Developers. Easily add high-strength logins and out-of-band digital signatures to your 
projects!  Key Benefits. Easily add high-strength friction-free logins and out-of-band digital signatures to your projects.  Build 
hardware and IoT solutions with our high-security 2-way control systems.  Implement encryption-based projects using our redundant 
key-release and optional two-man-rule solutions.  CryptoPhoto provides the industry's highest-assurance security strength: NIST 
SP800-63-3 "AAL3".  Consider going passwordless: CryptoPhoto makes it safe to remove the single biggest security problem plaguing 
the internet today: passwords.  Developers. Your work is valuable, but good security is hard to get right, especially if you don't 
want to introduce friction or ruin your customer experience.  CryptoPhoto offers the highest-assured military-grade authentication 
strength currently available on the internet, but in a solution that's even faster and easier to use than regular low-security 
passwords, which you can optionally (and safely) get rid of if you like.  Whatever you're building, you have 3 core security needs: 
When someone logs in, you really need to know it's actually them.  No iffs, no buts, no "out of scope" exceptions etc: it just needs to 
work properly, with no hassle.  When a user does something important, you want to know they meant it, and it wasn't them falling 
prey to some scam, or malware taking control of their account.  You need excellent protection for sensitive information, like API 
codes, wallet keys, PII information, cipher/encryption secrets, etc. Even if your systems get broken into, you really don't want any of 
that information stealable.  CryptoPhoto provides all of this protection, in an easy-to-integrate, and fast to use package, with all the 
"hard stuff" already expertly written for you to simply "just use" - including secure enrolment, secure account recovery and loss-
handling, authentication reporting and self-management.  CryptoPhoto lets you concentrate on your application, comfortable in the 
knowledge that you've got the internet's best protection watching your back.  Excitingly, CryptoPhoto offers entirely new and useful 
mechanisms for engaging with your users (securely), in real-time, and where necessary out-of-band.  Our solution gives you the 
mechanism to instantly display rich full-screen 2-way messages directly on your customer devices 24/7/365 and it also gives your 
users the "anytime" mechanism they might need to contact your system securely and on-demand - some examples include: A 
customer account is exceeding some limits - contact them instantly to upgrade them to a higher service with just one tap.  Suspicious 
activity is detected from a customer instance - get customer permission to terminate it without risk of causing customer losses.  
Empower your IoT projects with inward secure messaging: open gates or doors, activate pumps and machinery, or simply provide 
environment reports or real-time warnings - direct to your customer screens in rich 2-way full-screen self-opening convenience.  Get 



Started.Try our live demo to get the fastest understanding of how well we work.  See if our pre-built plugins can instantly secure 
your platforms and tools.  Check out our API's, SDK's, downloadable demos, code-samples, and live tutorials to make the most of our 
advanced protection.  Click here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits. Who is using CryptoPhoto. The 
worlds most secure authentication is also the worlds easiest and fastest.  Secure transaction verification.  Out of band user approval 
for sensitive transactions.  10x faster 1st time enrolments.  Any device, anywhere, always works.  10x faster to use: option to safely 
go passwordless.  One-tap logins - in under 2-seconds.  Secure transaction verification.  Out of band user approval for sensitive 
transactions.  10x faster 1st time enrolments.  Any device, anywhere, always works.  What we do. QUICK OVERVIEW.
 Contain malware and breach damage with segregated integrity-based multi-device key provision.  Humans cause almost all 
your cyber problems.  Now you can fix that.  Hate passwords?  so do we - they are distracting and useless - get rid of them safely 
with CryptoPhoto.  Protect your staff and users against their largest security threat: Themselves.  Trust is a two-way street. Activate 
2-way mutual-authentication with CryptoPhoto.  Quickly plug supplier security risks with one fast, easy, and comprehensive solution.  
Make high-security authentication and signing fast, easy, and convenient.  Stop your staff and suppliers from being trickable by 
sophisticated adversaries.  Contain malware and breach damage with segregated integrity-based multi-device key provision.  
Humans cause almost all your cyber problems.  Now you can fix that.  Mutual multifactor auth. NISP SP800-63-3 AAL3 compliant 
(world’s strongest rating) Verifier impersonation resistance (Blocks phishing & social-engineering) CryptoPhoto provides the 
industry's strongest defence against human-factor exploits like Phishing, Scams, Social-Engineering, Malware, and all forms of 
credential-theft and abuse.  "It's like a firewall and antivirus rolled into one, except it protect people, not just computers." Secure 
transaction signing. When you need to be sure that a human, and the right one, approved any action, and it wasn't injected by 
malware, impostors, scammers, man-in-the-middle attackers, or other sophisticated adversaries, CryptoPhoto's out-of-band 
transaction give you one-tap convenience to neutralize all those threats.  Passwordless login option. You can now safely get rid 
of passwords if you want, while still enjoying the industrys' highest-strength authentication available. Most experts agree - 
passwords do more harm than good; they don't scale, they often don't work, and they introduce all kinds of side-vector 
vulnerabilities & problems. You don't need passwords anymore, and you're much more secure without them.  Fast and Easy.
 CryptoPhoto is 10 times faster to use than other 2-factor authenticators. It's also 10 times easier (just 1 tap), and 10 times 
faster for users to enrol, and 10 times faster for you to install and set up to protect your staff and users, and prevents 10 times more 
threats. Human-factor exploits cause 9 out of every 10 break-ins, so CryptoPhoto is arguably 10 times more important than any 
other security tool in your belt.  Telephone and in-person mutual authentication. Attackers now use phone calls, and even in-
person deception. CryptoPhoto blocks both of these, with strong verifier impersonation resistance at all times, and it's still fast and 
easy for all parties.  Many More. Click here for more features and details.  Where we are used. Banking. Easily 
protect all customers against modern attacks and scams.  Government. Simplify citizen and staff access to protected systems - 2-
second logins, no training needed!  Enterprise. Quickly fortify your systems against more than 100 normally difficult security 
problems. Small Business. Solve more than 100 difficult security problems with one fast and simple solution.  Cloud and 
Hosting. Cloud and Hosting: Trust no one: CryptoPhoto's duty-separation architecture safely isolates all trust.  Critical 
Infrastructure. Add two-party-rule protection to critical operations.  Websites. Give strong security that's extra fast and easy for 
users to install and use.  Social & Identity. Keep your customers strongly safe, no matter their skill, no matter their 
environment.  Crypto Currencies. Keep your crypto customers safe, even when sophisticated bad guys attack them hard.  
Developers. Easily add high-strength logins and out-of-band digital signatures to your projects!  Defence. Quickly plug 
supplier security risks with one fast, easy, and comprehensive solution.  Education. Eliminate login and password hassles for 
students and staff alike.  Defence. Quickly plug supplier security risks with one fast, easy, and comprehensive solution.  Make 
high-security authentication and signing fast, easy, and convenient.  Stop your staff and suppliers from being trickable by 
sophisticated adversaries.  Contain malware and breach damage with segregated integrity-based multi-device key provision.  High-
security Login and Transaction-Signing that is fast, easy and suitable for everyone.  © 2018  CryptoPhoto - All Rights Reserved. 

CryptoPhoto...  Easily protect all customers against modern attacks and scams.  QUICK OVERVIEW. Contain malware and 
breach damage with segregated integrity-based multi-device key provision.  Humans cause almost all your cyber problems.  Now you 
can fix that.  Hate passwords? so do we - they are distracting and useless - get rid of them safely with CryptoPhoto.  Protect your 
staff and users against their largest security threat: Themselves.  Trust is a two-way street.  Activate 2-way mutual-authentication 
with CryptoPhoto.  Quickly plug supplier security risks with one fast, easy, and comprehensive solution.  Make high-security 
authentication and signing fast, easy, and convenient.  Stop your staff and suppliers from being trickable by sophisticated 
adversaries.  Contain malware and breach damage with segregated integrity-based multi-device key provision.  Humans cause 
almost all your cyber problems.  Now you can fix that.  Block Phishing. More than half of all break-ins start from phishing.  
CryptoPhoto blocks them.  No matter how devious the scam, no matter how inexperienced your users, our mutual authentication 
system keeps everybody safe.  Neutralize Malware. Countless thousands of people wrote the programs and apps running on all 
your computers.  Do you trust them all? Are hackers exploiting their security flaws? CryptoPhoto’s transaction-signing blocks their 
damage.  It also warns instantly when you come under attack, and protects you from dishonest customers too.  NIST SP800-63-3 



AAL3. CryptoPhoto is built specifically to protect people against scams, or in other words, to provide "Verifier Impersonation 
Resistance", the key requirement needed to meet the worlds' strongest-rated Authentication Assurance Level: AAL3.  Now is the 
time to stop playing "security theatre" with one-time and two-step or OTP codes: update to CryptoPhoto to enjoy genuinely effective 
authentication security.  Make Logins Easy. We are the world’s easiest security.  Pre-school kids, grandparents, and everyone in-
between can understand and authenticate first time, without training or help.  Goodby Passwords. CryptoPhoto provides the 
option to get rid of passwords.  Most experts agree: passwords cause more harm than good.  Please your users and sysadmins alike: 
move safely away from passwords completely.  Please Your Users. Every second counts for your customers and staff.  
CryptoPhoto makes login fast.  Very fast.  If you choose to go passwordless, CryptoPhoto is even faster than not using CryptoPhoto at 
all.  Safe .vs. Secure. What's worse: hackers getting in, or accidentally locking yourself out?  CryptoPhoto cleverly prevents both, 
which also prevents social engineering scams, like impostors who pretend to be you with a lost or forgotten second factor.  We 
support multiple devices per user, multiple accounts per device, multiple users per device if necessary, all with in-device biometric 
encryption, optional passphrase security, and secure self-service enrolment and lost-device recovery.  Your users can safely recover, 
by themselves, if they lose/break/etc their primary devices - with no security reduction, no social-engineering risks, and no help-desk 
costs.  Mutual 2FA/MFA. Our second/multi-factor authentication works in both directions, proving you to your user, at the 
same time as your user proves themselves to you.  Also known as "Verifier Impersonation Resistance", and compliant with NIST 
SP800-63-3 to AAL3 strength (the world strongest authentication level), this blocks phishing, social-engineering, malware, man-in-
the-middle and other traditionally difficult-to-stop common attacks.  We're also the worlds easiest and fastest high-strength security, 
taking less than 2 seconds, needing no training, and suitable for users of every skill level.  Console Protection. Adding intrusion-
resistant second-factor for console access is quick and easy with CryptoPhoto.  It self-opens on-demand, and is so quick that sub-2-
second (yet still AAL3 high-strength) logins are easy.  Examples include SSH, Remote-Desktop, su/sudo, CLI, admin and operator 
consoles across servers and appliances alike.  If it's got a login, CryptoPhoto can easily add rapid second-factor protection to it.  In-
Person Multifactor. Do you meet users face to face? CryptoPhoto also works perfectly in-person too! As with all CryptoPhoto 
operations, this includes full mutual-authentication as well.  Your users cannot be fooled by someone impersonating you, and nor 
can you be fooled by an impostor impersonating your users.  IoT / SCADA. In-bound multifactor-authentication is easy with 
CryptoPhoto.  You can add high-security control to everything from home or office doors and facility equipment, to critical-industry 
process machinery, and everything in-between.  CryptoPhoto is equally at adept receiving secure instructions to confirm, as it is to 
originate secure multi-factor-signed instructions on-demand.  Multi-Operators. Are you paranoid? Do you have critical operations 
that no single operator should have the power to perform alone?  All CryptoPhoto functions, including authentication, transaction-
signatures, and cryptographic key provisioning, support "two man rule" counter-party approvals (or denials).  You nominate how 
many approvals are needed, and the pool of users authorised, and CryptoPhoto securely enforces access.  Want to give one or more 
users the power of veto?  This too is easy with CryptoPhoto.  Sign Anything. Malware is hard to get rid of, but easy to defeat 
with CryptoPhoto out-of-band digital signatures.  If you process instructions from your users, like moving money, transferring 
domains, updating account details, erasing files or virtual servers, downloading backups, online trading, etc - CryptoPhoto gives both 
you and your users an easy, one-tap-fast solution to rapidly check and approve critical actions: out of reach of malware, and also out-
of-reach of hackers and social-engineers alike: All CryptoPhoto actions are mutually-authenticated.  Telephone Multifactor. Do 
you get phone calls from your users, or do you need to phone them?  CryptoPhoto works perfectly over the phone as well - and like 
all CryptoPhoto operations, supports full mutual-authentication as well.  Your users know for certain that you are legitimate, and you 
know for certain that they are the real users.  Say "no more" to social engineering attacks against your help desk and also "no more" 
to social-engineering of your users.  End credential theft. It's a sad fact that even though it's 2018, credential-compromise 
attacks like phishing, social-engineering, scams and password-stealing malware are still the root cause behind 9 out of every 10 
cyber-intrusions and serious data breaches.  You need to deploy serious protection - such as NIST-compliant AAL3 authentication 
with verifier impersonation resistance - to reliably put a stop to all those.  CryptoPhoto supports all this, with the industries fastest 
and easiest AAL3-compliant protection available.  Extensible authentication. Imagine having a real-time, two-way, high-security 
second channel direct to your users 24/7 - where you can push rich full-screen messages and receive secure biometric-protected 
signed responses back, all with ease.  CryptoPhoto's suite of plugins, sample downloads, APIs and extensive documentation and 
examples helps you add new and exciting high-security features to your products and services.  API and Crypto key release.
 Some secrets should never touch hard disks. You can use CryptoPhoto signing to provision critical data on-demand - like full-
disk encryption keys for secure remote-server boot, or API keys for trading bots, or unlock keys for digital certificates.  Our secure 
second-device storage guarantees that your critical systems minimise any single-point-of-failure security risks.  For the truly 
paranoid, multiple operators can be involved to approve key release actions, and multiple redundant devices can be provisioned to 
prevent key loss.  Who is using CryptoPhoto. Enterprise. Make it impossible for human-factor attacks to succeed against your 
employees, while making it faster and easier for everyone to enjoy high-security access to enterprise resources.  Key Benefits.
 Strong and simple protection against more than 100 difficult security vulnerabilities affecting both systems and people.  
Simple and effective blocking of human-factor exploits, including phishing, social-engineering, scams, and credential-theft malware.  



Improve employee productivity by making their logins much faster and easier, but also more secure.  Empower your authentication 
to block RATs and hacker lateral movements.  Simplify high-security SSO, including easy out-of-band signatures that also block 
malware and accidents.  Eliminate borrowed or stolen credentials with quick and easy biometrics.  Option to safely go passwordless, 
drastically improving overall enterprise safety.  Unified solution - works with a wide range of existing enterprise products, systems, 
and applications. Extends easily to new ones.  Far more effective than education or security-training: CryptoPhoto prevents human-
factor exploits, without risks.  Enterprise. Enterprises can be complicated, but securing the people who run and use them is 
simple.  CryptoPhoto is a high-security, yet fast and easy, authentication and signing solution.  It has native connectors for a wide 
range of enterprise products, like: ADFS, SSO, numerous types of equipment like VPN's, Telephony, Networking, and 
Firewall/IDS/DLP/etc, and system-level protection for Windows and Linux servers along with the individual services they provide 
including web, print, network, storage and applications.  CryptoPhoto also includes a wide range of pre-built installers and 
administration front-ends to extend strong-auth to numerous web-based products and services, like CMS, Hosting, Email, Project 
Management, and CRM.  Protection is extensible, offering a comprehensive programming API and wide range of sample code in 
many languages, including interactive online tutorials and free training guides with working demonstrations to help developers make 
the most of CryptoPhoto's best-in-class authentication, digital-signing, and key-provisioning.  Because CryptoPhoto's high-strength 
protection is so fast and easy, it's suitable for both enterprise staff, as well as customers, suppliers, and 3rd parties.  CryptoPhoto's 
Key Differentiators. Human-Factor protection: we are NIST SP800-63-3 compliant to Authentication-Assurance-Level 3 (AAL3: the 
highest strength): this necessarily includes "verifier impersonation resistance".  In layman terms - our authentication uniquely 
prevents phishing, social-engineering, scams and so on.  Depending on your applications, we also neutralize a variety of malware 
attacks, and all credential theft and misuse risks.  Simplicity and speed.  Compared with industry incumbents, CryptoPhoto is 10 
times faster for an end-user to enrol and start using, as well as being 10 times faster for them to log in.  Since human-error is 
estimated to cause 91% of successful cyber intrusions, and that's what CryptoPhoto was built to prevent, we believe this makes 
CryptoPhoto 10 times more useful than other security tools you may be using or looking at.  We support the option to go securely 
"passwordless", which eliminates a staggering range of security issues while making user logins much faster and easier as well.  Click 
here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits. Who is using CryptoPhoto. ENTERPRISE. Cloud and Hosting.
 Protect your customers against themselves: add scam, phish, malware, and social-engineering protection to logins and 
critical customer actions.  Key Benefits. Protect your customers against themselves: add scam, phish, malware, and social-
engineering protection to logins and critical customer actions.  Block your staff and your end users against sophisticated attacks, 
including malware, scam phone callers, and social-engineers.  Save your customer resources from harm and protect your brand and 
reputation by blocking both end-user and in-house mistakes alike.  Supercharge server protection using CryptoPhoto's out-of-band 
encryption and API key provisioning, multifactor on SSH, sudo, etc, and more.  Increase the uptake of strong authentication across 
your user base by making their logins ten times faster and easier.  Trust no one: CryptoPhoto's duty-separation architecture isolates 
trust.  Eradicating single-point-of-failure simultaneously blocks technical, human/social, and collusive attacks all at once.  Deliver 
end-to-end encrypted solutions, including out-of-band actions like remote-server restart with full disk encryption, letting customers 
safely manage their own mistake-resilient access and keys.  CryptoPhoto provides the industry's highest-assurance security strength: 
NIST SP800-63-3 "AAL3".  Cloud and Hosting. Your users are under siege.  CryptoPhoto gives you the power to prevent them being 
tricked by scammers, phishing, social engineers, and credential-theft malware - drastically reducing your support burden and saving 
your reputation and customer data alike.  CryptoPhoto introduces high-security fool-proof authentication for your users.  It is a 
simple-to-install add-on to your existing admin solution, and takes less than 10 minutes to set up in most situations, or less than 1 
day to integrate with bespoke or custom systems.  It works within your website, it works with all popular web control panel and 
hosting packages, and it works on all popular server platforms with all popular services (including ssh, sudo, etc).  It also works over-
the-phone and in-person; making it reliably fast and easy for your staff to know the difference between a customer and a scammer.  
It takes on-average less than 2 seconds to use (that's 10 times faster than 2FA), and takes less than 2 minutes for customers to 
activate (if you pull out a stopwatch, you'll find that this too is 10 times faster than most 2FA).  CryptoPhoto can optionally, and 
safely, replace passwords, making customer-logins even faster and easier that they are right now, even though you're getting AAL3 
highest-industry-strength security.  CryptoPhoto offers a variety of pricing options specifically for hosting providers, including 
revenue-sharing user-pays implementations; contact us to learn how you can earn money making logins safer and faster for your 
users.  The secure out-of-band key provisioning in CryptoPhoto gives your customers a safe and reliable way to handle API keys, 
Crptocurrency Wallets, DB passwords, and other sensitive material while helping prevent these secrets from falling into the wrong 
hands. [Try our demo below for an example] Click here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits. Who is using 
CryptoPhoto. Banking. Easily protect all customers against modern attacks and scams.  Key Benefits. Prevent scams, 
social-engineering, malware and other security issues from being able to work against your customers.  Easily protect all customers 
against modern attacks and scams, including online, telephone, and in-person.  Block phishing attacks from stealing customer 
credentials.  Simplify and secure transactions, globally, 24/7, using our 1-tap out-of-band signing.  Make customer logins faster and 
easier, but also AAL3-strength secure.  Quickly eliminate fraud losses, and reduce customer support costs.  10 Reasons to use 



CryptoPhoto for Banking.  CryptoPhoto is purpose-designed to secure your biggest threat: your users themselves.  Before now, you 
had no control over the health of end-user computer systems, of the safety of their password practices, or of how users or staff fall 
prey to scams, social-engineering, or malware.  CryptoPhoto cleverly solves all that, elevating your Authentication Assurance Level to 
AAL3 - the world's strongest possible rating available under NIST SP800-63-3, the worlds newest and most comprehensive security 
standard.  Perhaps even more importantly, CryptoPhoto makes end-user logins and transaction signing both fast and easy.  A typical 
high-security user action takes less than 2 seconds and needs no training, while a typical user enrolment takes under 2 minutes and 
less than half a dozen easy steps; both those are 10 times faster than competing (and legacy) solutions, none of which offer top-
strength security anyway.  10 times faster for users to log in. CryptoPhoto works with as little as one-tap, typically taking less than 
2 seconds to complete.  We also offer the option to securely stop using passwords, making customer logins with CryptoPhoto even 
faster than they are without it.  10 times easier to complete a login. CryptoPhoto opens automatically the instant it's needed: no 
tokens to find, no apps to learn, no training needed to stay fully secure.  10 times more secure. 9 out of 10 incidents are caused by 
the human-factor exploits that CryptoPhoto specifically, and uniquely, prevents.  We believe that makes CryptoPhoto 10 times more 
important and/or secure than other solutions you may be investigating.  10 times faster and easier to set up (enrol) Our obsessive 
dedication to improved user experience makes us the world leaders in rapid secure enrolment.  Head-to-head against other industry 
products, your users can be securely enrolled and using CryptoPhoto in one tenth of the time it would take from our nearest 
competitor.  10 times faster and easier to integrate with existing banking systems. Deployable via WAF (no code changes) or 
direct integration (minor change to logins and transactions), and never touching user identity or personal information, CryptoPhoto 
is both technically and administratively simple and rapid to deploy.  Our quickest bank-integration to-date took just 2 weeks (one 
week technical, one week compliance).  10 fold reduction in customer social-engineering incidents. CryptoPhoto blocks almost 
all human factor exploits outright [no matter how unsophisticated your user might be, there's simply no way the scam can proceed 
against them, not even if the victim wanted it to], and for the few left over, we sit cleverly in-between customer and scammer with 
the facility to produce (out of band, on their phone) real-time, full-screen, interactive warnings and advice to prevent even the most 
gullible users from falling prey to even the most sophisticated scams.  10 fold reduction in consumer fraud losses. With 9 out 
of every 10 successful attacks being attributable to the human-factor exploits we block, CryptoPhoto offers a huge reduction in 
direct fraud losses, with additional savings in customer support and fraud-related administration costs.  10 times more international 
coverage. CryptoPhoto works home and abroad, with and without cellular and/or data coverage, 24/7/365.  10 times more 
convenient. No extra gadgets to carry, no complicated usage or rules to know - CryptoPhoto is with your customers at all times, 
ready to secure them every time they need it.  3 times more useful - works online, over the phone, and in-person.  Authentication is 
only effective when it works everywhere.  CryptoPhoto enables strong, mutually-authenticated identification online (for websites, 
apps, and other 1st party and 3rd party digital bank services), over the telephone (for both incoming and outgoing calls for your call 
centers, managers, staff, and others, between both customers as well as staff), and in-person (in branches, at meetings and 
conferences, appointments, etc).  CryptoPhoto's "Verifier Impersonation Resistance" prevents staff and users alike from being 
trickable by scams or social engineers.  Click here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits. Who is using 
CryptoPhoto. Government. Simplify citizen and staff access to protected systems - 2-second logins, no training needed.  Key 
Benefits. Simplify and accelerate citizen and staff access to protected systems - 2-second logins, no training needed.  Improve 
security, compliance, and threat blocking with CryptoPhoto's NIST SP-800-63-3 AAL3-compliant (highest assured strength) 
protection.  Fortify users against phishing, social-engineering, and credential-theft malware attacks: on-line, over-the-phone, and in-
person.  Protect user privacy while also improving security.  Easily build new solutions with high-security and out-of-band digital 
signatures: voting, facility access, biometric identification, etc: online, in-person, and over the phone too.  Meet and exceed best-
practice assurance and security compliance guidelines.  Easiest and fastest high-security user experience in the industry.  Option to 
eliminate passwords, which drastically improves overall security by removing the single worst cause of most incidents. Also makes 
logins even faster and easier as well as more secure!  Keep scammers and social engineers out of your customer accounts - just 
works - irrespective of end user skill or attention.  Safely provide citizen logins and federated identity services to 3rd party sites, 
without fear of scams, phishing, or stolen credentials.  Government. Nearly every kind of attacker targets government, from 
script kiddies to nation-states and everything in-between.  They go after your systems, they target your operators and staff, and they 
increasingly exploit your users - citizens - for all kinds of reasons.  Stealing data or money, damaging trade or reputations, and 
promoting political causes are just some motivations.  9 out of every 10 successful intrusions into government systems begins with a 
human-factor exploit, like phishing, social-engineering, or scams that introduce malware.  The feature which sets CryptoPhoto apart 
from all other authenticators, is human-factor protection.  We use an incredibly sophisticated cryptographic protocol in which the 
human themselves plays one small but important part: they match a pair of random photographs, which our protocols use in order 
to eradicate impersonation attacks.  This protection, known as "Verifier Impersonation Resistance", is the key protection required for 
compliance with the highest-assurance rating of the worlds newest and most respected security standard: NIST SP800-63-3, 
Authentication Assurance Level 3 (AAL3).  In other words, CryptoPhoto gives your operators, staff, and citizens a simple one-tap 
authentication solution which achieves the strongest possible authentication assurance level.  This technique blocks the ability for



 phishing attacks to succeed, prevents social engineers from being able to trick users, neutralizes malware, and overcomes more than 100 other security vulnerability and security-reducing 
user-experience issues.  CryptoPhoto is perfectly suited for rapid and simple citizen access to online government services, for high-security staff access to internal resources, and for 
government-based federated identity purposes which would otherwise face extreme risk of credential theft and misuse when citizens rightfully use their logins to access 3rd party sites and 
services.  Click here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits. Who is using CryptoPhoto. Defence. Quickly plug supplier security risks with one fast, easy, and 
comprehensive solution.  Key Benefits. Quickly plug supplier security risks with one fast, easy, and comprehensive solution.  Make high-security authentication and signing fast, easy, and 
convenient.  Stop your staff and suppliers from being trickable by sophisticated adversaries.  Contain malware and breach damage with segregated integrity-based multi-device key 
provision.  Upgrade your staff, contractors, and suppliers alike to the industry's highest-assurance authentication: NISP SP800-63-3 AAL3*.  Defence. CryptoPhoto is a fast and easy-to-
use multi-featured mutual (2-way) authenticator with AAL3*-grade high security, transaction signing, and out-of-band cryptographic key provisioning capability.  It can replace legacy 2FA 
and other ineffective login tools/gadgets.  It also delivers a wide range of useful new security capabilities.  It works both out-of-band (e.g. for Computer access) as well as in-band (e.g. 
authentication and secure control of SCADA, IoT, or screen-less devices), and it works online and offline, as well as in person, over-the-phone, and for any kind of machine access.  
CryptoPhoto is significantly different to competing and legacy authentication and signing technologies in two important areas: User Experience, and Security Breadth.  CryptoPhoto is easy, 
very fast, convenient and versatile.  It is also near foolproof, since it is specifically designed to protect people against even their own fallibility, while taking clear, simple, and effective steps 
to address all the typical authenticator "out of scope" problems like rapid secure enrolment, secure loss handling, secure self-service provisioning, prevention of social-engineering attacks 
against both users and administrators, malware, and recovery exploits.  Clear solution to Defence's leading security challenge.  63% of Defence cyber breaches originate from 3rd party 
networks.  91% of all cyber breaches are attributable to Human-factor exploits, like spear-phishing, social-engineering, or credential-theft malware.  CryptoPhoto is easily installed either by 
you, or your 3rd parties, and is strongly effective against a comprehensive range of leading cyber threats.  CryptoPhoto: perfect for Defence.  We combine the industry's highest-security-
rated and most effective cyber threat eradication technology with the industry's easiest and fastest user experience to give Defence and their suppliers the best possible User protection.  * 
NIST Special Publication 800-63 Revision 3. Authenticator Assurance Level 3 (AAL3) provides very high confidence that the claimant controls authenticator(s) registered to the 
subscriber.  Authentication at AAL3 is based on proof of possession of a key through a cryptographic protocol.  AAL3 is like AAL2 but also requires a “hard” cryptographic authenticator that 
provides verifier impersonation resistance.  Click here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits. Who is using CryptoPhoto. Critical Infrastructure. Boost your 
security protection to block more than 100 new and different attack scenarios.  Key Benefits. Boost your security protection to block more than 100 different attack scenarios.  Upgrade 
your computer security to make it able to block online, offline, telephone, and air-gap attacks too.  Fortify your workers against social-engineering, phishing, and credential-theft malware 
attacks.  Add rapid and foolproof biometric protection with logging and non-repudiation.  Add two-party-rule protection to critical operations.  Encrypt data anywhere, with key storage 
managed securely across any number of operators.  Add biometric multifactor protection and signatures to embedded and server systems, like ssh, sudo, pam, firmware updates, etc.  
Critical Infrastructure. Your pen-testers and red-teams already know: Social-Engineering Works.  So block it.  CryptoPhoto is purpose-built to prevent human-factor exploits, and there's a 
huge number - more than 50 different kinds and variations - and we block them all.  We also block more than 50 other cyber attack techniques - that's more than double the number of 
threats that are addressed by all our competitors combined.  CryptoPhoto does 3 important things, all compliant with the world's highest-rated security strength: NIST SP800-63-3 "AAL3".  
Mutual Authentication: your staff, and (where appropriate) contractors, 3rd parties, or even customers can log-in safely, to any of your systems, with no risk of scams, phishing, impostors, 
social-engineers, or other modern attacks compromising their authentication security.  Mutual authentication also blocks telephone and in-person scams, as well a a wide range of other 
credential-related risks.  Transaction Signing: authorised users can safely issue instructions, like machinery control, facility access, and bespoke transactions, with no risk of malware taking 
hold, and again with no risk of scams, phishing, impostors, social-engineers, or other modern attacks.  CryptoPhoto also provides full non-repudiable action-history logging, strong biometric 
multifactor mutual-auth protection, and multi-operator approval support.  Cryptographic key provisioning: Store your most critically sensitive information safely, and redundantly, outside 
your systems.  Encryption keys, unlock codes, API credentials, access tokens, etc: if you don't put it on your machines, it's not there to get compromised, and cannot be misused.  Use our 
multiple-operator security for hypercritial protection, with "N out of M must approve, but not if X out of Y deny" logic for the ultimate in security reassurance.  Learn more about Mutual-
Authentication, Signing, and Key-provisioning on our Crypto-Currencies page.  * NIST Special Publication 800-63 Revision 3. Authenticator Assurance Level 3 (AAL3) provides very high 
confidence that the claimant controls authenticator(s) registered to the subscriber.  Authentication at AAL3 is based on proof of possession of a key through a cryptographic protocol.  AAL3 
is like AAL2 but also requires a “hard” cryptographic authenticator that provides verifier impersonation resistance.  Click here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits.
 Who is using CryptoPhoto. Social & Identity. Keep your customers strongly safe, no matter their skill, no matter their environment.  Key Benefits.



 Keep scammers and social engineers out of your customer accounts - just works - irrespective of end user skill or attention.  
Safely provide logins and your federated identity to 3rd party sites, without fear of scams, phishing, or stolen credentials.  Keep your 
customers strongly safe, no matter their skill, no matter their environment.  Unlock the power of your user accounts without fear of 
the bad guys exploiting your customers.  Deliver new and exciting out-of-band services, like instant secure permission granting or 
identity credential release, protected with biometrics and scam-free mistake-resilient strong certificates.  Social & Identity.
 Your systems are safe, but what about your users?  They're under siege!  Phishing attacks, credential-theft malware, social-
engineering online and by telephone and even in person, 3rd party breaches and password stuffing, impostor websites, zeroday 
exploits, ... hackers know they're your weakest link, but now you can fix that: CryptoPhoto blocks human-factor exploits.  We "hacker 
proof" your users.  No false positives. No angry lockouts. No privacy invasion. No step-ups. No bypass, and no added support burden.  
Just genuine, effective, foolproof protection.  More importantly - we're fast and easy.  One tap, 2 seconds.  We even make it safe to 
stop using passwords entirely.  CryptoPhoto is a multifactor login and signing solution that makes it 10 times faster for your users 
users to log in, while giving them the highest-rated authentication strength available today: NIST SP800-63-3 Authentication 
Assurance Level 3 (AAL3).  We are also fast to enrol - under 2 minutes - that's ten times faster than our nearest competitors, 
reducing uptake friction like never before seen.  CryptoPhoto is purpose-built to protect identity providers against credential-theft 
attacks mounted by unscrupulous relying parties and others;  we make it safe, fast, and easy for your users to enjoy accelerated 
speed and simplicity of using your identity services across any 3rd party sites, and our out-of-band transactions and key-provisioning 
add an entirely new and simple means for quickly and easily authorizing API and 3rd party access to customer data.  Click here to 
learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits. Who is using CryptoPhoto. Crypto Currencies. Keep your crypto 
customers safe, even when sophisticated bad guys attack them hard.  Key Benefits. Keep your crypto customers safe, even 
when sophisticated bad guys attack them hard.  Prevent malware, scams, and social-engineering from exploiting your blockchain 
business.  Make secure logins, secure transactions, and secure-key-storage fast, easy, and foolproof.  Trust no one: CryptoPhoto's 
duty-separation architecture safely isolates all trust. Eradicating single-point-of-failure simultaneously blocks technical, 
human/social, and collusive attacks all at once.  Easily split your keys to keep them safely out of reach of intruders, malware, and 
scams.  Easily protect even your most vulnerable customers.  Protect your users and staff against attacks on themselves, including 
phishing, social-engineering, and malware.  Crypto Currencies.  You get no second chances with cryptocurrencies.  It's real money, 
it's typically just one mistake away from theft, and the bad guys are after it.  They attack you, and they attack your customers.  
CryptoPhoto protects both.  CryptoPhoto does 3 simple things, but it does them with the world's highest-rated security strength: 
NIST SP800-63-3 "AAL3" - that's 2 full assurance levels stronger than legacy ideas like 2FA and passwords, yet CryptoPhoto is fast, 
easy, and fool-proof.  Mutual Authentication: your customers can log in safely using CryptoPhoto, with no risk of scams, phishing, 
impostors, social-engineers, or other modern attacks compromising their security.  Transaction Signing: your customers can issue 
instructions, like trading, withdrawals and transfers, account detail changes etc, with no risk of malware taking their money or 
damaging your reputation, and again with no risk of scams, phishing, impostors, social-engineers, or other modern attacks.  
Cryptographic key provisioning: you, your staff, and your customers can store your most secret information safely, and redundantly, 
off your servers.  Authentication, signing, and key-provisioning are just part of the picture; they require secure enrolment that is fast 
and easy for users to set up, they require fool-proof self-service and secure handling for lost devices and end user maintenance, and 
they require a dedicated architecture that ensures there is no single-point-of-failure throughout.  CryptoPhoto provides it all, 
because there is no point having excellent security, if hackers can simply bypass it by scamming staff or users, exploiting recovery 
mechanisms, breaking in to your servers, or writing malware.  Mutual Authentication. In NIST terms, "Verifier Impersonation 
Resistance" is an absolute requirement to ensure a "very high confidence that the claimant controls authenticator(s) registered to 
the subscriber".  In simple terms, it means that users cannot be tricked.  CryptoPhoto accomplishes this with the worlds fastest 
AAL3-graded user experience: your service proves it's authenticity to your users by presenting them with a one-time random 
photograph, and the users complete their login by tapping the matching photo on their CryptoPhoto-Device.  This is easy, requires 
no training, and takes on average just 2 seconds. Importantly - it means that if any kind of scam is in play, your users simply cannot 
be tricked: there's no way a bad guy can ask them for their login, and there's no way the customer could give it to them if they did 
(the one-tap sends the digitally signed EOTP authentication direct to your authentication endpoint, and never to any impostor).  
Transaction Signing. Malware is everywhere, and even the worlds strongest authentication is not going to stand in the way of 
malware, however, transaction-signing does.  CryptoPhoto provides a "one line change" upgrade to any interface you offer, which 
solicits real-time out-of-band confirmation direct from the real user, making it beyond clear to your users when an injected 
transaction or malware-altered-instruction arrives.  In addition, CryptoPhoto provides real-time no-false-positive alerting of attacks, 
including malware, against your system.  The instant any customer observes an attack, CryptoPhoto protects them, but also informs 
you immediately.  If bad guys target your users or systems, we stop them, and you'll know the instant they mount their attack.
 Cryptographic key provisioning. The safest place for keys to be stored, is not on your server.  CryptoPhoto provides the 
mechanism to store any kind of data, including wallet keys, API codes, etc, on customer devices, with clever redundancy to prevent 
loss, and wrapped in multiple layers of encryption to prevent their theft from either (and both) your server and your customers alike.  



We additionally offer "two man rule" decryption, for extremely important keys where no single individual should own the power to 
use or reveal them alone.  When you servers need the keys, they make an out-of-band request which appears full-screen to the 
authorised operator(s), who unlock the request with their biometrics, and (if they approve), who then provision the key to your 
machine, typically for just one-time (if you don't store it, it cannot be stolen).  No break-in to your server can reveal any keys (they're 
not there).  No break-in to your staff or users can steal any keys (they're at least double encrypted - first to the user's biometrics, and 
second to the requesting server - and in the case of multiple signatories, they are additionally encrypted by all others.).  Countless 
victims, and hundreds of different crypto exchanges were hacked in 2017 alone.  CryptoPhoto eradicates all single-point-of-failure 
opportunities from your systems: our solution will probably stop you or your users or staff getting hacked, but if the worst somehow 
happens anyway [nobody can predict the next zero-day problem!], our solution will prevent loss from that event.  2FA is not enough.  
Passwords alone don't work for many reasons - they're too easy to steal from users or server databases alike, they have no 
resistance against scams, impostors, and phishing, and you just can't trust users to get them right. 2FA codes are exactly the same - 
they too are just as easy to steal from users, their keys also sit on servers and are a single break-in away from complete compromise, 
and they too have no resistance against scams, impostors, and phishing, and you still can't trust users to secure and not loose their 
phones.  2FA was invented in 1984, before the web even existed - it is far too old to be trusted, and next to useless on modern 
connected systems.  Keys belong in your pocket, not on a server waiting to be hacked.  CryptoPhoto offers you the industry's most 
effective user security, but also with the industry's fastest and easiest-to-use user experience.  Core Benefits.  Protect your users and 
your staff against attacks on your systems and attacks on themselves, including phishing, social-engineering, and malware.  
Comprehensive protection against human-factor risks and exploits.  Multi-device, multi-purpose authentication, digital signing, and 
secret key protection with simple backup, secure recovery, and AAL3 class security.  Integrated biometrics to solve friendly-fraud and 
lost-device risks.  The industry's broadest threat-eradication solution: CryptoPhoto prevents 100+ security risks and security-reducing 
UX issues with on clever solution.  * NIST Special Publication 800-63 Revision 3. Authenticator Assurance Level 3 (AAL3) provides 
very high confidence that the claimant controls authenticator(s) registered to the subscriber.  Authentication at AAL3 is based on 
proof of possession of a key through a cryptographic protocol.  AAL3 is like AAL2 but also requires a “hard” cryptographic 
authenticator that provides verifier impersonation resistance.  Click here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits.
 Who is using CryptoPhoto. Education. Stop your staff and students from being trickable by scams, social-engineers, 
phishing, and credential-theft trojans or malware.  Key Benefits.Eliminate login and password problems for students and staff alike.  
Stop your staff and students from being trickable by scams, social-engineers, phishing, and credential-theft trojans or malware.  
Easily run secure online voting and add strong protection to exams.  Dramatically reduce help-desk burden from accidental lockouts, 
lost/forgotten credentials, social-engineers, and hacked accounts.  Securely control doors, lights, heating, and facility access from 
staff and/or student phones, with biometrics, logging, and optional usage billing.  2-second logins! Guaranteed fastest fool-proof 
logins available in the industry.  1-Minute setup adds high-strength keylogger-resistant multi-factor to SSH, sudo, and system access 
and logins.  Wide range of connectors to secure popular enterprise products, like ADFS, VPN, CRM, CMS, Project tools, Web and 
Email.  Comprehensive suite of developer tools, APIs, samples, interactive tutorials, training and demos to extend CryptoPhoto 
protection in bespoke projects.  Education. CryptoPhoto is a fast and easy-to-use multi-featured authenticator with AAL3-grade 
high security, transaction signing, and crypto-key provisioning features.  It replaces legacy 2FA and other ineffective security tools 
and gadgets and can optionally and safely eradicate the need for passwords.  Industry’s Broadest threat coverage.  Human-factor 
exploits account for 9 out of every 10 cyber incidents.  CryptoPhoto is the first authentication solution which extends protection to 
humans themselves.  Our technology uses a simple technique for mutual-authentication, which actively prevents staff and students 
from falling prey to credential theft, account takeovers, scams, or tricks.  In NIST-SP800-63-3 language, we implement effective 
“verifier impersonation resistance” for logins, which is why CryptoPhoto is two full assurance levels stronger and more effective than 
other authentication add-ons like 2FA OTP, Fido gadgets, SMS, or biometrics.  Other threats besides humans still exist, most of which 
CryptoPhoto also address.  We support out-of-band digital signing of transactions to overcome malware and other RATs, we 
separate identity from authentication to overcome serverside break-in risks, we implement trusted certificates over (and despite) 
TLS to defeat sophisticated man-in-the-middle attacks including rouge CAs, certificate substitution, or illegitimate certificates, we 
provide two-man-rule authentication-appliance administration to eliminate single point of failure risks among operator staff, we 
provide heavy and effective appliance self-defence against intrusion, DoS, compromise, backdoors, and we offer cryptographically 
secure mechanisms capable of safely enrolling a new user with CryptoPhoto even if that user is operating from an already-
compromised environment.  The world’s toughest-to-secure customer.  The education industry is possibly the world’s most difficult 
cyber-security challenge.  Vast numbers of machines physically accessible by large numbers of users make many challenges seem 
impossible to contain, like hardware keyloggers, undetectable RATs (remote-access trojans), shoulder-surfing and video-surveilled 
credential-theft, rogue wifi, $10 SDR cellular interception, and IoT or other MitM.  Social-engineering against staff and students is 
incredibly easy to perform in the typically relaxed and friendly atmosphere of the institution.  Victims can be easily tricked or 
personally guided into credential theft and Trojan-install scenarios, staff can be duped via impersonation or other methods, and 
unauthorised credential resets facilitate exceedingly simple bypass of existing security controls.  Collaboration is usually encouraged, 



but students often take this too far, making it difficult to prevent cheating, gaming of attendance and registration systems, 
manipulation of voting, and other mischief that talented young hackers get up to.  CryptoPhoto solves all these challenges, with the 
industry’s highest-strength, yet also fastest and easiest solution.  CryptoPhoto: perfect for education.  We believe that the most 
important improvement authentication can offer is user experience.  It needs to be both easier, and faster, than what you’re already 
doing to ensure it receives the widest possible acceptance and respect.  CryptoPhoto supports a wide range of existing popular 
products right out of the box, and integrates easily and rapidly for any bespoke purpose using our simple API and/or SDK with 
extensive online help, interactive training, code samples, and free training.  Our installation guide can secure practically any use case 
in as little as an hours effort, and that includes complete and secure handling of customer enrolment, management, and loss-
handling etc, as well as authentication and signing.  CryptoPhoto is designed to be fully self-service, despite its AAL3 high-security.  
Our administration console provides real-time metrics, as well as user management features, however, CryptoPhoto is designed to 
prevent staff social-engineering and user-account bypass, so there is typically no need to perform user administration duties: this is 
securely managed by the end users themselves in almost all situations.  Build your own solutions - CryptoPhoto's high-security API 
easily drives any use case that needs a great user experience with strong user protection.  School and University Use Cases: Logins.
 Voting. Exams. SSH, sudu, su. Code Signing. Facility Access. Secure ICT Development. Systems Control.
 Click here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits. Who is using CryptoPhoto. Small Business.
 Solve more than 100 difficult security problems with one fast and simple solution.  Key Benefits. Solve more than 100 
difficult security problems with one fast and simple solution.  Hacker-proof your humans! - easily block difficult problems like social-
engineering of staff, phishing, credential-theft malware, and more.  Make logins faster and easier (and more secure!).  No more lost 
or forgotten passwords - cryptophoto can safely get rid of them.  One-minute setup for most small-business systems.  CryptoPhoto 
provides the industry's highest-assurance security strength: NIST SP800-63-3 "AAL3".  Small Business. Security should just work.  
Properly.  And it should never get in your way.  Welcome to CryptoPhoto - the worlds first high-strength access and signing solution 
that takes only 2 seconds to use.  CryptoPhoto installs in minutes to protect a wide range of common business systems you use, 
including computer and server logins, websites and online tools and services like mail, cloud, crm, cms, and appliances like file 
servers, VPN's, firewalls and more.  Once installed, CryptoPhoto: Prevents attacks against you and your staff, including scams, 
phishing, and social-engineering.  CryptoPhoto works on computers and over the internet, and it also works over the phone, as well 
as in-person.  90% of small-business intrusions are caused by the human-factor exploits that CryptoPhoto blocks.  Neutralizes 
credential-theft malware, and when installed on your file servers and backups, blocks ransomware and malicious data attacks too.  
Simplifies access to your systems.  CryptoPhoto lets you optionally, and safely, get rid of passwords - making it extra fast and easy to 
be secure.  Speeds up your work: with just one tap, taking less than 2 seconds, secure logins and transaction authorisations become 
a breeze.  The strong security CryptoPhoto delivers protects your business and customer data, delivers you the highest available 
authentication assurance to demonstrate strong compliance with modern data and privacy laws, and protects your reputation by 
keeping your business out of mandatory breach-disclosure reports.  CryptoPhoto is cheaper than insurance, and delivers much 
greater value: piece of mind.  Prevention works.  Click here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits. Who is 
using CryptoPhoto. Websites & Home Users. Attract new and discerning customers with the industries strongest yet also 
fastest and easiest to use login security.  Key Benefits - Websites. Give your users strong security that's extra fast and easy for 
them to install and use.  Attract new and discerning customers with the industry's strongest yet also fastest and easiest-to-use login 
security.  Optionally eliminate passwords altogether.  1-minute setup for most popular sites and platforms.  Easy integration with 
free code, APIs, and SDks for the ultimate bespoke experience.  Offer exciting new real-time experiences to your customers with 
CryptoPhoto full-screen out-of-band messaging solutions.  Key Benefits - Home Users. Secure your home computers and networks 
using high-security commercial protection.  Block more than 100 threats and risks to your data and privacy.  Control home 
equipment, like garage doors, lights, heating, door locks, cameras and surveillance etc, with fool-proof high-security.  Protect your 
files and backups against ransomware and malware with our SMB security extensions.  Build your own high-security solutions! Our 
sample code, APIs, and SDKs easily interface with popular software and hardware products and platforms:- You dream it, we secure 
it!.  Websites & Home Users. Passwords don't work anymore.  Whether or not you choose to keep using them (we suggest you 
don't), you need to do something different and more secure these days.  CryptoPhoto lets you take your security to the highest 
strength available, but with the fastest and easiest user experience possible.  Even faster than passwords.  CryptoPhoto works on a 
wide range of products and services that you already use.  Simply install one or more of our pre-built addons.  If you find something 
we don't already support, let us know and we'll add it.  If you've built your own website or project, our Developer pages walk you 
through the simple steps of adding our high-strength security.  Our high-security protection lets you do fast (under 2 seconds) one-
tap logins, using your phone and/or tablet to block more than 100 different security threats.  CryptoPhoto provides the industry's 
highest-assurance security strength: NIST SP800-63-3 "AAL3".  Click here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits.
 Who is using CryptoPhoto. Developers. Easily add high-strength logins and out-of-band digital signatures to your 
projects!  Key Benefits. Easily add high-strength friction-free logins and out-of-band digital signatures to your projects.  Build 
hardware and IoT solutions with our high-security 2-way control systems.  Implement encryption-based projects using our redundant 



key-release and optional two-man-rule solutions.  CryptoPhoto provides the industry's highest-assurance security strength: NIST 
SP800-63-3 "AAL3".  Consider going passwordless: CryptoPhoto makes it safe to remove the single biggest security problem plaguing 
the internet today: passwords.  Developers. Your work is valuable, but good security is hard to get right, especially if you don't 
want to introduce friction or ruin your customer experience.  CryptoPhoto offers the highest-assured military-grade authentication 
strength currently available on the internet, but in a solution that's even faster and easier to use than regular low-security 
passwords, which you can optionally (and safely) get rid of if you like.  Whatever you're building, you have 3 core security needs: 
When someone logs in, you really need to know it's actually them.  No iffs, no buts, no "out of scope" exceptions etc: it just needs to 
work properly, with no hassle.  When a user does something important, you want to know they meant it, and it wasn't them falling 
prey to some scam, or malware taking control of their account.  You need excellent protection for sensitive information, like API 
codes, wallet keys, PII information, cipher/encryption secrets, etc. Even if your systems get broken into, you really don't want any of 
that information stealable.  CryptoPhoto provides all of this protection, in an easy-to-integrate, and fast to use package, with all the 
"hard stuff" already expertly written for you to simply "just use" - including secure enrolment, secure account recovery and loss-
handling, authentication reporting and self-management.  CryptoPhoto lets you concentrate on your application, comfortable in the 
knowledge that you've got the internet's best protection watching your back.  Excitingly, CryptoPhoto offers entirely new and useful 
mechanisms for engaging with your users (securely), in real-time, and where necessary out-of-band.  Our solution gives you the 
mechanism to instantly display rich full-screen 2-way messages directly on your customer devices 24/7/365 and it also gives your 
users the "anytime" mechanism they might need to contact your system securely and on-demand - some examples include: A 
customer account is exceeding some limits - contact them instantly to upgrade them to a higher service with just one tap.  Suspicious 
activity is detected from a customer instance - get customer permission to terminate it without risk of causing customer losses.  
Empower your IoT projects with inward secure messaging: open gates or doors, activate pumps and machinery, or simply provide 
environment reports or real-time warnings - direct to your customer screens in rich 2-way full-screen self-opening convenience.  Get 
Started.Try our live demo to get the fastest understanding of how well we work.  See if our pre-built plugins can instantly secure 
your platforms and tools.  Check out our API's, SDK's, downloadable demos, code-samples, and live tutorials to make the most of our 
advanced protection.  Click here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits. Who is using CryptoPhoto. The 
worlds most secure authentication is also the worlds easiest and fastest.  Secure transaction verification.  Out of band user approval 
for sensitive transactions.  10x faster 1st time enrolments.  Any device, anywhere, always works.  10x faster to use: option to safely 
go passwordless.  One-tap logins - in under 2-seconds.  Secure transaction verification.  Out of band user approval for sensitive 
transactions.  10x faster 1st time enrolments.  Any device, anywhere, always works.  What we do. QUICK OVERVIEW.
 Contain malware and breach damage with segregated integrity-based multi-device key provision.  Humans cause almost all 
your cyber problems.  Now you can fix that.  Hate passwords?  so do we - they are distracting and useless - get rid of them safely 
with CryptoPhoto.  Protect your staff and users against their largest security threat: Themselves.  Trust is a two-way street. Activate 
2-way mutual-authentication with CryptoPhoto.  Quickly plug supplier security risks with one fast, easy, and comprehensive solution.  
Make high-security authentication and signing fast, easy, and convenient.  Stop your staff and suppliers from being trickable by 
sophisticated adversaries.  Contain malware and breach damage with segregated integrity-based multi-device key provision.  
Humans cause almost all your cyber problems.  Now you can fix that.  Mutual multifactor auth. NISP SP800-63-3 AAL3 compliant 
(world’s strongest rating) Verifier impersonation resistance (Blocks phishing & social-engineering) CryptoPhoto provides the 
industry's strongest defence against human-factor exploits like Phishing, Scams, Social-Engineering, Malware, and all forms of 
credential-theft and abuse.  "It's like a firewall and antivirus rolled into one, except it protect people, not just computers." Secure 
transaction signing. When you need to be sure that a human, and the right one, approved any action, and it wasn't injected by 
malware, impostors, scammers, man-in-the-middle attackers, or other sophisticated adversaries, CryptoPhoto's out-of-band 
transaction give you one-tap convenience to neutralize all those threats.  Passwordless login option. You can now safely get rid 
of passwords if you want, while still enjoying the industrys' highest-strength authentication available. Most experts agree - 
passwords do more harm than good; they don't scale, they often don't work, and they introduce all kinds of side-vector 
vulnerabilities & problems. You don't need passwords anymore, and you're much more secure without them.  Fast and Easy.
 CryptoPhoto is 10 times faster to use than other 2-factor authenticators. It's also 10 times easier (just 1 tap), and 10 times 
faster for users to enrol, and 10 times faster for you to install and set up to protect your staff and users, and prevents 10 times more 
threats. Human-factor exploits cause 9 out of every 10 break-ins, so CryptoPhoto is arguably 10 times more important than any 
other security tool in your belt.  Telephone and in-person mutual authentication. Attackers now use phone calls, and even in-
person deception. CryptoPhoto blocks both of these, with strong verifier impersonation resistance at all times, and it's still fast and 
easy for all parties.  Many More. Click here for more features and details.  Where we are used. Banking. Easily 
protect all customers against modern attacks and scams.  Government. Simplify citizen and staff access to protected systems - 2-
second logins, no training needed!  Enterprise. Quickly fortify your systems against more than 100 normally difficult security 
problems. Small Business. Solve more than 100 difficult security problems with one fast and simple solution.  Cloud and 
Hosting. Cloud and Hosting: Trust no one: CryptoPhoto's duty-separation architecture safely isolates all trust.  Critical 



Infrastructure. Add two-party-rule protection to critical operations.  Websites. Give strong security that's extra fast and easy for 
users to install and use.  Social & Identity. Keep your customers strongly safe, no matter their skill, no matter their 
environment.  Crypto Currencies. Keep your crypto customers safe, even when sophisticated bad guys attack them hard.  
Developers. Easily add high-strength logins and out-of-band digital signatures to your projects!  Defence. Quickly plug 
supplier security risks with one fast, easy, and comprehensive solution.  Education. Eliminate login and password hassles for 
students and staff alike.  Defence. Quickly plug supplier security risks with one fast, easy, and comprehensive solution.  Make 
high-security authentication and signing fast, easy, and convenient.  Stop your staff and suppliers from being trickable by 
sophisticated adversaries.  Contain malware and breach damage with segregated integrity-based multi-device key provision.  High-
security Login and Transaction-Signing that is fast, easy and suitable for everyone.  © 2018  CryptoPhoto - All Rights Reserved. 

CryptoPhoto...  Easily protect all customers against modern attacks and scams.  QUICK OVERVIEW. Contain malware and 
breach damage with segregated integrity-based multi-device key provision.  Humans cause almost all your cyber problems.  Now you 
can fix that.  Hate passwords? so do we - they are distracting and useless - get rid of them safely with CryptoPhoto.  Protect your 
staff and users against their largest security threat: Themselves.  Trust is a two-way street.  Activate 2-way mutual-authentication 
with CryptoPhoto.  Quickly plug supplier security risks with one fast, easy, and comprehensive solution.  Make high-security 
authentication and signing fast, easy, and convenient.  Stop your staff and suppliers from being trickable by sophisticated 
adversaries.  Contain malware and breach damage with segregated integrity-based multi-device key provision.  Humans cause 
almost all your cyber problems.  Now you can fix that.  Block Phishing. More than half of all break-ins start from phishing.  
CryptoPhoto blocks them.  No matter how devious the scam, no matter how inexperienced your users, our mutual authentication 
system keeps everybody safe.  Neutralize Malware. Countless thousands of people wrote the programs and apps running on all 
your computers.  Do you trust them all? Are hackers exploiting their security flaws? CryptoPhoto’s transaction-signing blocks their 
damage.  It also warns instantly when you come under attack, and protects you from dishonest customers too.  NIST SP800-63-3 
AAL3. CryptoPhoto is built specifically to protect people against scams, or in other words, to provide "Verifier Impersonation 
Resistance", the key requirement needed to meet the worlds' strongest-rated Authentication Assurance Level: AAL3.  Now is the 
time to stop playing "security theatre" with one-time and two-step or OTP codes: update to CryptoPhoto to enjoy genuinely effective 
authentication security.  Make Logins Easy. We are the world’s easiest security.  Pre-school kids, grandparents, and everyone in-
between can understand and authenticate first time, without training or help.  Goodby Passwords. CryptoPhoto provides the 
option to get rid of passwords.  Most experts agree: passwords cause more harm than good.  Please your users and sysadmins alike: 
move safely away from passwords completely.  Please Your Users. Every second counts for your customers and staff.  
CryptoPhoto makes login fast.  Very fast.  If you choose to go passwordless, CryptoPhoto is even faster than not using CryptoPhoto at 
all.  Safe .vs. Secure. What's worse: hackers getting in, or accidentally locking yourself out?  CryptoPhoto cleverly prevents both, 
which also prevents social engineering scams, like impostors who pretend to be you with a lost or forgotten second factor.  We 
support multiple devices per user, multiple accounts per device, multiple users per device if necessary, all with in-device biometric 
encryption, optional passphrase security, and secure self-service enrolment and lost-device recovery.  Your users can safely recover, 
by themselves, if they lose/break/etc their primary devices - with no security reduction, no social-engineering risks, and no help-desk 
costs.  Mutual 2FA/MFA. Our second/multi-factor authentication works in both directions, proving you to your user, at the 
same time as your user proves themselves to you.  Also known as "Verifier Impersonation Resistance", and compliant with NIST 
SP800-63-3 to AAL3 strength (the world strongest authentication level), this blocks phishing, social-engineering, malware, man-in-
the-middle and other traditionally difficult-to-stop common attacks.  We're also the worlds easiest and fastest high-strength security, 
taking less than 2 seconds, needing no training, and suitable for users of every skill level.  Console Protection. Adding intrusion-
resistant second-factor for console access is quick and easy with CryptoPhoto.  It self-opens on-demand, and is so quick that sub-2-
second (yet still AAL3 high-strength) logins are easy.  Examples include SSH, Remote-Desktop, su/sudo, CLI, admin and operator 
consoles across servers and appliances alike.  If it's got a login, CryptoPhoto can easily add rapid second-factor protection to it.  In-
Person Multifactor. Do you meet users face to face? CryptoPhoto also works perfectly in-person too! As with all CryptoPhoto 
operations, this includes full mutual-authentication as well.  Your users cannot be fooled by someone impersonating you, and nor 
can you be fooled by an impostor impersonating your users.  IoT / SCADA. In-bound multifactor-authentication is easy with 
CryptoPhoto.  You can add high-security control to everything from home or office doors and facility equipment, to critical-industry 
process machinery, and everything in-between.  CryptoPhoto is equally at adept receiving secure instructions to confirm, as it is to 
originate secure multi-factor-signed instructions on-demand.  Multi-Operators. Are you paranoid? Do you have critical operations 
that no single operator should have the power to perform alone?  All CryptoPhoto functions, including authentication, transaction-
signatures, and cryptographic key provisioning, support "two man rule" counter-party approvals (or denials).  You nominate how 
many approvals are needed, and the pool of users authorised, and CryptoPhoto securely enforces access.  Want to give one or more 
users the power of veto?  This too is easy with CryptoPhoto.  Sign Anything. Malware is hard to get rid of, but easy to defeat 
with CryptoPhoto out-of-band digital signatures.  If you process instructions from your users, like moving money, transferring 
domains, updating account details, erasing files or virtual servers, downloading backups, online trading, etc - CryptoPhoto gives both 



you and your users an easy, one-tap-fast solution to rapidly check and approve critical actions: out of reach of malware, and also out-
of-reach of hackers and social-engineers alike: All CryptoPhoto actions are mutually-authenticated.  Telephone Multifactor. Do 
you get phone calls from your users, or do you need to phone them?  CryptoPhoto works perfectly over the phone as well - and like 
all CryptoPhoto operations, supports full mutual-authentication as well.  Your users know for certain that you are legitimate, and you 
know for certain that they are the real users.  Say "no more" to social engineering attacks against your help desk and also "no more" 
to social-engineering of your users.  End credential theft. It's a sad fact that even though it's 2018, credential-compromise 
attacks like phishing, social-engineering, scams and password-stealing malware are still the root cause behind 9 out of every 10 
cyber-intrusions and serious data breaches.  You need to deploy serious protection - such as NIST-compliant AAL3 authentication 
with verifier impersonation resistance - to reliably put a stop to all those.  CryptoPhoto supports all this, with the industries fastest 
and easiest AAL3-compliant protection available.  Extensible authentication. Imagine having a real-time, two-way, high-security 
second channel direct to your users 24/7 - where you can push rich full-screen messages and receive secure biometric-protected 
signed responses back, all with ease.  CryptoPhoto's suite of plugins, sample downloads, APIs and extensive documentation and 
examples helps you add new and exciting high-security features to your products and services.  API and Crypto key release.
 Some secrets should never touch hard disks. You can use CryptoPhoto signing to provision critical data on-demand - like full-
disk encryption keys for secure remote-server boot, or API keys for trading bots, or unlock keys for digital certificates.  Our secure 
second-device storage guarantees that your critical systems minimise any single-point-of-failure security risks.  For the truly 
paranoid, multiple operators can be involved to approve key release actions, and multiple redundant devices can be provisioned to 
prevent key loss.  Who is using CryptoPhoto. Enterprise. Make it impossible for human-factor attacks to succeed against your 
employees, while making it faster and easier for everyone to enjoy high-security access to enterprise resources.  Key Benefits.
 Strong and simple protection against more than 100 difficult security vulnerabilities affecting both systems and people.  
Simple and effective blocking of human-factor exploits, including phishing, social-engineering, scams, and credential-theft malware.  
Improve employee productivity by making their logins much faster and easier, but also more secure.  Empower your authentication 
to block RATs and hacker lateral movements.  Simplify high-security SSO, including easy out-of-band signatures that also block 
malware and accidents.  Eliminate borrowed or stolen credentials with quick and easy biometrics.  Option to safely go passwordless, 
drastically improving overall enterprise safety.  Unified solution - works with a wide range of existing enterprise products, systems, 
and applications. Extends easily to new ones.  Far more effective than education or security-training: CryptoPhoto prevents human-
factor exploits, without risks.  Enterprise. Enterprises can be complicated, but securing the people who run and use them is 
simple.  CryptoPhoto is a high-security, yet fast and easy, authentication and signing solution.  It has native connectors for a wide 
range of enterprise products, like: ADFS, SSO, numerous types of equipment like VPN's, Telephony, Networking, and 
Firewall/IDS/DLP/etc, and system-level protection for Windows and Linux servers along with the individual services they provide 
including web, print, network, storage and applications.  CryptoPhoto also includes a wide range of pre-built installers and 
administration front-ends to extend strong-auth to numerous web-based products and services, like CMS, Hosting, Email, Project 
Management, and CRM.  Protection is extensible, offering a comprehensive programming API and wide range of sample code in 
many languages, including interactive online tutorials and free training guides with working demonstrations to help developers make 
the most of CryptoPhoto's best-in-class authentication, digital-signing, and key-provisioning.  Because CryptoPhoto's high-strength 
protection is so fast and easy, it's suitable for both enterprise staff, as well as customers, suppliers, and 3rd parties.  CryptoPhoto's 
Key Differentiators. Human-Factor protection: we are NIST SP800-63-3 compliant to Authentication-Assurance-Level 3 (AAL3: the 
highest strength): this necessarily includes "verifier impersonation resistance".  In layman terms - our authentication uniquely 
prevents phishing, social-engineering, scams and so on.  Depending on your applications, we also neutralize a variety of malware 
attacks, and all credential theft and misuse risks.  Simplicity and speed.  Compared with industry incumbents, CryptoPhoto is 10 
times faster for an end-user to enrol and start using, as well as being 10 times faster for them to log in.  Since human-error is 
estimated to cause 91% of successful cyber intrusions, and that's what CryptoPhoto was built to prevent, we believe this makes 
CryptoPhoto 10 times more useful than other security tools you may be using or looking at.  We support the option to go securely 
"passwordless", which eliminates a staggering range of security issues while making user logins much faster and easier as well.  Click 
here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits. Who is using CryptoPhoto. ENTERPRISE. Cloud and Hosting.
 Protect your customers against themselves: add scam, phish, malware, and social-engineering protection to logins and 
critical customer actions.  Key Benefits. Protect your customers against themselves: add scam, phish, malware, and social-
engineering protection to logins and critical customer actions.  Block your staff and your end users against sophisticated attacks, 
including malware, scam phone callers, and social-engineers.  Save your customer resources from harm and protect your brand and 
reputation by blocking both end-user and in-house mistakes alike.  Supercharge server protection using CryptoPhoto's out-of-band 
encryption and API key provisioning, multifactor on SSH, sudo, etc, and more.  Increase the uptake of strong authentication across 
your user base by making their logins ten times faster and easier.  Trust no one: CryptoPhoto's duty-separation architecture isolates 
trust.  Eradicating single-point-of-failure simultaneously blocks technical, human/social, and collusive attacks all at once.  Deliver 
end-to-end encrypted solutions, including out-of-band actions like remote-server restart with full disk encryption, letting customers 



safely manage their own mistake-resilient access and keys.  CryptoPhoto provides the industry's highest-assurance security strength: 
NIST SP800-63-3 "AAL3".  Cloud and Hosting. Your users are under siege.  CryptoPhoto gives you the power to prevent them being 
tricked by scammers, phishing, social engineers, and credential-theft malware - drastically reducing your support burden and saving 
your reputation and customer data alike.  CryptoPhoto introduces high-security fool-proof authentication for your users.  It is a 
simple-to-install add-on to your existing admin solution, and takes less than 10 minutes to set up in most situations, or less than 1 
day to integrate with bespoke or custom systems.  It works within your website, it works with all popular web control panel and 
hosting packages, and it works on all popular server platforms with all popular services (including ssh, sudo, etc).  It also works over-
the-phone and in-person; making it reliably fast and easy for your staff to know the difference between a customer and a scammer.  
It takes on-average less than 2 seconds to use (that's 10 times faster than 2FA), and takes less than 2 minutes for customers to 
activate (if you pull out a stopwatch, you'll find that this too is 10 times faster than most 2FA).  CryptoPhoto can optionally, and 
safely, replace passwords, making customer-logins even faster and easier that they are right now, even though you're getting AAL3 
highest-industry-strength security.  CryptoPhoto offers a variety of pricing options specifically for hosting providers, including 
revenue-sharing user-pays implementations; contact us to learn how you can earn money making logins safer and faster for your 
users.  The secure out-of-band key provisioning in CryptoPhoto gives your customers a safe and reliable way to handle API keys, 
Crptocurrency Wallets, DB passwords, and other sensitive material while helping prevent these secrets from falling into the wrong 
hands. [Try our demo below for an example] Click here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits. Who is using 
CryptoPhoto. Banking. Easily protect all customers against modern attacks and scams.  Key Benefits. Prevent scams, 
social-engineering, malware and other security issues from being able to work against your customers.  Easily protect all customers 
against modern attacks and scams, including online, telephone, and in-person.  Block phishing attacks from stealing customer 
credentials.  Simplify and secure transactions, globally, 24/7, using our 1-tap out-of-band signing.  Make customer logins faster and 
easier, but also AAL3-strength secure.  Quickly eliminate fraud losses, and reduce customer support costs.  10 Reasons to use 
CryptoPhoto for Banking.  CryptoPhoto is purpose-designed to secure your biggest threat: your users themselves.  Before now, you 
had no control over the health of end-user computer systems, of the safety of their password practices, or of how users or staff fall 
prey to scams, social-engineering, or malware.  CryptoPhoto cleverly solves all that, elevating your Authentication Assurance Level to 
AAL3 - the world's strongest possible rating available under NIST SP800-63-3, the worlds newest and most comprehensive security 
standard.  Perhaps even more importantly, CryptoPhoto makes end-user logins and transaction signing both fast and easy.  A typical 
high-security user action takes less than 2 seconds and needs no training, while a typical user enrolment takes under 2 minutes and 
less than half a dozen easy steps; both those are 10 times faster than competing (and legacy) solutions, none of which offer top-
strength security anyway.  10 times faster for users to log in. CryptoPhoto works with as little as one-tap, typically taking less than 
2 seconds to complete.  We also offer the option to securely stop using passwords, making customer logins with CryptoPhoto even 
faster than they are without it.  10 times easier to complete a login. CryptoPhoto opens automatically the instant it's needed: no 
tokens to find, no apps to learn, no training needed to stay fully secure.  10 times more secure. 9 out of 10 incidents are caused by 
the human-factor exploits that CryptoPhoto specifically, and uniquely, prevents.  We believe that makes CryptoPhoto 10 times more 
important and/or secure than other solutions you may be investigating.  10 times faster and easier to set up (enrol) Our obsessive 
dedication to improved user experience makes us the world leaders in rapid secure enrolment.  Head-to-head against other industry 
products, your users can be securely enrolled and using CryptoPhoto in one tenth of the time it would take from our nearest 
competitor.  10 times faster and easier to integrate with existing banking systems. Deployable via WAF (no code changes) or 
direct integration (minor change to logins and transactions), and never touching user identity or personal information, CryptoPhoto 
is both technically and administratively simple and rapid to deploy.  Our quickest bank-integration to-date took just 2 weeks (one 
week technical, one week compliance).  10 fold reduction in customer social-engineering incidents. CryptoPhoto blocks almost 
all human factor exploits outright [no matter how unsophisticated your user might be, there's simply no way the scam can proceed 
against them, not even if the victim wanted it to], and for the few left over, we sit cleverly in-between customer and scammer with 
the facility to produce (out of band, on their phone) real-time, full-screen, interactive warnings and advice to prevent even the most 
gullible users from falling prey to even the most sophisticated scams.  10 fold reduction in consumer fraud losses. With 9 out 
of every 10 successful attacks being attributable to the human-factor exploits we block, CryptoPhoto offers a huge reduction in 
direct fraud losses, with additional savings in customer support and fraud-related administration costs.  10 times more international 
coverage. CryptoPhoto works home and abroad, with and without cellular and/or data coverage, 24/7/365.  10 times more 
convenient. No extra gadgets to carry, no complicated usage or rules to know - CryptoPhoto is with your customers at all times, 
ready to secure them every time they need it.  3 times more useful - works online, over the phone, and in-person.  Authentication is 
only effective when it works everywhere.  CryptoPhoto enables strong, mutually-authenticated identification online (for websites, 
apps, and other 1st party and 3rd party digital bank services), over the telephone (for both incoming and outgoing calls for your call 
centers, managers, staff, and others, between both customers as well as staff), and in-person (in branches, at meetings and 
conferences, appointments, etc).  CryptoPhoto's "Verifier Impersonation Resistance" prevents staff and users alike from being 
trickable by scams or social engineers.  Click here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits. Who is using 



CryptoPhoto. Government. Simplify citizen and staff access to protected systems - 2-second logins, no training needed.  Key 
Benefits. Simplify and accelerate citizen and staff access to protected systems - 2-second logins, no training needed.  Improve 
security, compliance, and threat blocking with CryptoPhoto's NIST SP-800-63-3 AAL3-compliant (highest assured strength) 
protection.  Fortify users against phishing, social-engineering, and credential-theft malware attacks: on-line, over-the-phone, and in-
person.  Protect user privacy while also improving security.  Easily build new solutions with high-security and out-of-band digital 
signatures: voting, facility access, biometric identification, etc: online, in-person, and over the phone too.  Meet and exceed best-
practice assurance and security compliance guidelines.  Easiest and fastest high-security user experience in the industry.  Option to 
eliminate passwords, which drastically improves overall security by removing the single worst cause of most incidents. Also makes 
logins even faster and easier as well as more secure!  Keep scammers and social engineers out of your customer accounts - just 
works - irrespective of end user skill or attention.  Safely provide citizen logins and federated identity services to 3rd party sites, 
without fear of scams, phishing, or stolen credentials.  Government. Nearly every kind of attacker targets government, from 
script kiddies to nation-states and everything in-between.  They go after your systems, they target your operators and staff, and they 
increasingly exploit your users - citizens - for all kinds of reasons.  Stealing data or money, damaging trade or reputations, and 
promoting political causes are just some motivations.  9 out of every 10 successful intrusions into government systems begins with a 
human-factor exploit, like phishing, social-engineering, or scams that introduce malware.  The feature which sets CryptoPhoto apart 
from all other authenticators, is human-factor protection.  We use an incredibly sophisticated cryptographic protocol in which the 
human themselves plays one small but important part: they match a pair of random photographs, which our protocols use in order 
to eradicate impersonation attacks.  This protection, known as "Verifier Impersonation Resistance", is the key protection required for 
compliance with the highest-assurance rating of the worlds newest and most respected security standard: NIST SP800-63-3, 
Authentication Assurance Level 3 (AAL3).  In other words, CryptoPhoto gives your operators, staff, and citizens a simple one-tap 
authentication solution which achieves the strongest possible authentication assurance level.  This technique blocks the ability for 
phishing attacks to succeed, prevents social engineers from being able to trick users, neutralizes malware, and overcomes more than 
100 other security vulnerability and security-reducing user-experience issues.  CryptoPhoto is perfectly suited for rapid and simple 
citizen access to online government services, for high-security staff access to internal resources, and for government-based 
federated identity purposes which would otherwise face extreme risk of credential theft and misuse when citizens rightfully use their 
logins to access 3rd party sites and services.  Click here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits. Who is using 
CryptoPhoto. Defence. Quickly plug supplier security risks with one fast, easy, and comprehensive solution.  Key Benefits.
 Quickly plug supplier security risks with one fast, easy, and comprehensive solution.  Make high-security authentication and 
signing fast, easy, and convenient.  Stop your staff and suppliers from being trickable by sophisticated adversaries.  Contain malware 
and breach damage with segregated integrity-based multi-device key provision.  Upgrade your staff, contractors, and suppliers alike 
to the industry's highest-assurance authentication: NISP SP800-63-3 AAL3*.  Defence. CryptoPhoto is a fast and easy-to-use multi-
featured mutual (2-way) authenticator with AAL3*-grade high security, transaction signing, and out-of-band cryptographic key 
provisioning capability.  It can replace legacy 2FA and other ineffective login tools/gadgets.  It also delivers a wide range of useful 
new security capabilities.  It works both out-of-band (e.g. for Computer access) as well as in-band (e.g. authentication and secure 
control of SCADA, IoT, or screen-less devices), and it works online and offline, as well as in person, over-the-phone, and for any kind 
of machine access.  CryptoPhoto is significantly different to competing and legacy authentication and signing technologies in two 
important areas: User Experience, and Security Breadth.  CryptoPhoto is easy, very fast, convenient and versatile.  It is also near 
foolproof, since it is specifically designed to protect people against even their own fallibility, while taking clear, simple, and effective 
steps to address all the typical authenticator "out of scope" problems like rapid secure enrolment, secure loss handling, secure self-
service provisioning, prevention of social-engineering attacks against both users and administrators, malware, and recovery exploits.  
Clear solution to Defence's leading security challenge.  63% of Defence cyber breaches originate from 3rd party networks.  91% of all 
cyber breaches are attributable to Human-factor exploits, like spear-phishing, social-engineering, or credential-theft malware.  
CryptoPhoto is easily installed either by you, or your 3rd parties, and is strongly effective against a comprehensive range of leading 
cyber threats.  CryptoPhoto: perfect for Defence.  We combine the industry's highest-security-rated and most effective cyber threat 
eradication technology with the industry's easiest and fastest user experience to give Defence and their suppliers the best possible 
User protection.  * NIST Special Publication 800-63 Revision 3. Authenticator Assurance Level 3 (AAL3) provides very high 
confidence that the claimant controls authenticator(s) registered to the subscriber.  Authentication at AAL3 is based on proof of 
possession of a key through a cryptographic protocol.  AAL3 is like AAL2 but also requires a “hard” cryptographic authenticator that 
provides verifier impersonation resistance.  Click here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits. Who is using 
CryptoPhoto. Critical Infrastructure. Boost your security protection to block more than 100 new and different attack scenarios.  
Key Benefits. Boost your security protection to block more than 100 different attack scenarios.  Upgrade your computer security 
to make it able to block online, offline, telephone, and air-gap attacks too.  Fortify your workers against social-engineering, phishing, 
and credential-theft malware attacks.  Add rapid and foolproof biometric protection with logging and non-repudiation.  Add two-
party-rule protection to critical operations.  Encrypt data anywhere, with key storage managed securely across any number of 



operators.  Add biometric multifactor protection and signatures to embedded and server systems, like ssh, sudo, pam, firmware 
updates, etc.  Critical Infrastructure. Your pen-testers and red-teams already know: Social-Engineering Works.  So block it.  
CryptoPhoto is purpose-built to prevent human-factor exploits, and there's a huge number - more than 50 different kinds and 
variations - and we block them all.  We also block more than 50 other cyber attack techniques - that's more than double the number 
of threats that are addressed by all our competitors combined.  CryptoPhoto does 3 important things, all compliant with the world's 
highest-rated security strength: NIST SP800-63-3 "AAL3".  Mutual Authentication: your staff, and (where appropriate) contractors, 
3rd parties, or even customers can log-in safely, to any of your systems, with no risk of scams, phishing, impostors, social-engineers, 
or other modern attacks compromising their authentication security.  Mutual authentication also blocks telephone and in-person 
scams, as well a a wide range of other credential-related risks.  Transaction Signing: authorised users can safely issue instructions, 
like machinery control, facility access, and bespoke transactions, with no risk of malware taking hold, and again with no risk of scams, 
phishing, impostors, social-engineers, or other modern attacks.  CryptoPhoto also provides full non-repudiable action-history logging, 
strong biometric multifactor mutual-auth protection, and multi-operator approval support.  Cryptographic key provisioning: Store 
your most critically sensitive information safely, and redundantly, outside your systems.  Encryption keys, unlock codes, API 
credentials, access tokens, etc: if you don't put it on your machines, it's not there to get compromised, and cannot be misused.  Use 
our multiple-operator security for hypercritial protection, with "N out of M must approve, but not if X out of Y deny" logic for the 
ultimate in security reassurance.  Learn more about Mutual-Authentication, Signing, and Key-provisioning on our Crypto-Currencies 
page.  * NIST Special Publication 800-63 Revision 3. Authenticator Assurance Level 3 (AAL3) provides very high confidence that 
the claimant controls authenticator(s) registered to the subscriber.  Authentication at AAL3 is based on proof of possession of a key 
through a cryptographic protocol.  AAL3 is like AAL2 but also requires a “hard” cryptographic authenticator that provides verifier 
impersonation resistance.  Click here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits. Who is using CryptoPhoto.
 Social & Identity. Keep your customers strongly safe, no matter their skill, no matter their environment.  Key Benefits.
 Keep scammers and social engineers out of your customer accounts - just works - irrespective of end user skill or attention.  
Safely provide logins and your federated identity to 3rd party sites, without fear of scams, phishing, or stolen credentials.  Keep your 
customers strongly safe, no matter their skill, no matter their environment.  Unlock the power of your user accounts without fear of 
the bad guys exploiting your customers.  Deliver new and exciting out-of-band services, like instant secure permission granting or 
identity credential release, protected with biometrics and scam-free mistake-resilient strong certificates.  Social & Identity.
 Your systems are safe, but what about your users?  They're under siege!  Phishing attacks, credential-theft malware, social-
engineering online and by telephone and even in person, 3rd party breaches and password stuffing, impostor websites, zeroday 
exploits, ... hackers know they're your weakest link, but now you can fix that: CryptoPhoto blocks human-factor exploits.  We "hacker 
proof" your users.  No false positives. No angry lockouts. No privacy invasion. No step-ups. No bypass, and no added support burden.  
Just genuine, effective, foolproof protection.  More importantly - we're fast and easy.  One tap, 2 seconds.  We even make it safe to 
stop using passwords entirely.  CryptoPhoto is a multifactor login and signing solution that makes it 10 times faster for your users 
users to log in, while giving them the highest-rated authentication strength available today: NIST SP800-63-3 Authentication 
Assurance Level 3 (AAL3).  We are also fast to enrol - under 2 minutes - that's ten times faster than our nearest competitors, 
reducing uptake friction like never before seen.  CryptoPhoto is purpose-built to protect identity providers against credential-theft 
attacks mounted by unscrupulous relying parties and others;  we make it safe, fast, and easy for your users to enjoy accelerated 
speed and simplicity of using your identity services across any 3rd party sites, and our out-of-band transactions and key-provisioning 
add an entirely new and simple means for quickly and easily authorizing API and 3rd party access to customer data.  Click here to 
learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits. Who is using CryptoPhoto. Crypto Currencies. Keep your crypto 
customers safe, even when sophisticated bad guys attack them hard.  Key Benefits. Keep your crypto customers safe, even 
when sophisticated bad guys attack them hard.  Prevent malware, scams, and social-engineering from exploiting your blockchain 
business.  Make secure logins, secure transactions, and secure-key-storage fast, easy, and foolproof.  Trust no one: CryptoPhoto's 
duty-separation architecture safely isolates all trust. Eradicating single-point-of-failure simultaneously blocks technical, 
human/social, and collusive attacks all at once.  Easily split your keys to keep them safely out of reach of intruders, malware, and 
scams.  Easily protect even your most vulnerable customers.  Protect your users and staff against attacks on themselves, including 
phishing, social-engineering, and malware.  Crypto Currencies.  You get no second chances with cryptocurrencies.  It's real money, 
it's typically just one mistake away from theft, and the bad guys are after it.  They attack you, and they attack your customers.  
CryptoPhoto protects both.  CryptoPhoto does 3 simple things, but it does them with the world's highest-rated security strength: 
NIST SP800-63-3 "AAL3" - that's 2 full assurance levels stronger than legacy ideas like 2FA and passwords, yet CryptoPhoto is fast, 
easy, and fool-proof.  Mutual Authentication: your customers can log in safely using CryptoPhoto, with no risk of scams, phishing, 
impostors, social-engineers, or other modern attacks compromising their security.  Transaction Signing: your customers can issue 
instructions, like trading, withdrawals and transfers, account detail changes etc, with no risk of malware taking their money or 
damaging your reputation, and again with no risk of scams, phishing, impostors, social-engineers, or other modern attacks.  
Cryptographic key provisioning: you, your staff, and your customers can store your most secret information safely, and redundantly, 



off your servers.  Authentication, signing, and key-provisioning are just part of the picture; they require secure enrolment that is fast 
and easy for users to set up, they require fool-proof self-service and secure handling for lost devices and end user maintenance, and 
they require a dedicated architecture that ensures there is no single-point-of-failure throughout.  CryptoPhoto provides it all, 
because there is no point having excellent security, if hackers can simply bypass it by scamming staff or users, exploiting recovery 
mechanisms, breaking in to your servers, or writing malware.  Mutual Authentication. In NIST terms, "Verifier Impersonation 
Resistance" is an absolute requirement to ensure a "very high confidence that the claimant controls authenticator(s) registered to 
the subscriber".  In simple terms, it means that users cannot be tricked.  CryptoPhoto accomplishes this with the worlds fastest 
AAL3-graded user experience: your service proves it's authenticity to your users by presenting them with a one-time random 
photograph, and the users complete their login by tapping the matching photo on their CryptoPhoto-Device.  This is easy, requires 
no training, and takes on average just 2 seconds. Importantly - it means that if any kind of scam is in play, your users simply cannot 
be tricked: there's no way a bad guy can ask them for their login, and there's no way the customer could give it to them if they did 
(the one-tap sends the digitally signed EOTP authentication direct to your authentication endpoint, and never to any impostor).  
Transaction Signing. Malware is everywhere, and even the worlds strongest authentication is not going to stand in the way of 
malware, however, transaction-signing does.  CryptoPhoto provides a "one line change" upgrade to any interface you offer, which 
solicits real-time out-of-band confirmation direct from the real user, making it beyond clear to your users when an injected 
transaction or malware-altered-instruction arrives.  In addition, CryptoPhoto provides real-time no-false-positive alerting of attacks, 
including malware, against your system.  The instant any customer observes an attack, CryptoPhoto protects them, but also informs 
you immediately.  If bad guys target your users or systems, we stop them, and you'll know the instant they mount their attack.
 Cryptographic key provisioning. The safest place for keys to be stored, is not on your server.  CryptoPhoto provides the 
mechanism to store any kind of data, including wallet keys, API codes, etc, on customer devices, with clever redundancy to prevent 
loss, and wrapped in multiple layers of encryption to prevent their theft from either (and both) your server and your customers alike.  
We additionally offer "two man rule" decryption, for extremely important keys where no single individual should own the power to 
use or reveal them alone.  When you servers need the keys, they make an out-of-band request which appears full-screen to the 
authorised operator(s), who unlock the request with their biometrics, and (if they approve), who then provision the key to your 
machine, typically for just one-time (if you don't store it, it cannot be stolen).  No break-in to your server can reveal any keys (they're 
not there).  No break-in to your staff or users can steal any keys (they're at least double encrypted - first to the user's biometrics, and 
second to the requesting server - and in the case of multiple signatories, they are additionally encrypted by all others.).  Countless 
victims, and hundreds of different crypto exchanges were hacked in 2017 alone.  CryptoPhoto eradicates all single-point-of-failure 
opportunities from your systems: our solution will probably stop you or your users or staff getting hacked, but if the worst somehow 
happens anyway [nobody can predict the next zero-day problem!], our solution will prevent loss from that event.  2FA is not enough.  
Passwords alone don't work for many reasons - they're too easy to steal from users or server databases alike, they have no 
resistance against scams, impostors, and phishing, and you just can't trust users to get them right. 2FA codes are exactly the same - 
they too are just as easy to steal from users, their keys also sit on servers and are a single break-in away from complete compromise, 
and they too have no resistance against scams, impostors, and phishing, and you still can't trust users to secure and not loose their 
phones.  2FA was invented in 1984, before the web even existed - it is far too old to be trusted, and next to useless on modern 
connected systems.  Keys belong in your pocket, not on a server waiting to be hacked.  CryptoPhoto offers you the industry's most 
effective user security, but also with the industry's fastest and easiest-to-use user experience.  Core Benefits.  Protect your users and 
your staff against attacks on your systems and attacks on themselves, including phishing, social-engineering, and malware.  
Comprehensive protection against human-factor risks and exploits.  Multi-device, multi-purpose authentication, digital signing, and 
secret key protection with simple backup, secure recovery, and AAL3 class security.  Integrated biometrics to solve friendly-fraud and 
lost-device risks.  The industry's broadest threat-eradication solution: CryptoPhoto prevents 100+ security risks and security-reducing 
UX issues with on clever solution.  * NIST Special Publication 800-63 Revision 3. Authenticator Assurance Level 3 (AAL3) provides 
very high confidence that the claimant controls authenticator(s) registered to the subscriber.  Authentication at AAL3 is based on 
proof of possession of a key through a cryptographic protocol.  AAL3 is like AAL2 but also requires a “hard” cryptographic 
authenticator that provides verifier impersonation resistance.  Click here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits.
 Who is using CryptoPhoto. Education. Stop your staff and students from being trickable by scams, social-engineers, 
phishing, and credential-theft trojans or malware.  Key Benefits.Eliminate login and password problems for students and staff alike.  
Stop your staff and students from being trickable by scams, social-engineers, phishing, and credential-theft trojans or malware.  
Easily run secure online voting and add strong protection to exams.  Dramatically reduce help-desk burden from accidental lockouts, 
lost/forgotten credentials, social-engineers, and hacked accounts.  Securely control doors, lights, heating, and facility access from 
staff and/or student phones, with biometrics, logging, and optional usage billing.  2-second logins! Guaranteed fastest fool-proof 
logins available in the industry.  1-Minute setup adds high-strength keylogger-resistant multi-factor to SSH, sudo, and system access 
and logins.  Wide range of connectors to secure popular enterprise products, like ADFS, VPN, CRM, CMS, Project tools, Web and 
Email.  Comprehensive suite of developer tools, APIs, samples, interactive tutorials, training and demos to extend CryptoPhoto 



protection in bespoke projects.  Education. CryptoPhoto is a fast and easy-to-use multi-featured authenticator with AAL3-grade 
high security, transaction signing, and crypto-key provisioning features.  It replaces legacy 2FA and other ineffective security tools 
and gadgets and can optionally and safely eradicate the need for passwords.  Industry’s Broadest threat coverage.  Human-factor 
exploits account for 9 out of every 10 cyber incidents.  CryptoPhoto is the first authentication solution which extends protection to 
humans themselves.  Our technology uses a simple technique for mutual-authentication, which actively prevents staff and students 
from falling prey to credential theft, account takeovers, scams, or tricks.  In NIST-SP800-63-3 language, we implement effective 
“verifier impersonation resistance” for logins, which is why CryptoPhoto is two full assurance levels stronger and more effective than 
other authentication add-ons like 2FA OTP, Fido gadgets, SMS, or biometrics.  Other threats besides humans still exist, most of which 
CryptoPhoto also address.  We support out-of-band digital signing of transactions to overcome malware and other RATs, we 
separate identity from authentication to overcome serverside break-in risks, we implement trusted certificates over (and despite) 
TLS to defeat sophisticated man-in-the-middle attacks including rouge CAs, certificate substitution, or illegitimate certificates, we 
provide two-man-rule authentication-appliance administration to eliminate single point of failure risks among operator staff, we 
provide heavy and effective appliance self-defence against intrusion, DoS, compromise, backdoors, and we offer cryptographically 
secure mechanisms capable of safely enrolling a new user with CryptoPhoto even if that user is operating from an already-
compromised environment.  The world’s toughest-to-secure customer.  The education industry is possibly the world’s most difficult 
cyber-security challenge.  Vast numbers of machines physically accessible by large numbers of users make many challenges seem 
impossible to contain, like hardware keyloggers, undetectable RATs (remote-access trojans), shoulder-surfing and video-surveilled 
credential-theft, rogue wifi, $10 SDR cellular interception, and IoT or other MitM.  Social-engineering against staff and students is 
incredibly easy to perform in the typically relaxed and friendly atmosphere of the institution.  Victims can be easily tricked or 
personally guided into credential theft and Trojan-install scenarios, staff can be duped via impersonation or other methods, and 
unauthorised credential resets facilitate exceedingly simple bypass of existing security controls.  Collaboration is usually encouraged, 
but students often take this too far, making it difficult to prevent cheating, gaming of attendance and registration systems, 
manipulation of voting, and other mischief that talented young hackers get up to.  CryptoPhoto solves all these challenges, with the 
industry’s highest-strength, yet also fastest and easiest solution.  CryptoPhoto: perfect for education.  We believe that the most 
important improvement authentication can offer is user experience.  It needs to be both easier, and faster, than what you’re already 
doing to ensure it receives the widest possible acceptance and respect.  CryptoPhoto supports a wide range of existing popular 
products right out of the box, and integrates easily and rapidly for any bespoke purpose using our simple API and/or SDK with 
extensive online help, interactive training, code samples, and free training.  Our installation guide can secure practically any use case 
in as little as an hours effort, and that includes complete and secure handling of customer enrolment, management, and loss-
handling etc, as well as authentication and signing.  CryptoPhoto is designed to be fully self-service, despite its AAL3 high-security.  
Our administration console provides real-time metrics, as well as user management features, however, CryptoPhoto is designed to 
prevent staff social-engineering and user-account bypass, so there is typically no need to perform user administration duties: this is 
securely managed by the end users themselves in almost all situations.  Build your own solutions - CryptoPhoto's high-security API 
easily drives any use case that needs a great user experience with strong user protection.  School and University Use Cases: Logins.
 Voting. Exams. SSH, sudu, su. Code Signing. Facility Access. Secure ICT Development. Systems Control.
 Click here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits. Who is using CryptoPhoto. Small Business.
 Solve more than 100 difficult security problems with one fast and simple solution.  Key Benefits. Solve more than 100 
difficult security problems with one fast and simple solution.  Hacker-proof your humans! - easily block difficult problems like social-
engineering of staff, phishing, credential-theft malware, and more.  Make logins faster and easier (and more secure!).  No more lost 
or forgotten passwords - cryptophoto can safely get rid of them.  One-minute setup for most small-business systems.  CryptoPhoto 
provides the industry's highest-assurance security strength: NIST SP800-63-3 "AAL3".  Small Business. Security should just work.  
Properly.  And it should never get in your way.  Welcome to CryptoPhoto - the worlds first high-strength access and signing solution 
that takes only 2 seconds to use.  CryptoPhoto installs in minutes to protect a wide range of common business systems you use, 
including computer and server logins, websites and online tools and services like mail, cloud, crm, cms, and appliances like file 
servers, VPN's, firewalls and more.  Once installed, CryptoPhoto: Prevents attacks against you and your staff, including scams, 
phishing, and social-engineering.  CryptoPhoto works on computers and over the internet, and it also works over the phone, as well 
as in-person.  90% of small-business intrusions are caused by the human-factor exploits that CryptoPhoto blocks.  Neutralizes 
credential-theft malware, and when installed on your file servers and backups, blocks ransomware and malicious data attacks too.  
Simplifies access to your systems.  CryptoPhoto lets you optionally, and safely, get rid of passwords - making it extra fast and easy to 
be secure.  Speeds up your work: with just one tap, taking less than 2 seconds, secure logins and transaction authorisations become 
a breeze.  The strong security CryptoPhoto delivers protects your business and customer data, delivers you the highest available 
authentication assurance to demonstrate strong compliance with modern data and privacy laws, and protects your reputation by 
keeping your business out of mandatory breach-disclosure reports.  CryptoPhoto is cheaper than insurance, and delivers much 
greater value: piece of mind.  Prevention works.  Click here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits. Who is 



using CryptoPhoto. Websites & Home Users. Attract new and discerning customers with the industries strongest yet also 
fastest and easiest to use login security.  Key Benefits - Websites. Give your users strong security that's extra fast and easy for 
them to install and use.  Attract new and discerning customers with the industry's strongest yet also fastest and easiest-to-use login 
security.  Optionally eliminate passwords altogether.  1-minute setup for most popular sites and platforms.  Easy integration with 
free code, APIs, and SDks for the ultimate bespoke experience.  Offer exciting new real-time experiences to your customers with 
CryptoPhoto full-screen out-of-band messaging solutions.  Key Benefits - Home Users. Secure your home computers and networks 
using high-security commercial protection.  Block more than 100 threats and risks to your data and privacy.  Control home 
equipment, like garage doors, lights, heating, door locks, cameras and surveillance etc, with fool-proof high-security.  Protect your 
files and backups against ransomware and malware with our SMB security extensions.  Build your own high-security solutions! Our 
sample code, APIs, and SDKs easily interface with popular software and hardware products and platforms:- You dream it, we secure 
it!.  Websites & Home Users. Passwords don't work anymore.  Whether or not you choose to keep using them (we suggest you 
don't), you need to do something different and more secure these days.  CryptoPhoto lets you take your security to the highest 
strength available, but with the fastest and easiest user experience possible.  Even faster than passwords.  CryptoPhoto works on a 
wide range of products and services that you already use.  Simply install one or more of our pre-built addons.  If you find something 
we don't already support, let us know and we'll add it.  If you've built your own website or project, our Developer pages walk you 
through the simple steps of adding our high-strength security.  Our high-security protection lets you do fast (under 2 seconds) one-
tap logins, using your phone and/or tablet to block more than 100 different security threats.  CryptoPhoto provides the industry's 
highest-assurance security strength: NIST SP800-63-3 "AAL3".  Click here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits.
 Who is using CryptoPhoto. Developers. Easily add high-strength logins and out-of-band digital signatures to your 
projects!  Key Benefits. Easily add high-strength friction-free logins and out-of-band digital signatures to your projects.  Build 
hardware and IoT solutions with our high-security 2-way control systems.  Implement encryption-based projects using our redundant 
key-release and optional two-man-rule solutions.  CryptoPhoto provides the industry's highest-assurance security strength: NIST 
SP800-63-3 "AAL3".  Consider going passwordless: CryptoPhoto makes it safe to remove the single biggest security problem plaguing 
the internet today: passwords.  Developers. Your work is valuable, but good security is hard to get right, especially if you don't 
want to introduce friction or ruin your customer experience.  CryptoPhoto offers the highest-assured military-grade authentication 
strength currently available on the internet, but in a solution that's even faster and easier to use than regular low-security 
passwords, which you can optionally (and safely) get rid of if you like.  Whatever you're building, you have 3 core security needs: 
When someone logs in, you really need to know it's actually them.  No iffs, no buts, no "out of scope" exceptions etc: it just needs to 
work properly, with no hassle.  When a user does something important, you want to know they meant it, and it wasn't them falling 
prey to some scam, or malware taking control of their account.  You need excellent protection for sensitive information, like API 
codes, wallet keys, PII information, cipher/encryption secrets, etc. Even if your systems get broken into, you really don't want any of 
that information stealable.  CryptoPhoto provides all of this protection, in an easy-to-integrate, and fast to use package, with all the 
"hard stuff" already expertly written for you to simply "just use" - including secure enrolment, secure account recovery and loss-
handling, authentication reporting and self-management.  CryptoPhoto lets you concentrate on your application, comfortable in the 
knowledge that you've got the internet's best protection watching your back.  Excitingly, CryptoPhoto offers entirely new and useful 
mechanisms for engaging with your users (securely), in real-time, and where necessary out-of-band.  Our solution gives you the 
mechanism to instantly display rich full-screen 2-way messages directly on your customer devices 24/7/365 and it also gives your 
users the "anytime" mechanism they might need to contact your system securely and on-demand - some examples include: A 
customer account is exceeding some limits - contact them instantly to upgrade them to a higher service with just one tap.  Suspicious 
activity is detected from a customer instance - get customer permission to terminate it without risk of causing customer losses.  
Empower your IoT projects with inward secure messaging: open gates or doors, activate pumps and machinery, or simply provide 
environment reports or real-time warnings - direct to your customer screens in rich 2-way full-screen self-opening convenience.  Get 
Started.Try our live demo to get the fastest understanding of how well we work.  See if our pre-built plugins can instantly secure 
your platforms and tools.  Check out our API's, SDK's, downloadable demos, code-samples, and live tutorials to make the most of our 
advanced protection.  Click here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits. Who is using CryptoPhoto. The 
worlds most secure authentication is also the worlds easiest and fastest.  Secure transaction verification.  Out of band user approval 
for sensitive transactions.  10x faster 1st time enrolments.  Any device, anywhere, always works.  10x faster to use: option to safely 
go passwordless.  One-tap logins - in under 2-seconds.  Secure transaction verification.  Out of band user approval for sensitive 
transactions.  10x faster 1st time enrolments.  Any device, anywhere, always works.  What we do. QUICK OVERVIEW.
 Contain malware and breach damage with segregated integrity-based multi-device key provision.  Humans cause almost all 
your cyber problems.  Now you can fix that.  Hate passwords?  so do we - they are distracting and useless - get rid of them safely 
with CryptoPhoto.  Protect your staff and users against their largest security threat: Themselves.  Trust is a two-way street. Activate 
2-way mutual-authentication with CryptoPhoto.  Quickly plug supplier security risks with one fast, easy, and comprehensive solution.  
Make high-security authentication and signing fast, easy, and convenient.  Stop your staff and suppliers from being trickable by 



sophisticated adversaries.  Contain malware and breach damage with segregated integrity-based multi-device key provision.  
Humans cause almost all your cyber problems.  Now you can fix that.  Mutual multifactor auth. NISP SP800-63-3 AAL3 compliant 
(world’s strongest rating) Verifier impersonation resistance (Blocks phishing & social-engineering) CryptoPhoto provides the 
industry's strongest defence against human-factor exploits like Phishing, Scams, Social-Engineering, Malware, and all forms of 
credential-theft and abuse.  "It's like a firewall and antivirus rolled into one, except it protect people, not just computers." Secure 
transaction signing. When you need to be sure that a human, and the right one, approved any action, and it wasn't injected by 
malware, impostors, scammers, man-in-the-middle attackers, or other sophisticated adversaries, CryptoPhoto's out-of-band 
transaction give you one-tap convenience to neutralize all those threats.  Passwordless login option. You can now safely get rid 
of passwords if you want, while still enjoying the industrys' highest-strength authentication available. Most experts agree - 
passwords do more harm than good; they don't scale, they often don't work, and they introduce all kinds of side-vector 
vulnerabilities & problems. You don't need passwords anymore, and you're much more secure without them.  Fast and Easy.
 CryptoPhoto is 10 times faster to use than other 2-factor authenticators. It's also 10 times easier (just 1 tap), and 10 times 
faster for users to enrol, and 10 times faster for you to install and set up to protect your staff and users, and prevents 10 times more 
threats. Human-factor exploits cause 9 out of every 10 break-ins, so CryptoPhoto is arguably 10 times more important than any 
other security tool in your belt.  Telephone and in-person mutual authentication. Attackers now use phone calls, and even in-
person deception. CryptoPhoto blocks both of these, with strong verifier impersonation resistance at all times, and it's still fast and 
easy for all parties.  Many More. Click here for more features and details.  Where we are used. Banking. Easily 
protect all customers against modern attacks and scams.  Government. Simplify citizen and staff access to protected systems - 2-
second logins, no training needed!  Enterprise. Quickly fortify your systems against more than 100 normally difficult security 
problems. Small Business. Solve more than 100 difficult security problems with one fast and simple solution.  Cloud and 
Hosting. Cloud and Hosting: Trust no one: CryptoPhoto's duty-separation architecture safely isolates all trust.  Critical 
Infrastructure. Add two-party-rule protection to critical operations.  Websites. Give strong security that's extra fast and easy for 
users to install and use.  Social & Identity. Keep your customers strongly safe, no matter their skill, no matter their 
environment.  Crypto Currencies. Keep your crypto customers safe, even when sophisticated bad guys attack them hard.  
Developers. Easily add high-strength logins and out-of-band digital signatures to your projects!  Defence. Quickly plug 
supplier security risks with one fast, easy, and comprehensive solution.  Education. Eliminate login and password hassles for 
students and staff alike.  Defence. Quickly plug supplier security risks with one fast, easy, and comprehensive solution.  Make 
high-security authentication and signing fast, easy, and convenient.  Stop your staff and suppliers from being trickable by 
sophisticated adversaries.  Contain malware and breach damage with segregated integrity-based multi-device key provision.  High-
security Login and Transaction-Signing that is fast, easy and suitable for everyone.  © 2018  CryptoPhoto - All Rights Reserved. 

CryptoPhoto...  Easily protect all customers against modern attacks and scams.  QUICK OVERVIEW. Contain malware and 
breach damage with segregated integrity-based multi-device key provision.  Humans cause almost all your cyber problems.  Now you 
can fix that.  Hate passwords? so do we - they are distracting and useless - get rid of them safely with CryptoPhoto.  Protect your 
staff and users against their largest security threat: Themselves.  Trust is a two-way street.  Activate 2-way mutual-authentication 
with CryptoPhoto.  Quickly plug supplier security risks with one fast, easy, and comprehensive solution.  Make high-security 
authentication and signing fast, easy, and convenient.  Stop your staff and suppliers from being trickable by sophisticated 
adversaries.  Contain malware and breach damage with segregated integrity-based multi-device key provision.  Humans cause 
almost all your cyber problems.  Now you can fix that.  Block Phishing. More than half of all break-ins start from phishing.  
CryptoPhoto blocks them.  No matter how devious the scam, no matter how inexperienced your users, our mutual authentication 
system keeps everybody safe.  Neutralize Malware. Countless thousands of people wrote the programs and apps running on all 
your computers.  Do you trust them all? Are hackers exploiting their security flaws? CryptoPhoto’s transaction-signing blocks their 
damage.  It also warns instantly when you come under attack, and protects you from dishonest customers too.  NIST SP800-63-3 
AAL3. CryptoPhoto is built specifically to protect people against scams, or in other words, to provide "Verifier Impersonation 
Resistance", the key requirement needed to meet the worlds' strongest-rated Authentication Assurance Level: AAL3.  Now is the 
time to stop playing "security theatre" with one-time and two-step or OTP codes: update to CryptoPhoto to enjoy genuinely effective 
authentication security.  Make Logins Easy. We are the world’s easiest security.  Pre-school kids, grandparents, and everyone in-
between can understand and authenticate first time, without training or help.  Goodby Passwords. CryptoPhoto provides the 
option to get rid of passwords.  Most experts agree: passwords cause more harm than good.  Please your users and sysadmins alike: 
move safely away from passwords completely.  Please Your Users. Every second counts for your customers and staff.  
CryptoPhoto makes login fast.  Very fast.  If you choose to go passwordless, CryptoPhoto is even faster than not using CryptoPhoto at 
all.  Safe .vs. Secure. What's worse: hackers getting in, or accidentally locking yourself out?  CryptoPhoto cleverly prevents both, 
which also prevents social engineering scams, like impostors who pretend to be you with a lost or forgotten second factor.  We 
support multiple devices per user, multiple accounts per device, multiple users per device if necessary, all with in-device biometric 
encryption, optional passphrase security, and secure self-service enrolment and lost-device recovery.  Your users can safely recover, 



by themselves, if they lose/break/etc their primary devices - with no security reduction, no social-engineering risks, and no help-desk 
costs.  Mutual 2FA/MFA. Our second/multi-factor authentication works in both directions, proving you to your user, at the 
same time as your user proves themselves to you.  Also known as "Verifier Impersonation Resistance", and compliant with NIST 
SP800-63-3 to AAL3 strength (the world strongest authentication level), this blocks phishing, social-engineering, malware, man-in-
the-middle and other traditionally difficult-to-stop common attacks.  We're also the worlds easiest and fastest high-strength security, 
taking less than 2 seconds, needing no training, and suitable for users of every skill level.  Console Protection. Adding intrusion-
resistant second-factor for console access is quick and easy with CryptoPhoto.  It self-opens on-demand, and is so quick that sub-2-
second (yet still AAL3 high-strength) logins are easy.  Examples include SSH, Remote-Desktop, su/sudo, CLI, admin and operator 
consoles across servers and appliances alike.  If it's got a login, CryptoPhoto can easily add rapid second-factor protection to it.  In-
Person Multifactor. Do you meet users face to face? CryptoPhoto also works perfectly in-person too! As with all CryptoPhoto 
operations, this includes full mutual-authentication as well.  Your users cannot be fooled by someone impersonating you, and nor 
can you be fooled by an impostor impersonating your users.  IoT / SCADA. In-bound multifactor-authentication is easy with 
CryptoPhoto.  You can add high-security control to everything from home or office doors and facility equipment, to critical-industry 
process machinery, and everything in-between.  CryptoPhoto is equally at adept receiving secure instructions to confirm, as it is to 
originate secure multi-factor-signed instructions on-demand.  Multi-Operators. Are you paranoid? Do you have critical operations 
that no single operator should have the power to perform alone?  All CryptoPhoto functions, including authentication, transaction-
signatures, and cryptographic key provisioning, support "two man rule" counter-party approvals (or denials).  You nominate how 
many approvals are needed, and the pool of users authorised, and CryptoPhoto securely enforces access.  Want to give one or more 
users the power of veto?  This too is easy with CryptoPhoto.  Sign Anything. Malware is hard to get rid of, but easy to defeat 
with CryptoPhoto out-of-band digital signatures.  If you process instructions from your users, like moving money, transferring 
domains, updating account details, erasing files or virtual servers, downloading backups, online trading, etc - CryptoPhoto gives both 
you and your users an easy, one-tap-fast solution to rapidly check and approve critical actions: out of reach of malware, and also out-
of-reach of hackers and social-engineers alike: All CryptoPhoto actions are mutually-authenticated.  Telephone Multifactor. Do 
you get phone calls from your users, or do you need to phone them?  CryptoPhoto works perfectly over the phone as well - and like 
all CryptoPhoto operations, supports full mutual-authentication as well.  Your users know for certain that you are legitimate, and you 
know for certain that they are the real users.  Say "no more" to social engineering attacks against your help desk and also "no more" 
to social-engineering of your users.  End credential theft. It's a sad fact that even though it's 2018, credential-compromise 
attacks like phishing, social-engineering, scams and password-stealing malware are still the root cause behind 9 out of every 10 
cyber-intrusions and serious data breaches.  You need to deploy serious protection - such as NIST-compliant AAL3 authentication 
with verifier impersonation resistance - to reliably put a stop to all those.  CryptoPhoto supports all this, with the industries fastest 
and easiest AAL3-compliant protection available.  Extensible authentication. Imagine having a real-time, two-way, high-security 
second channel direct to your users 24/7 - where you can push rich full-screen messages and receive secure biometric-protected 
signed responses back, all with ease.  CryptoPhoto's suite of plugins, sample downloads, APIs and extensive documentation and 
examples helps you add new and exciting high-security features to your products and services.  API and Crypto key release.
 Some secrets should never touch hard disks. You can use CryptoPhoto signing to provision critical data on-demand - like full-
disk encryption keys for secure remote-server boot, or API keys for trading bots, or unlock keys for digital certificates.  Our secure 
second-device storage guarantees that your critical systems minimise any single-point-of-failure security risks.  For the truly 
paranoid, multiple operators can be involved to approve key release actions, and multiple redundant devices can be provisioned to 
prevent key loss.  Who is using CryptoPhoto. Enterprise. Make it impossible for human-factor attacks to succeed against your 
employees, while making it faster and easier for everyone to enjoy high-security access to enterprise resources.  Key Benefits.
 Strong and simple protection against more than 100 difficult security vulnerabilities affecting both systems and people.  
Simple and effective blocking of human-factor exploits, including phishing, social-engineering, scams, and credential-theft malware.  
Improve employee productivity by making their logins much faster and easier, but also more secure.  Empower your authentication 
to block RATs and hacker lateral movements.  Simplify high-security SSO, including easy out-of-band signatures that also block 
malware and accidents.  Eliminate borrowed or stolen credentials with quick and easy biometrics.  Option to safely go passwordless, 
drastically improving overall enterprise safety.  Unified solution - works with a wide range of existing enterprise products, systems, 
and applications. Extends easily to new ones.  Far more effective than education or security-training: CryptoPhoto prevents human-
factor exploits, without risks.  Enterprise. Enterprises can be complicated, but securing the people who run and use them is 
simple.  CryptoPhoto is a high-security, yet fast and easy, authentication and signing solution.  It has native connectors for a wide 
range of enterprise products, like: ADFS, SSO, numerous types of equipment like VPN's, Telephony, Networking, and 
Firewall/IDS/DLP/etc, and system-level protection for Windows and Linux servers along with the individual services they provide 
including web, print, network, storage and applications.  CryptoPhoto also includes a wide range of pre-built installers and 
administration front-ends to extend strong-auth to numerous web-based products and services, like CMS, Hosting, Email, Project 
Management, and CRM.  Protection is extensible, offering a comprehensive programming API and wide range of sample code in 



many languages, including interactive online tutorials and free training guides with working demonstrations to help developers make 
the most of CryptoPhoto's best-in-class authentication, digital-signing, and key-provisioning.  Because CryptoPhoto's high-strength 
protection is so fast and easy, it's suitable for both enterprise staff, as well as customers, suppliers, and 3rd parties.  CryptoPhoto's 
Key Differentiators. Human-Factor protection: we are NIST SP800-63-3 compliant to Authentication-Assurance-Level 3 (AAL3: the 
highest strength): this necessarily includes "verifier impersonation resistance".  In layman terms - our authentication uniquely 
prevents phishing, social-engineering, scams and so on.  Depending on your applications, we also neutralize a variety of malware 
attacks, and all credential theft and misuse risks.  Simplicity and speed.  Compared with industry incumbents, CryptoPhoto is 10 
times faster for an end-user to enrol and start using, as well as being 10 times faster for them to log in.  Since human-error is 
estimated to cause 91% of successful cyber intrusions, and that's what CryptoPhoto was built to prevent, we believe this makes 
CryptoPhoto 10 times more useful than other security tools you may be using or looking at.  We support the option to go securely 
"passwordless", which eliminates a staggering range of security issues while making user logins much faster and easier as well.  Click 
here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits. Who is using CryptoPhoto. ENTERPRISE. Cloud and Hosting.
 Protect your customers against themselves: add scam, phish, malware, and social-engineering protection to logins and 
critical customer actions.  Key Benefits. Protect your customers against themselves: add scam, phish, malware, and social-
engineering protection to logins and critical customer actions.  Block your staff and your end users against sophisticated attacks, 
including malware, scam phone callers, and social-engineers.  Save your customer resources from harm and protect your brand and 
reputation by blocking both end-user and in-house mistakes alike.  Supercharge server protection using CryptoPhoto's out-of-band 
encryption and API key provisioning, multifactor on SSH, sudo, etc, and more.  Increase the uptake of strong authentication across 
your user base by making their logins ten times faster and easier.  Trust no one: CryptoPhoto's duty-separation architecture isolates 
trust.  Eradicating single-point-of-failure simultaneously blocks technical, human/social, and collusive attacks all at once.  Deliver 
end-to-end encrypted solutions, including out-of-band actions like remote-server restart with full disk encryption, letting customers 
safely manage their own mistake-resilient access and keys.  CryptoPhoto provides the industry's highest-assurance security strength: 
NIST SP800-63-3 "AAL3".  Cloud and Hosting. Your users are under siege.  CryptoPhoto gives you the power to prevent them being 
tricked by scammers, phishing, social engineers, and credential-theft malware - drastically reducing your support burden and saving 
your reputation and customer data alike.  CryptoPhoto introduces high-security fool-proof authentication for your users.  It is a 
simple-to-install add-on to your existing admin solution, and takes less than 10 minutes to set up in most situations, or less than 1 
day to integrate with bespoke or custom systems.  It works within your website, it works with all popular web control panel and 
hosting packages, and it works on all popular server platforms with all popular services (including ssh, sudo, etc).  It also works over-
the-phone and in-person; making it reliably fast and easy for your staff to know the difference between a customer and a scammer.  
It takes on-average less than 2 seconds to use (that's 10 times faster than 2FA), and takes less than 2 minutes for customers to 
activate (if you pull out a stopwatch, you'll find that this too is 10 times faster than most 2FA).  CryptoPhoto can optionally, and 
safely, replace passwords, making customer-logins even faster and easier that they are right now, even though you're getting AAL3 
highest-industry-strength security.  CryptoPhoto offers a variety of pricing options specifically for hosting providers, including 
revenue-sharing user-pays implementations; contact us to learn how you can earn money making logins safer and faster for your 
users.  The secure out-of-band key provisioning in CryptoPhoto gives your customers a safe and reliable way to handle API keys, 
Crptocurrency Wallets, DB passwords, and other sensitive material while helping prevent these secrets from falling into the wrong 
hands. [Try our demo below for an example] Click here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits. Who is using 
CryptoPhoto. Banking. Easily protect all customers against modern attacks and scams.  Key Benefits. Prevent scams, 
social-engineering, malware and other security issues from being able to work against your customers.  Easily protect all customers 
against modern attacks and scams, including online, telephone, and in-person.  Block phishing attacks from stealing customer 
credentials.  Simplify and secure transactions, globally, 24/7, using our 1-tap out-of-band signing.  Make customer logins faster and 
easier, but also AAL3-strength secure.  Quickly eliminate fraud losses, and reduce customer support costs.  10 Reasons to use 
CryptoPhoto for Banking.  CryptoPhoto is purpose-designed to secure your biggest threat: your users themselves.  Before now, you 
had no control over the health of end-user computer systems, of the safety of their password practices, or of how users or staff fall 
prey to scams, social-engineering, or malware.  CryptoPhoto cleverly solves all that, elevating your Authentication Assurance Level to 
AAL3 - the world's strongest possible rating available under NIST SP800-63-3, the worlds newest and most comprehensive security 
standard.  Perhaps even more importantly, CryptoPhoto makes end-user logins and transaction signing both fast and easy.  A typical 
high-security user action takes less than 2 seconds and needs no training, while a typical user enrolment takes under 2 minutes and 
less than half a dozen easy steps; both those are 10 times faster than competing (and legacy) solutions, none of which offer top-
strength security anyway.  10 times faster for users to log in. CryptoPhoto works with as little as one-tap, typically taking less than 
2 seconds to complete.  We also offer the option to securely stop using passwords, making customer logins with CryptoPhoto even 
faster than they are without it.  10 times easier to complete a login. CryptoPhoto opens automatically the instant it's needed: no 
tokens to find, no apps to learn, no training needed to stay fully secure.  10 times more secure. 9 out of 10 incidents are caused by 
the human-factor exploits that CryptoPhoto specifically, and uniquely, prevents.  We believe that makes CryptoPhoto 10 times more 



important and/or secure than other solutions you may be investigating.  10 times faster and easier to set up (enrol) Our obsessive 
dedication to improved user experience makes us the world leaders in rapid secure enrolment.  Head-to-head against other industry 
products, your users can be securely enrolled and using CryptoPhoto in one tenth of the time it would take from our nearest 
competitor.  10 times faster and easier to integrate with existing banking systems. Deployable via WAF (no code changes) or 
direct integration (minor change to logins and transactions), and never touching user identity or personal information, CryptoPhoto 
is both technically and administratively simple and rapid to deploy.  Our quickest bank-integration to-date took just 2 weeks (one 
week technical, one week compliance).  10 fold reduction in customer social-engineering incidents. CryptoPhoto blocks almost 
all human factor exploits outright [no matter how unsophisticated your user might be, there's simply no way the scam can proceed 
against them, not even if the victim wanted it to], and for the few left over, we sit cleverly in-between customer and scammer with 
the facility to produce (out of band, on their phone) real-time, full-screen, interactive warnings and advice to prevent even the most 
gullible users from falling prey to even the most sophisticated scams.  10 fold reduction in consumer fraud losses. With 9 out 
of every 10 successful attacks being attributable to the human-factor exploits we block, CryptoPhoto offers a huge reduction in 
direct fraud losses, with additional savings in customer support and fraud-related administration costs.  10 times more international 
coverage. CryptoPhoto works home and abroad, with and without cellular and/or data coverage, 24/7/365.  10 times more 
convenient. No extra gadgets to carry, no complicated usage or rules to know - CryptoPhoto is with your customers at all times, 
ready to secure them every time they need it.  3 times more useful - works online, over the phone, and in-person.  Authentication is 
only effective when it works everywhere.  CryptoPhoto enables strong, mutually-authenticated identification online (for websites, 
apps, and other 1st party and 3rd party digital bank services), over the telephone (for both incoming and outgoing calls for your call 
centers, managers, staff, and others, between both customers as well as staff), and in-person (in branches, at meetings and 
conferences, appointments, etc).  CryptoPhoto's "Verifier Impersonation Resistance" prevents staff and users alike from being 
trickable by scams or social engineers.  Click here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits. Who is using 
CryptoPhoto. Government. Simplify citizen and staff access to protected systems - 2-second logins, no training needed.  Key 
Benefits. Simplify and accelerate citizen and staff access to protected systems - 2-second logins, no training needed.  Improve 
security, compliance, and threat blocking with CryptoPhoto's NIST SP-800-63-3 AAL3-compliant (highest assured strength) 
protection.  Fortify users against phishing, social-engineering, and credential-theft malware attacks: on-line, over-the-phone, and in-
person.  Protect user privacy while also improving security.  Easily build new solutions with high-security and out-of-band digital 
signatures: voting, facility access, biometric identification, etc: online, in-person, and over the phone too.  Meet and exceed best-
practice assurance and security compliance guidelines.  Easiest and fastest high-security user experience in the industry.  Option to 
eliminate passwords, which drastically improves overall security by removing the single worst cause of most incidents. Also makes 
logins even faster and easier as well as more secure!  Keep scammers and social engineers out of your customer accounts - just 
works - irrespective of end user skill or attention.  Safely provide citizen logins and federated identity services to 3rd party sites, 
without fear of scams, phishing, or stolen credentials.  Government. Nearly every kind of attacker targets government, from 
script kiddies to nation-states and everything in-between.  They go after your systems, they target your operators and staff, and they 
increasingly exploit your users - citizens - for all kinds of reasons.  Stealing data or money, damaging trade or reputations, and 
promoting political causes are just some motivations.  9 out of every 10 successful intrusions into government systems begins with a 
human-factor exploit, like phishing, social-engineering, or scams that introduce malware.  The feature which sets CryptoPhoto apart 
from all other authenticators, is human-factor protection.  We use an incredibly sophisticated cryptographic protocol in which the 
human themselves plays one small but important part: they match a pair of random photographs, which our protocols use in order 
to eradicate impersonation attacks.  This protection, known as "Verifier Impersonation Resistance", is the key protection required for 
compliance with the highest-assurance rating of the worlds newest and most respected security standard: NIST SP800-63-3, 
Authentication Assurance Level 3 (AAL3).  In other words, CryptoPhoto gives your operators, staff, and citizens a simple one-tap 
authentication solution which achieves the strongest possible authentication assurance level.  This technique blocks the ability for 
phishing attacks to succeed, prevents social engineers from being able to trick users, neutralizes malware, and overcomes more than 
100 other security vulnerability and security-reducing user-experience issues.  CryptoPhoto is perfectly suited for rapid and simple 
citizen access to online government services, for high-security staff access to internal resources, and for government-based 
federated identity purposes which would otherwise face extreme risk of credential theft and misuse when citizens rightfully use their 
logins to access 3rd party sites and services.  Click here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits. Who is using 
CryptoPhoto. Defence. Quickly plug supplier security risks with one fast, easy, and comprehensive solution.  Key Benefits.
 Quickly plug supplier security risks with one fast, easy, and comprehensive solution.  Make high-security authentication and 
signing fast, easy, and convenient.  Stop your staff and suppliers from being trickable by sophisticated adversaries.  Contain malware 
and breach damage with segregated integrity-based multi-device key provision.  Upgrade your staff, contractors, and suppliers alike 
to the industry's highest-assurance authentication: NISP SP800-63-3 AAL3*.  Defence. CryptoPhoto is a fast and easy-to-use multi-
featured mutual (2-way) authenticator with AAL3*-grade high security, transaction signing, and out-of-band cryptographic key 
provisioning capability.  It can replace legacy 2FA and other ineffective login tools/gadgets.  It also delivers a wide range of useful 



new security capabilities.  It works both out-of-band (e.g. for Computer access) as well as in-band (e.g. authentication and secure 
control of SCADA, IoT, or screen-less devices), and it works online and offline, as well as in person, over-the-phone, and for any kind 
of machine access.  CryptoPhoto is significantly different to competing and legacy authentication and signing technologies in two 
important areas: User Experience, and Security Breadth.  CryptoPhoto is easy, very fast, convenient and versatile.  It is also near 
foolproof, since it is specifically designed to protect people against even their own fallibility, while taking clear, simple, and effective 
steps to address all the typical authenticator "out of scope" problems like rapid secure enrolment, secure loss handling, secure self-
service provisioning, prevention of social-engineering attacks against both users and administrators, malware, and recovery exploits.  
Clear solution to Defence's leading security challenge.  63% of Defence cyber breaches originate from 3rd party networks.  91% of all 
cyber breaches are attributable to Human-factor exploits, like spear-phishing, social-engineering, or credential-theft malware.  
CryptoPhoto is easily installed either by you, or your 3rd parties, and is strongly effective against a comprehensive range of leading 
cyber threats.  CryptoPhoto: perfect for Defence.  We combine the industry's highest-security-rated and most effective cyber threat 
eradication technology with the industry's easiest and fastest user experience to give Defence and their suppliers the best possible 
User protection.  * NIST Special Publication 800-63 Revision 3. Authenticator Assurance Level 3 (AAL3) provides very high 
confidence that the claimant controls authenticator(s) registered to the subscriber.  Authentication at AAL3 is based on proof of 
possession of a key through a cryptographic protocol.  AAL3 is like AAL2 but also requires a “hard” cryptographic authenticator that 
provides verifier impersonation resistance.  Click here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits. Who is using 
CryptoPhoto. Critical Infrastructure. Boost your security protection to block more than 100 new and different attack scenarios.  
Key Benefits. Boost your security protection to block more than 100 different attack scenarios.  Upgrade your computer security 
to make it able to block online, offline, telephone, and air-gap attacks too.  Fortify your workers against social-engineering, phishing, 
and credential-theft malware attacks.  Add rapid and foolproof biometric protection with logging and non-repudiation.  Add two-
party-rule protection to critical operations.  Encrypt data anywhere, with key storage managed securely across any number of 
operators.  Add biometric multifactor protection and signatures to embedded and server systems, like ssh, sudo, pam, firmware 
updates, etc.  Critical Infrastructure. Your pen-testers and red-teams already know: Social-Engineering Works.  So block it.  
CryptoPhoto is purpose-built to prevent human-factor exploits, and there's a huge number - more than 50 different kinds and 
variations - and we block them all.  We also block more than 50 other cyber attack techniques - that's more than double the number 
of threats that are addressed by all our competitors combined.  CryptoPhoto does 3 important things, all compliant with the world's 
highest-rated security strength: NIST SP800-63-3 "AAL3".  Mutual Authentication: your staff, and (where appropriate) contractors, 
3rd parties, or even customers can log-in safely, to any of your systems, with no risk of scams, phishing, impostors, social-engineers, 
or other modern attacks compromising their authentication security.  Mutual authentication also blocks telephone and in-person 
scams, as well a a wide range of other credential-related risks.  Transaction Signing: authorised users can safely issue instructions, 
like machinery control, facility access, and bespoke transactions, with no risk of malware taking hold, and again with no risk of scams, 
phishing, impostors, social-engineers, or other modern attacks.  CryptoPhoto also provides full non-repudiable action-history logging, 
strong biometric multifactor mutual-auth protection, and multi-operator approval support.  Cryptographic key provisioning: Store 
your most critically sensitive information safely, and redundantly, outside your systems.  Encryption keys, unlock codes, API 
credentials, access tokens, etc: if you don't put it on your machines, it's not there to get compromised, and cannot be misused.  Use 
our multiple-operator security for hypercritial protection, with "N out of M must approve, but not if X out of Y deny" logic for the 
ultimate in security reassurance.  Learn more about Mutual-Authentication, Signing, and Key-provisioning on our Crypto-Currencies 
page.  * NIST Special Publication 800-63 Revision 3. Authenticator Assurance Level 3 (AAL3) provides very high confidence that 
the claimant controls authenticator(s) registered to the subscriber.  Authentication at AAL3 is based on proof of possession of a key 
through a cryptographic protocol.  AAL3 is like AAL2 but also requires a “hard” cryptographic authenticator that provides verifier 
impersonation resistance.  Click here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits. Who is using CryptoPhoto.
 Social & Identity. Keep your customers strongly safe, no matter their skill, no matter their environment.  Key Benefits.
 Keep scammers and social engineers out of your customer accounts - just works - irrespective of end user skill or attention.  
Safely provide logins and your federated identity to 3rd party sites, without fear of scams, phishing, or stolen credentials.  Keep your 
customers strongly safe, no matter their skill, no matter their environment.  Unlock the power of your user accounts without fear of 
the bad guys exploiting your customers.  Deliver new and exciting out-of-band services, like instant secure permission granting or 
identity credential release, protected with biometrics and scam-free mistake-resilient strong certificates.  Social & Identity.
 Your systems are safe, but what about your users?  They're under siege!  Phishing attacks, credential-theft malware, social-
engineering online and by telephone and even in person, 3rd party breaches and password stuffing, impostor websites, zeroday 
exploits, ... hackers know they're your weakest link, but now you can fix that: CryptoPhoto blocks human-factor exploits.  We "hacker 
proof" your users.  No false positives. No angry lockouts. No privacy invasion. No step-ups. No bypass, and no added support burden.  
Just genuine, effective, foolproof protection.  More importantly - we're fast and easy.  One tap, 2 seconds.  We even make it safe to 
stop using passwords entirely.  CryptoPhoto is a multifactor login and signing solution that makes it 10 times faster for your users 
users to log in, while giving them the highest-rated authentication strength available today: NIST SP800-63-3 Authentication 



Assurance Level 3 (AAL3).  We are also fast to enrol - under 2 minutes - that's ten times faster than our nearest competitors, 
reducing uptake friction like never before seen.  CryptoPhoto is purpose-built to protect identity providers against credential-theft 
attacks mounted by unscrupulous relying parties and others;  we make it safe, fast, and easy for your users to enjoy accelerated 
speed and simplicity of using your identity services across any 3rd party sites, and our out-of-band transactions and key-provisioning 
add an entirely new and simple means for quickly and easily authorizing API and 3rd party access to customer data.  Click here to 
learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits. Who is using CryptoPhoto. Crypto Currencies. Keep your crypto 
customers safe, even when sophisticated bad guys attack them hard.  Key Benefits. Keep your crypto customers safe, even 
when sophisticated bad guys attack them hard.  Prevent malware, scams, and social-engineering from exploiting your blockchain 
business.  Make secure logins, secure transactions, and secure-key-storage fast, easy, and foolproof.  Trust no one: CryptoPhoto's 
duty-separation architecture safely isolates all trust. Eradicating single-point-of-failure simultaneously blocks technical, 
human/social, and collusive attacks all at once.  Easily split your keys to keep them safely out of reach of intruders, malware, and 
scams.  Easily protect even your most vulnerable customers.  Protect your users and staff against attacks on themselves, including 
phishing, social-engineering, and malware.  Crypto Currencies.  You get no second chances with cryptocurrencies.  It's real money, 
it's typically just one mistake away from theft, and the bad guys are after it.  They attack you, and they attack your customers.  
CryptoPhoto protects both.  CryptoPhoto does 3 simple things, but it does them with the world's highest-rated security strength: 
NIST SP800-63-3 "AAL3" - that's 2 full assurance levels stronger than legacy ideas like 2FA and passwords, yet CryptoPhoto is fast, 
easy, and fool-proof.  Mutual Authentication: your customers can log in safely using CryptoPhoto, with no risk of scams, phishing, 
impostors, social-engineers, or other modern attacks compromising their security.  Transaction Signing: your customers can issue 
instructions, like trading, withdrawals and transfers, account detail changes etc, with no risk of malware taking their money or 
damaging your reputation, and again with no risk of scams, phishing, impostors, social-engineers, or other modern attacks.  
Cryptographic key provisioning: you, your staff, and your customers can store your most secret information safely, and redundantly, 
off your servers.  Authentication, signing, and key-provisioning are just part of the picture; they require secure enrolment that is fast 
and easy for users to set up, they require fool-proof self-service and secure handling for lost devices and end user maintenance, and 
they require a dedicated architecture that ensures there is no single-point-of-failure throughout.  CryptoPhoto provides it all, 
because there is no point having excellent security, if hackers can simply bypass it by scamming staff or users, exploiting recovery 
mechanisms, breaking in to your servers, or writing malware.  Mutual Authentication. In NIST terms, "Verifier Impersonation 
Resistance" is an absolute requirement to ensure a "very high confidence that the claimant controls authenticator(s) registered to 
the subscriber".  In simple terms, it means that users cannot be tricked.  CryptoPhoto accomplishes this with the worlds fastest 
AAL3-graded user experience: your service proves it's authenticity to your users by presenting them with a one-time random 
photograph, and the users complete their login by tapping the matching photo on their CryptoPhoto-Device.  This is easy, requires 
no training, and takes on average just 2 seconds. Importantly - it means that if any kind of scam is in play, your users simply cannot 
be tricked: there's no way a bad guy can ask them for their login, and there's no way the customer could give it to them if they did 
(the one-tap sends the digitally signed EOTP authentication direct to your authentication endpoint, and never to any impostor).  
Transaction Signing. Malware is everywhere, and even the worlds strongest authentication is not going to stand in the way of 
malware, however, transaction-signing does.  CryptoPhoto provides a "one line change" upgrade to any interface you offer, which 
solicits real-time out-of-band confirmation direct from the real user, making it beyond clear to your users when an injected 
transaction or malware-altered-instruction arrives.  In addition, CryptoPhoto provides real-time no-false-positive alerting of attacks, 
including malware, against your system.  The instant any customer observes an attack, CryptoPhoto protects them, but also informs 
you immediately.  If bad guys target your users or systems, we stop them, and you'll know the instant they mount their attack.
 Cryptographic key provisioning. The safest place for keys to be stored, is not on your server.  CryptoPhoto provides the 
mechanism to store any kind of data, including wallet keys, API codes, etc, on customer devices, with clever redundancy to prevent 
loss, and wrapped in multiple layers of encryption to prevent their theft from either (and both) your server and your customers alike.  
We additionally offer "two man rule" decryption, for extremely important keys where no single individual should own the power to 
use or reveal them alone.  When you servers need the keys, they make an out-of-band request which appears full-screen to the 
authorised operator(s), who unlock the request with their biometrics, and (if they approve), who then provision the key to your 
machine, typically for just one-time (if you don't store it, it cannot be stolen).  No break-in to your server can reveal any keys (they're 
not there).  No break-in to your staff or users can steal any keys (they're at least double encrypted - first to the user's biometrics, and 
second to the requesting server - and in the case of multiple signatories, they are additionally encrypted by all others.).  Countless 
victims, and hundreds of different crypto exchanges were hacked in 2017 alone.  CryptoPhoto eradicates all single-point-of-failure 
opportunities from your systems: our solution will probably stop you or your users or staff getting hacked, but if the worst somehow 
happens anyway [nobody can predict the next zero-day problem!], our solution will prevent loss from that event.  2FA is not enough.  
Passwords alone don't work for many reasons - they're too easy to steal from users or server databases alike, they have no 
resistance against scams, impostors, and phishing, and you just can't trust users to get them right. 2FA codes are exactly the same - 
they too are just as easy to steal from users, their keys also sit on servers and are a single break-in away from complete compromise, 



and they too have no resistance against scams, impostors, and phishing, and you still can't trust users to secure and not loose their 
phones.  2FA was invented in 1984, before the web even existed - it is far too old to be trusted, and next to useless on modern 
connected systems.  Keys belong in your pocket, not on a server waiting to be hacked.  CryptoPhoto offers you the industry's most 
effective user security, but also with the industry's fastest and easiest-to-use user experience.  Core Benefits.  Protect your users and 
your staff against attacks on your systems and attacks on themselves, including phishing, social-engineering, and malware.  
Comprehensive protection against human-factor risks and exploits.  Multi-device, multi-purpose authentication, digital signing, and 
secret key protection with simple backup, secure recovery, and AAL3 class security.  Integrated biometrics to solve friendly-fraud and 
lost-device risks.  The industry's broadest threat-eradication solution: CryptoPhoto prevents 100+ security risks and security-reducing 
UX issues with on clever solution.  * NIST Special Publication 800-63 Revision 3. Authenticator Assurance Level 3 (AAL3) provides 
very high confidence that the claimant controls authenticator(s) registered to the subscriber.  Authentication at AAL3 is based on 
proof of possession of a key through a cryptographic protocol.  AAL3 is like AAL2 but also requires a “hard” cryptographic 
authenticator that provides verifier impersonation resistance.  Click here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits.
 Who is using CryptoPhoto. Education. Stop your staff and students from being trickable by scams, social-engineers, 
phishing, and credential-theft trojans or malware.  Key Benefits.Eliminate login and password problems for students and staff alike.  
Stop your staff and students from being trickable by scams, social-engineers, phishing, and credential-theft trojans or malware.  
Easily run secure online voting and add strong protection to exams.  Dramatically reduce help-desk burden from accidental lockouts, 
lost/forgotten credentials, social-engineers, and hacked accounts.  Securely control doors, lights, heating, and facility access from 
staff and/or student phones, with biometrics, logging, and optional usage billing.  2-second logins! Guaranteed fastest fool-proof 
logins available in the industry.  1-Minute setup adds high-strength keylogger-resistant multi-factor to SSH, sudo, and system access 
and logins.  Wide range of connectors to secure popular enterprise products, like ADFS, VPN, CRM, CMS, Project tools, Web and 
Email.  Comprehensive suite of developer tools, APIs, samples, interactive tutorials, training and demos to extend CryptoPhoto 
protection in bespoke projects.  Education. CryptoPhoto is a fast and easy-to-use multi-featured authenticator with AAL3-grade 
high security, transaction signing, and crypto-key provisioning features.  It replaces legacy 2FA and other ineffective security tools 
and gadgets and can optionally and safely eradicate the need for passwords.  Industry’s Broadest threat coverage.  Human-factor 
exploits account for 9 out of every 10 cyber incidents.  CryptoPhoto is the first authentication solution which extends protection to 
humans themselves.  Our technology uses a simple technique for mutual-authentication, which actively prevents staff and students 
from falling prey to credential theft, account takeovers, scams, or tricks.  In NIST-SP800-63-3 language, we implement effective 
“verifier impersonation resistance” for logins, which is why CryptoPhoto is two full assurance levels stronger and more effective than 
other authentication add-ons like 2FA OTP, Fido gadgets, SMS, or biometrics.  Other threats besides humans still exist, most of which 
CryptoPhoto also address.  We support out-of-band digital signing of transactions to overcome malware and other RATs, we 
separate identity from authentication to overcome serverside break-in risks, we implement trusted certificates over (and despite) 
TLS to defeat sophisticated man-in-the-middle attacks including rouge CAs, certificate substitution, or illegitimate certificates, we 
provide two-man-rule authentication-appliance administration to eliminate single point of failure risks among operator staff, we 
provide heavy and effective appliance self-defence against intrusion, DoS, compromise, backdoors, and we offer cryptographically 
secure mechanisms capable of safely enrolling a new user with CryptoPhoto even if that user is operating from an already-
compromised environment.  The world’s toughest-to-secure customer.  The education industry is possibly the world’s most difficult 
cyber-security challenge.  Vast numbers of machines physically accessible by large numbers of users make many challenges seem 
impossible to contain, like hardware keyloggers, undetectable RATs (remote-access trojans), shoulder-surfing and video-surveilled 
credential-theft, rogue wifi, $10 SDR cellular interception, and IoT or other MitM.  Social-engineering against staff and students is 
incredibly easy to perform in the typically relaxed and friendly atmosphere of the institution.  Victims can be easily tricked or 
personally guided into credential theft and Trojan-install scenarios, staff can be duped via impersonation or other methods, and 
unauthorised credential resets facilitate exceedingly simple bypass of existing security controls.  Collaboration is usually encouraged, 
but students often take this too far, making it difficult to prevent cheating, gaming of attendance and registration systems, 
manipulation of voting, and other mischief that talented young hackers get up to.  CryptoPhoto solves all these challenges, with the 
industry’s highest-strength, yet also fastest and easiest solution.  CryptoPhoto: perfect for education.  We believe that the most 
important improvement authentication can offer is user experience.  It needs to be both easier, and faster, than what you’re already 
doing to ensure it receives the widest possible acceptance and respect.  CryptoPhoto supports a wide range of existing popular 
products right out of the box, and integrates easily and rapidly for any bespoke purpose using our simple API and/or SDK with 
extensive online help, interactive training, code samples, and free training.  Our installation guide can secure practically any use case 
in as little as an hours effort, and that includes complete and secure handling of customer enrolment, management, and loss-
handling etc, as well as authentication and signing.  CryptoPhoto is designed to be fully self-service, despite its AAL3 high-security.  
Our administration console provides real-time metrics, as well as user management features, however, CryptoPhoto is designed to 
prevent staff social-engineering and user-account bypass, so there is typically no need to perform user administration duties: this is 
securely managed by the end users themselves in almost all situations.  Build your own solutions - CryptoPhoto's high-security API 



easily drives any use case that needs a great user experience with strong user protection.  School and University Use Cases: Logins.
 Voting. Exams. SSH, sudu, su. Code Signing. Facility Access. Secure ICT Development. Systems Control.
 Click here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits. Who is using CryptoPhoto. Small Business.
 Solve more than 100 difficult security problems with one fast and simple solution.  Key Benefits. Solve more than 100 
difficult security problems with one fast and simple solution.  Hacker-proof your humans! - easily block difficult problems like social-
engineering of staff, phishing, credential-theft malware, and more.  Make logins faster and easier (and more secure!).  No more lost 
or forgotten passwords - cryptophoto can safely get rid of them.  One-minute setup for most small-business systems.  CryptoPhoto 
provides the industry's highest-assurance security strength: NIST SP800-63-3 "AAL3".  Small Business. Security should just work.  
Properly.  And it should never get in your way.  Welcome to CryptoPhoto - the worlds first high-strength access and signing solution 
that takes only 2 seconds to use.  CryptoPhoto installs in minutes to protect a wide range of common business systems you use, 
including computer and server logins, websites and online tools and services like mail, cloud, crm, cms, and appliances like file 
servers, VPN's, firewalls and more.  Once installed, CryptoPhoto: Prevents attacks against you and your staff, including scams, 
phishing, and social-engineering.  CryptoPhoto works on computers and over the internet, and it also works over the phone, as well 
as in-person.  90% of small-business intrusions are caused by the human-factor exploits that CryptoPhoto blocks.  Neutralizes 
credential-theft malware, and when installed on your file servers and backups, blocks ransomware and malicious data attacks too.  
Simplifies access to your systems.  CryptoPhoto lets you optionally, and safely, get rid of passwords - making it extra fast and easy to 
be secure.  Speeds up your work: with just one tap, taking less than 2 seconds, secure logins and transaction authorisations become 
a breeze.  The strong security CryptoPhoto delivers protects your business and customer data, delivers you the highest available 
authentication assurance to demonstrate strong compliance with modern data and privacy laws, and protects your reputation by 
keeping your business out of mandatory breach-disclosure reports.  CryptoPhoto is cheaper than insurance, and delivers much 
greater value: piece of mind.  Prevention works.  Click here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits. Who is 
using CryptoPhoto. Websites & Home Users. Attract new and discerning customers with the industries strongest yet also 
fastest and easiest to use login security.  Key Benefits - Websites. Give your users strong security that's extra fast and easy for 
them to install and use.  Attract new and discerning customers with the industry's strongest yet also fastest and easiest-to-use login 
security.  Optionally eliminate passwords altogether.  1-minute setup for most popular sites and platforms.  Easy integration with 
free code, APIs, and SDks for the ultimate bespoke experience.  Offer exciting new real-time experiences to your customers with 
CryptoPhoto full-screen out-of-band messaging solutions.  Key Benefits - Home Users. Secure your home computers and networks 
using high-security commercial protection.  Block more than 100 threats and risks to your data and privacy.  Control home 
equipment, like garage doors, lights, heating, door locks, cameras and surveillance etc, with fool-proof high-security.  Protect your 
files and backups against ransomware and malware with our SMB security extensions.  Build your own high-security solutions! Our 
sample code, APIs, and SDKs easily interface with popular software and hardware products and platforms:- You dream it, we secure 
it!.  Websites & Home Users. Passwords don't work anymore.  Whether or not you choose to keep using them (we suggest you 
don't), you need to do something different and more secure these days.  CryptoPhoto lets you take your security to the highest 
strength available, but with the fastest and easiest user experience possible.  Even faster than passwords.  CryptoPhoto works on a 
wide range of products and services that you already use.  Simply install one or more of our pre-built addons.  If you find something 
we don't already support, let us know and we'll add it.  If you've built your own website or project, our Developer pages walk you 
through the simple steps of adding our high-strength security.  Our high-security protection lets you do fast (under 2 seconds) one-
tap logins, using your phone and/or tablet to block more than 100 different security threats.  CryptoPhoto provides the industry's 
highest-assurance security strength: NIST SP800-63-3 "AAL3".  Click here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits.
 Who is using CryptoPhoto. Developers. Easily add high-strength logins and out-of-band digital signatures to your 
projects!  Key Benefits. Easily add high-strength friction-free logins and out-of-band digital signatures to your projects.  Build 
hardware and IoT solutions with our high-security 2-way control systems.  Implement encryption-based projects using our redundant 
key-release and optional two-man-rule solutions.  CryptoPhoto provides the industry's highest-assurance security strength: NIST 
SP800-63-3 "AAL3".  Consider going passwordless: CryptoPhoto makes it safe to remove the single biggest security problem plaguing 
the internet today: passwords.  Developers. Your work is valuable, but good security is hard to get right, especially if you don't 
want to introduce friction or ruin your customer experience.  CryptoPhoto offers the highest-assured military-grade authentication 
strength currently available on the internet, but in a solution that's even faster and easier to use than regular low-security 
passwords, which you can optionally (and safely) get rid of if you like.  Whatever you're building, you have 3 core security needs: 
When someone logs in, you really need to know it's actually them.  No iffs, no buts, no "out of scope" exceptions etc: it just needs to 
work properly, with no hassle.  When a user does something important, you want to know they meant it, and it wasn't them falling 
prey to some scam, or malware taking control of their account.  You need excellent protection for sensitive information, like API 
codes, wallet keys, PII information, cipher/encryption secrets, etc. Even if your systems get broken into, you really don't want any of 
that information stealable.  CryptoPhoto provides all of this protection, in an easy-to-integrate, and fast to use package, with all the 
"hard stuff" already expertly written for you to simply "just use" - including secure enrolment, secure account recovery and loss-



handling, authentication reporting and self-management.  CryptoPhoto lets you concentrate on your application, comfortable in the 
knowledge that you've got the internet's best protection watching your back.  Excitingly, CryptoPhoto offers entirely new and useful 
mechanisms for engaging with your users (securely), in real-time, and where necessary out-of-band.  Our solution gives you the 
mechanism to instantly display rich full-screen 2-way messages directly on your customer devices 24/7/365 and it also gives your 
users the "anytime" mechanism they might need to contact your system securely and on-demand - some examples include: A 
customer account is exceeding some limits - contact them instantly to upgrade them to a higher service with just one tap.  Suspicious 
activity is detected from a customer instance - get customer permission to terminate it without risk of causing customer losses.  
Empower your IoT projects with inward secure messaging: open gates or doors, activate pumps and machinery, or simply provide 
environment reports or real-time warnings - direct to your customer screens in rich 2-way full-screen self-opening convenience.  Get 
Started.Try our live demo to get the fastest understanding of how well we work.  See if our pre-built plugins can instantly secure 
your platforms and tools.  Check out our API's, SDK's, downloadable demos, code-samples, and live tutorials to make the most of our 
advanced protection.  Click here to learn more about CryptoPhoto features and benefits. Who is using CryptoPhoto. The 
worlds most secure authentication is also the worlds easiest and fastest.  Secure transaction verification.  Out of band user approval 
for sensitive transactions.  10x faster 1st time enrolments.  Any device, anywhere, always works.  10x faster to use: option to safely 
go passwordless.  One-tap logins - in under 2-seconds.  Secure transaction verification.  Out of band user approval for sensitive 
transactions.  10x faster 1st time enrolments.  Any device, anywhere, always works.  What we do. QUICK OVERVIEW.
 Contain malware and breach damage with segregated integrity-based multi-device key provision.  Humans cause almost all 
your cyber problems.  Now you can fix that.  Hate passwords?  so do we - they are distracting and useless - get rid of them safely 
with CryptoPhoto.  Protect your staff and users against their largest security threat: Themselves.  Trust is a two-way street. Activate 
2-way mutual-authentication with CryptoPhoto.  Quickly plug supplier security risks with one fast, easy, and comprehensive solution.  
Make high-security authentication and signing fast, easy, and convenient.  Stop your staff and suppliers from being trickable by 
sophisticated adversaries.  Contain malware and breach damage with segregated integrity-based multi-device key provision.  
Humans cause almost all your cyber problems.  Now you can fix that.  Mutual multifactor auth. NISP SP800-63-3 AAL3 compliant 
(world’s strongest rating) Verifier impersonation resistance (Blocks phishing & social-engineering) CryptoPhoto provides the 
industry's strongest defence against human-factor exploits like Phishing, Scams, Social-Engineering, Malware, and all forms of 
credential-theft and abuse.  "It's like a firewall and antivirus rolled into one, except it protect people, not just computers." Secure 
transaction signing. When you need to be sure that a human, and the right one, approved any action, and it wasn't injected by 
malware, impostors, scammers, man-in-the-middle attackers, or other sophisticated adversaries, CryptoPhoto's out-of-band 
transaction give you one-tap convenience to neutralize all those threats.  Passwordless login option. You can now safely get rid 
of passwords if you want, while still enjoying the industrys' highest-strength authentication available. Most experts agree - 
passwords do more harm than good; they don't scale, they often don't work, and they introduce all kinds of side-vector 
vulnerabilities & problems. You don't need passwords anymore, and you're much more secure without them.  Fast and Easy.
 CryptoPhoto is 10 times faster to use than other 2-factor authenticators. It's also 10 times easier (just 1 tap), and 10 times 
faster for users to enrol, and 10 times faster for you to install and set up to protect your staff and users, and prevents 10 times more 
threats. Human-factor exploits cause 9 out of every 10 break-ins, so CryptoPhoto is arguably 10 times more important than any 
other security tool in your belt.  Telephone and in-person mutual authentication. Attackers now use phone calls, and even in-
person deception. CryptoPhoto blocks both of these, with strong verifier impersonation resistance at all times, and it's still fast and 
easy for all parties.  Many More. Click here for more features and details.  Where we are used. Banking. Easily 
protect all customers against modern attacks and scams.  Government. Simplify citizen and staff access to protected systems - 2-
second logins, no training needed!  Enterprise. Quickly fortify your systems against more than 100 normally difficult security 
problems. Small Business. Solve more than 100 difficult security problems with one fast and simple solution.  Cloud and 
Hosting. Cloud and Hosting: Trust no one: CryptoPhoto's duty-separation architecture safely isolates all trust.  Critical 
Infrastructure. Add two-party-rule protection to critical operations.  Websites. Give strong security that's extra fast and easy for 
users to install and use.  Social & Identity. Keep your customers strongly safe, no matter their skill, no matter their 
environment.  Crypto Currencies. Keep your crypto customers safe, even when sophisticated bad guys attack them hard.  
Developers. Easily add high-strength logins and out-of-band digital signatures to your projects!  Defence. Quickly plug 
supplier security risks with one fast, easy, and comprehensive solution.  Education. Eliminate login and password hassles for 
students and staff alike.  Defence. Quickly plug supplier security risks with one fast, easy, and comprehensive solution.  Make 
high-security authentication and signing fast, easy, and convenient.  Stop your staff and suppliers from being trickable by 
sophisticated adversaries.  Contain malware and breach damage with segregated integrity-based multi-device key provision.  High-
security Login and Transaction-Signing that is fast, easy and suitable for everyone.  © 2018  CryptoPhoto - All Rights Reserved. 

 


